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ABSTRACT 

Out-of-plane laterally loaded masonry wall panels are still much used in modem 
structures. However due to their anisotropic and highly composite nature, it is extremely 
difficult to understand their behaviour and to date there is no analytical method that is 
capable of accurately predicting the response of masonry panels to the applied loadings. 
This is one of the major obstacles in analysing and designing masonry structures. This 
research studied a new method that accurately predicts the response of laterally loaded 
masonry wall panels. 

In this dissertation, the method of using corrector factors developed by previous 
researchers was further studied using model updating and artificial intelligence (AI) 
techniques based on previous experimental results of full scale wall panels tested in the 
University of Plymouth. A specialised non-linear finite element analysis (FEA) program 
was used to implement the method developed in this study. The analytical response was 
compared with other experimental results from different laboratories. 

Initially, it was found that there was some obvious noise in the experimental load 
deflection data, which made comparison between FEA and the experimental results very 
difficult. The research therefore proposed a methodology for minimising the 
experimental noise based on 3D surface fitting and regression analyses applied to lateral 
deflection experimental data. 

The next step was the detailed study of corrector factors using the numerical model 
updating procedure. Corrector factors were determined for various zones within a 
masonry panel (the Base Panel) by minimising the discrepancy between the 
experimental load deflection data and those obtained from non-linear FE analysis. A 
detailed model updating procedure was studied including the model analysis, the 
objective function and the constraint function for the genetic algorithm (GA). A 
uniqueness study to corrector factors was also carried out. 

The following step was undertaken to analyse general masonry wall panels using the 
findings of this study. The concept of zone similarities proposed by previous researcher, 
which was based on the relative distance of each zone from similar boundaries, was 
used for applying correctors from the base panel to the new panel to be analysed. A 
modified cellular automata (CA) model was used to match the similar zones between 
the new panel and the base panel. The generality and robustness of this method was 
validated using a number of masonry wall panels tested by various organizations. These 
walls were single leaf masonry wall panels of clay bricks with different boundary types, 
dimensions, with and without openings. 

The main finding in this research are that the boundary effects have a major influence 
on the response of masonry panels subjected to lateral loading, improperly defined 
boundary conditions in FEA are the main source of error in the past numerical analysis. 
Using the corrector factors that are able to properly quantify the actual boundary effects 
and make appropriate revisions, more accurate analysis is achieved and the predicted 
response of masonry walls match with their experimental results very well. 

Key Words: masonry panel, lateral loading, model updating, artificial intelligence 
corrector factors. 
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NOTATIONS 

As, Bs, Cs, Ds,Es the GA variables for the contributions to corrector factors from 

simply supported edge 

Ab, Bb, Cb, Db, Eb the GA variables for the contributions to corrector factors from 

built-in edge 

Ai,Bi,Ci 

Ad, Bd, Cd 

CRI , CRr, CRb 

CRi, CRd 

D, F, G 

Df, De 

EXP 

Ff, Fe 

j 

k 

m 

the GA variables for the increasing tendency formula 

the GA variables for decreasing tendency formula 

the boundary effects from the left, right and bottom edges 

respectively 

the contribution to the corrector factors from left, right and 

bottom edges of the panel. 

the contribution to the corrector factors from decreasing and 

increasing tendency formula 

strength coefficients for the tensile strength perpendicular and 

parallel to the bad joints 

Deflection, Load and Gradient respectively 

the deflections of FEA and experiment respectively, 

experimental data 

the FEA and experimental loads respectively. 

the load level. 

the position measurement points on the panel. 

total load levels determined from non-linear FEA 

IV 



n 

wl, wd, wg 

Xs,Xb 

XI,X2 ... , 

YI,Y2, .... 

ot 

ol, M, og 

number of points on masonry panel for which the deflections are 

considered. 

the weights of failure load, deformations and gradient respectively 

distance from centre of the element to the corresponding panel 

edges of simply supported and built-in. 

Zone position in X direction 

Zone position in Y direction 

the total discrepancy between analytical and experimental results 

the discrepancy of the failure load , deformation and the 

discrepancy respectively between the experimental results and 

FEA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE MOTIVATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 

The motivations of studying out-of-plane laterally loaded masonry wall panels are as 

follows: Firstly, masonry is still preferred in many modem structures due to its 

advantages such as durability, low maintenance, excellent sound absorption, good 

insulation properties, and fire protection to say the least. To reduce the self-weight of 

the masonry wall to meet the needs of modem structures, thinner masonry wall panels 

are required which call for the more accurate design method for masonry wall panels. 

Secondly, the preservation of existing historical masonry buildings (walls) requires the 

advanced understanding of the behaviour of masonry wall panels under lateral loading. 

Thirdly, the study of masonry will facilitate the analyses of other complicated materials 

and structures due its highly composite nature. 

Currently, two methods are used in the study of masonry wall panels: empirical methods 

and numerical methods. Empirical methods propose theories are based on the simple 

model and comparing the results with those of experiment. Researchers studied the 

behaviour of laterally loaded masonry wall panels using empirical methods such as 

Baker(l972, 1973, 1979, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c), Lawrence(l983, 1988, 199la, 1994, 

1995) , West, et.a/.(1974, 1975, 1976), Sinha (1978, 1980), Anderson(l984, 1985, 

1987), Edgell (1995a, 1995b, 2002, 2005), Fried(1989), Chong, et.a/.(1992a) and 

Duarte( 1998). By testing masonry constituents, small specimens, wallettes and full scale 

panels, several analytical methods were proposed such as the Empirical Strip Method 

(Baker 1980), Fracture Line Method (Sinha 1978) , Principal Stress Method (Baker 

1982c), Elastic Plate Method (Sinha 1973, Baker 1982a), Plastic Plate Method (Sinha 

1978), Yield Line Method (West 1977, Cajdert 1980, Brinker 1984), and Energy 
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method (Candy 1988). In the UK, the code of practice BS 5628 is based on principles 

derived from these research findings especially those by CERAM (former British 

Ceramic Research Association). Normally, the models established by empirical methods 

are based on a variety of simplifications, their accuracies are limited and these methods 

do not cover predictions of panel deflection, which is a major structural aspect that 

influences the behaviour of panels. Numerical methods such as finite element analyses 

(FEA) is more suitable to analyse complicated structure and it had been applied to study 

the laterally loaded masonry panels by many researchers such as Ma and May( 1986), 

Chong, et al. ( 1992a), (Lourenco 1997, 2000b, 1996), Luciano and Sacco( 1997, 1998), 

Zucchini and Lourenco(2002), Lee, et.a/.(1996), Massart., et.a/.(2004, 2005b), 

Trovalusci and Masiani(2003, 2005). Nowadays two kinds of finite element analyses 

(FEA) have been developed for masonry study; they are micro-modelling and macro

modelling. Micro-modelling considers the units and the mortar separately whereas 

macro-modelling regards masonry as homogeneous materials. 

However, due to the length of time taken in micro-modelling, or the inaccuracy of the 

smeared material properties used in macro-modelling, the finite element analysis of 

laterally loaded masonry wall panels are still not accurate enough for practical usage 

compared with the analysis of other materials such as concrete, steel, plastic or even 

wood. 

The difficulty of accurately analysing masonry wall panels lies in that masonry consists 

of two different constituents (bricks and mortar). The mechanical properties of masonry 

not only depend on the properties of the bricks and mortar, but also depend on other 

factors such as the bond strength between bricks and mortar, the volume ratio of the two 

components, the orientation and dimension of units, and the existence of cracks in 

masonry. Therefore, any material properties obtained by testing the smaller specimens 
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in laboratory are not able to accurately represent the characteristics of the real masonry 

structures (of larger dimension), which bring great difficulty to accurate analysis. 

The Conceptual Modelling Research Group (CMRG) in the University of Plymouth 

(UoP) studied a new method that directly employs the information of full scale masonry 

walls to accurately predict the response of laterally loaded masonry wall panels. Using 

the nonlinear FEA model and Cellular Automata (CA), Zhou(2002) developed the 

concept of corrector factors and zone similarity based on the experimental data from 

some full scale laterally loaded masonry panels tested by Chong(l993) in the 

University of Plymouth. Corrector factors were used to summarise and revise the total 

discrepancies caused by all possible factors in FEA model such as material properties, 

physical and geometrical properties and other causes. The corrector factors were derived 

by comparing the analytical and experimental deflections at various locations (called 

zones) on a selected full scale masonry wall panel (called the base panel). Then these 

corrector factors were used to modify the flexural stiffness or strength in the related 

zones (elements) of the new panel to improve the FEA analysis based on zone similarity. 

Zone similarity was established based on the relative distance of zones from the similar 

boundaries, which mean that any zone on new masonry panels shares the same corrector 

factors with its similar zone on the base panel. Using the concept of zone similarity with 

the Cellular Automata model (CA), the corrector factors of new panels to be analysed 

were determined from the corrector factors derived from the base panel. 

So far the method of using corrector factors is still in its infancy. The definition of 

corrector factors is rough, some manual modification are needed for deriving corrector 

factors, their physical meanings are ambiguous, and it is still not clear why and how 

they work, the predictions using these corrector factors may sometimes not work well. 

Consequently further studies are necessary to better understand the concept of corrector 
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factors, to achieve more accurate predictions of the response of laterally loaded masonry 

panels. 

1.2 THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS RESEARCH 

This dissertation studies corrector factors, aimed to further improve the prediction of the 

behaviour of laterally loaded masonry wall panels; the objective of this research 

includes the following: 

I. Understand the nature of corrector factors particularly their physical meaning. 

2. Give a scientific definition of the corrector factors. 

3. Find a numerical method to derive corrector factors, using the experimental 

information of the full scale masonry wall panel. 

4. Further improve the prediction of the behaviour of laterally loaded masonry 

panels. 

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

The main works involved in this dissertation are as follows: 

In chapter I, a simplified introduction is given to the motivation, the contribution and 

the content of this study. 

In chapter 2, a comprehensive literature survey is presented, which involves empirical 

methods and numerical methods used in the study of laterally loaded masonry wall 

panels. Finite element analysis (FEA) and model updating techniques are covered in this 

literature survey as it is mainly used in this research. 

ln chapter3, the research by Chong( 1993) and Zhou(2002) is explained in detail as it is 

the background for this research. 
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In chapter 4, a method to refine the irregularities of the experimental load deflection 

data of the laterally loaded masonry wall panels are studied, which make the irregular 

deflections to be regular so as to be in accordance with the macro-modelling and 

provide a foundation for further numerical study to corrector factors. 

In chapter 5, an initial study of the corrector factors is carried out using the definition 

proposed by Rafiq, et.a/.(2003). 

In chapter 6, the parametric study of the FEA model used in this research is carried out, 

which provide the support of using corrector factors. 

In chapter 7, a method of deriving corrector factors using model updating techniques 

with the genetic algorithm (GA) are studied. The corrector factors are thereby obtained 

from the laboratory information of a full scale masonry wall panel (base panel). The 

physical meanings of corrector factors are disclosed. 

In chapter 8, the extensive study of corrector factors is carried out by changing the 

definition of boundary condition in the FEA model, to verify the uniqueness of the 

model updating solution (corrector factors) obtained. The physical meaning of corrector 

factors is further confirmed. 

In chapter 9, the generality and validations of the corrector factors are studied using 

cases from different sources. 

In chapter I 0, conclusions and the perspectives for future works of this research are 

addressed. 

1.4 THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 

Following contributions are achieved in this research. 
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1. A method to regularize the experimental deflection data of laterally loaded 

masonry wall panel is proposed. This method can also be used for panels of 

other materials in similar situations. 

2. A numerical model updating method for the FEA model of laterally loaded 

masonry panels using the genetic algorithm (GA) is studied. Consequently a 

method of updating this kind of model (deriving corrector factors) is proposed. 

3. For the first time, the major boundary effects are directly revealed by numerical 

method and these effects are quantified using corrector factors. 

4. Using the corrector factors, discrepancies caused by boundary effects are revised. 

This leads to a prediction of the failure load with remarkably improved accuracy. 

5. For the first time, the deflections on the whole surface of the laterally loaded 

masonry wall panels are reasonably predicted. 

6. The physical meaning of the corrector factors is clarified. lt has been found that 

the boundary effects strongly affect the behaviour of masonry panel of laterally 

loading. 

7. This research starts using model updating method in this area, which could be 

extended to other relevant studies such as constitutive relationships and failure 

criteria of the masonry, micro-modelling analyses and homogeneous techniques. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

There have been many papers published on masonry studies. The literature reviewed 

here focuses on studies of out-of-plane laterally loaded masonry panels (called laterally 

loaded masonry panel briefly in this thesis). Finite element analysis (FEA), model 

updating are also involved in this literature review as they are mainly used in this 

research. 

2.2 REVIEW ON THE RESEARCH OF LATERALLY LOADED 

MASONRY WALL PANELS 

Currently, there are mainly two ways to study laterally loaded masonry panels, the first 

one is the empirical methods, and the second one is the numerical methods. 

2.2.1 Empirical studies of masonry wall panels 

Empirical methods were the common way to study masonry panels to estimate the first 

cracking and the failure load of laterally loaded masonry wall panels. Researchers such 

as West, et al.(l974, 1975, 1976), Baker(l972, 1973, 1979, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c), 

Hendry(l973, 1976, 2001), Sinha (1978, 1980, 1999), Lawrence(1983, 1988, 199ia, 

1994, 1995), M a and May( 1984, 1986), May and Tellett (1986), Chong, et al.(l992a, 

1992b), Fried(l989), Duarte(1993, 1998) and Edgell (1987, 2002, 2005) have made 

significant contributions in this area. Research groups involved in this area in UK are 

CERAM (the former British Ceramic Research Association), University of Edinburgh, 

University of Plymouth, University of Leeds, University of Swansea and University of 

Cardiff and the University of Kingston. So far several analytical methods have been 

proposed such as: (a) Elastic plate method (Hendryl973, Baker 1982a), (b) Plastic plate 

method (Sinha 1978), (c) Principal Stress method (Baker 1982c), (d)Yield line method 
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(West et al.l977, Sinha 1978, Cajdert 1980, Brinker 1984), (e) Fracture line method 

(Sinha 1978), (f) Strip method (Hillerborg 1976, Baker 1980), (g) Energy method 

(Candy 1988). Among these methods, the yield line method that is incorporated in BS 

5628 is more influential. The review of these methods will be chronologically presented 

in the following: 

The first test on laterally loaded un-reinforced masonry panels (i.e. no steel bar 

embedded into the causes of masonry wall) was carried out at the National Bureau of 

Standards in Washington, D.C, by Stang, et.al.( 1925/1926) and later was continued by 

Ketch (1932), and Richart, et.a/.(1932). These works mainly investigated the flexural 

behaviour of masonry panels and examined the masonry constituent such as bricks, 

blocks and mortar. 

The first experiment on two-way spanning un-reinforced masonry walls was carried out 

by Tasker (1947) in The Commonwealth Experimental Building Station in Australia in 

1947, plastic behaviour was found in the two walls tested. 

In Great Britain, the first laterally loaded masonry wall panels was tested by Davey and 

Thomas( 1950), the panels were four sides simply supported without in-plane constraint. 

The results showed that there was no reserve of strength left in a masonry panel after the 

first cracking. But they also observed that the failure crack patterns were very similar to 

those of the yield line which was originally developed for analysing reinforced concrete 

slabs. Their results were also confirmed by Thomas( 1953). 

In 1954, Monk( 1954) reported the effects of brick and mortar and workmanship on 

flexural behaviour of masonry walls. Brick properties such as suction rate at laying-time, 

water absorption, surface roughness, texture would affect the flexural strength of 

masonry. Mortar properties affecting the flexural behaviour of masonry include the 

flowing property, the water retentivity and the workability, the curing and the age. This 
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paper studied how the materials properties of the constituents affect the properties of 

masonry. 

In 1964, Losberg and Johansson{l964) tested walls with four edges supported; the 

results showed that, under the action of lateral load, the initial cracking occurred when it 

reached the ultimate load. They thought this was due to the brittle nature of masonry, 

which would prevent true yield lines to be developed in the masonry panels. 

In 1965 in Britain, Bradshaw and Entwistle ( 1965) presented the preliminary guidelines 

of wind forces on non-load bearing brickwork panels. Moment coefficients for the 

design of walls with various edge conditions were proposed and it was emphasised that 

good bond between brick and mortar was very important to get higher lateral load 

bearing. 

In 1967 in Britain, Monk and Hall en ( 1967) tested the hollow clay blocks walls with 

lateral loading added by air bags and with no axial compression loading. They found 

that the failure criterion was the first appearance of the crack along horizontal joint at 

the mid-depth. 

In 1969, both the Americans and the Australians published their first codes of practice 

for laterally loaded brick walls. In America, Building Code Requirements for 

Engineered Brick Masonry suggested the design recommendations on lateral loading 

(Structural Clay Products institute 1969). In Australia, The Standards Association of 

Australia (S.A.A.) provided guidance on the design of lateral loading (SAA brickwork 

code.l969). 

In 1970, the publication of CP 111, part l in the UK (British Standards lnst 1970 , Code 

of Practice for Structural Use of Masonry, Part 1) gave initial design guidance on the 

values of tensile strength of masonry in UK. 
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In 1971 in Britain, West, et.a/.(1971) carried out an extensive study of lateral-load 

resistance of walls by testing over lOO full scale walls of storey-height with different 

compression levels. The walls were of different lengths with and without returns at one 

or both ends. Different construction types, including single leaf, double leaf and cavity 

walls were studied. The following conclusions were drawn from these studies: (a) 

compressive strength of the constituent (bricks and mortar) had a negligible influence 

upon the lateral resistance; (b) the relationship between the out-of-plane latera11oad and 

the applied vertical compression load had been clarified; (c) the effects of returns, which 

related to stiffening effects on the panel, change the failure mode to yield line pattern; 

the three-pinned arch method of calculation is only applicable in the case of no returns. 

Baker( 1972, 1973) suggested a simplified strip method and compared it with the 

existing analytical methods such as the strip method (Hillerborg 1976), the elastic 

isotropic plate theory (Timoshenko 1981 ), the yield line theory (Johansen 1972) and the 

tabulated elastic moment coefficient. The results showed that, the elastic plate theory 

generally underestimated the ultimate load, the elastic analysis of the cracked panels 

was inconsistent; yield line method always overestimated the strength and the tabulated 

moment coefficients were always conservative. He recommended empirical strip 

method as the most reliable method at that time, which make reasonable estimate to 4 

sides supported but conservative estimate to 3 sides supported. 

In 1973, Hendry( 1973) suggested that yield line theory was not rational to be used for 

brittle masonry, because the stiffness of the wall could not remain constant after 

cracking. He suggested using a moment coefficient method based on a horizontal strip 

to predict the failure load. 

In 1973, Haseltine and Hodgkinson( 1973 ) used experimental results to check the 

validity ofboth elastic plate (Timishenko 1981) and yield line theories (Johansen 1972). 
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Both were found to underestimate wall strengths, which were contrary to the findings of 

Baker(1972, 1973). In the same year, Haseltine, et.al.(1913) pointed out that the 

supporting boundary types had a strong influence on the failure load. 

In 1974, West, et al.(l914) tested the lateral resistance of fifteen clay brick walls with 

various boundary conditions under compressive axial loading. The results showed that 

the mortar composition is important in determining the failure load, which could be due 

to the fact that mortar composition could affect the bond strength between mortar and 

bricks. 

In 1975, West, et al.( 1975) carried out a large number of experiments on wallettes and 

full-scale walls (generally a wall is defined to be 10 course by 3 bricks wide). The 

lateral load resistance of walls with different lengths were studied. Based on the results 

of the tests on twenty-six wallettes constructed from different brick types, it was found 

by West, et al. that the ratio of ultimate flexural strength in two orthogonal directions 

varied from 1.5 to 5.0. A comparison of bending moments obtained from the yield line 

theory and the experiment showed good agreement. This research also showed that 

boundary conditions are critical to the response of the panel to lateral loads. 

In 1976, West( 1976)and Haseltine and West(l976) investigated the flexural strengths 

of brickwork perpendicular and parallel to the bed joints. A wide variety of bricks and 

mortar designations were studied. The results showed that the type of mortar had no 

significant influence on the flexural strength perpendicular to the bed joint, but the 

stronger mortar results in a relatively higher flexural strength in the direction parallel to 

the bed joint. 

In 1976, Hendry and Kheir (1976)tested one sixth scale brick walls with various aspect 

ratios and support conditions. Elastic plate theory, strip method and yield line method 

were used for the analysis. They considered that the elastic plate theory underestimated 
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test results for panels with higher aspect ratios but the yield line method provided 

slightly conservative estimate of experimental strength. They suggested that although 

application of the yield line method lacked rational basis, it was the best method among 

other techniques. 

In 1978, Sinha ( 1978) proposed a modified yield line approach called fracture line 

analysis, which assumed the load was distributed in proportion to the panels stiffness in 

the two principal directions. He found that conventional yield line theory was shown to 

overestimate test results, but his fracture line analysis results were in a very good 

agreement with the experiments; the same results were also reported in 1980 in his 

publication (Sinha 1980). 

In 1978, the first version of the new limit state, British Masonry Code BS 5628: Part I . 

was published (later was updated and republished in 1985, 1992, 2005). In this code, 

two design methods for laterally loaded masonry walls were introduced. The first 

method was based on the yield line theory which assumes constant moments of 

resistance along the yield lines. The second method employed arching theory that 

allows a masonry panel to act as an arch between suitable rigid supports. The 

publication of BS 5628 undoubtedly stimulated the substantial research on laterally 

loaded masonry panels, because researchers were confused that the yield line theory, 

proposed in BS 5628 results in a number of discrepancies between theoretical and 

experimental results. 

In 1979, Baker(l979) proposed an elliptical failure criterion for brick panels subjected 

to bi-axial bending based on single joint specimen. He believed that this failure criterion 

was also feasible to the case of having the compressive vertical force. These results had 

been widely used for further numerical analysis. 
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ln 1980, after an extensive study of masonry wall panels, Cajdert ( 1980) recommended 

the use of yield line method to predict the ultimate load and the elastic plate theory to 

predict the first cracking load. He found both methods gave reasonable results. 

ln 1982, Baker(1982a, 1982c) proposed the Principal Stress Method which was based 

on the principal moments in the panel and a partially plastic failure criterion, cracking 

load and failure load were predicted. Baker compared his theoretical predictions with 

the test results and found that his prediction of cracking load was conservative but was 

accurate to the ultimate load of a four sides supported panel. Other researchers such as 

Gaims ( 1983), Lawrence( 1983), Brinker( 1984), Anderson( 1987) have made further 

studies of the accuracy of principal stress and yield line method, but their results were 

somewhat contradictory to Baker's results. 

ln 1986, Ma and May( 1986) presented biaxial stress failure criterion for brick masonry 

which covered tension-tension region, tension-compression region and compression -

compression region; a linear relationship between the change of stress and the change of 

bed joint orientation was assumed. A tri-linear stress strain relationships was assumed, 

which consists of a linear elastic stage, the elastic-plastic stage and the plastic stage in 

the compression region; in the elastic-plastic stage the panel stiffness was supposed to 

decrease by up to 80% compared with the elastic stage. The stress strain relationship in 

tension was always assumed to be linear. 

In 1987, Edgell( 1987) presented a review paper about effects of various factors on the 

strength of brick masonry. Mortar designation (mortar grade), mortar mix, mortar 

constancy, initial rate of suction of the bricks, adjustment of initial rate of suction, 

curing condition are reviewed and discussed in a detailed way. Edgell concluded the 

main points including: (I) when the mortar is changed from designation Ill to 

designation I, the ratio of the characteristic tlexural strength taken from Table 3 of BS 
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5628: part l is not unreasonable but likely to be conservative. (2) The ratio of flexural 

strength when the mortar is changed from designation Ill to IV appears to be 0.75. (3) 

The ratio of flexural strength when the mortar is changed from designation III to l :3: 12 

should be 0.5. (4) Increasing water retention improves the bond to bricks having higher 

initial rate of suction and reduces the bond with bricks having a low initial rate of 

suction. 

In 1988, Candy( 1988) developed another new analytical method, the Energy Method. 

This method was based on such assumptions as: (a)The panel is regarded as several 

planar plates as in yield line analysis when it is under ultimate lateral pressure.(b) The 

geometry of the panel and its units determine the position of energy lines but not the 

minimum energy as in the yield line method.(c) The virtual work due to the increased 

unit deflection is the integral of the pressure times incremental deflection.(d) The 

rotation around the energy lines due to the increased unit deflection is associated with 

horizontally acting moments which results from bed-joint torsional stresses; these 

horizontal moments vary linearly from a maximum at the supported corner to zero at the 

end of the diagonal energy lines. The integral of the product of horizontal moment and 

incremental rotation on the energy lines provides the internal work done in the panel. 

Candy found that the scatter of the predictions by his method was significantly less than 

that by the Strip method. However, the nature of this method was still similar to the 

yield line method which was based on similar assumptions, its effectiveness still needed 

to be further checked. 

In 1989, Fried(l989) carried out more than forty experiments on masonry elements and 

panels in his PhD research. He made a summary of the existing analytical methods in 

the UK, Canada, the USA, Australia, Sweden and other countries since 1932. He also 

compared the predicted lateral load capacity of panels by the yield line method, the strip 
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method, the principal stress method and the elastic plate method using the same 

assumed materials. Meanwhile, he investigated the effects of the aspect ratios, the 

orthogonal ratio, and the boundary conditions on the different methods. His 

comparisons clearly showed the advantages and shortcomings of these methods. He 

suggested that, the yield line method and strip method (called strip 3 method in his 

thesis) are more feasible to obtain the ultimate load capacity while the elastic and 

principal stress method are found to be more suitable for predicting the first cracking 

load. He pointed out that masonry research had been mainly experimental rather than 

theoretical because of the difficulties in analysing panels consisting of two different 

components. Fried's research clearly expressed the practical application of the existing 

analytical techniques at that time, and he also mentioned that these methods are not 

applicable for all cases and the reasons are still not very clear, e.g. the yield line method 

produces accurate results for totally simply supported panels, but is not accurate enough 

for panels with even one side built-in. 

In 1991, Lawrence and Lu( 1991 b) presented their analysis of the cracking pressure for 

32 panels using isotropic elastic plate analysis. Monte Carlo simulation (Rubinstein 

1981) was used to model the random variation of flexural strength. The analyses agreed 

with the experimental results very well. 

In 1991, Golding( 1991) presented an integrated and practical approach to the design of 

laterally loaded masonry panels. On-reinforced, reinforced and prestressed masonry 

wall panels with variable fixity along two, three and four sides were studied. He 

suggested that all masonry whether un-reinforced, reinforced or prestressed should be 

regarded as one material rather than two or three. He suggested that the yield line 

method provided a unified approach. 

IS 
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In 1992, Chong. et al.( 1992a) studied the behaviour of laterally loaded masonry panels 

with and without openings by testing 18 full-scale masonry wall panels. Yield line 

theory and finite element analysis (FEA) established by Ma and May(l986) were used 

for the comparison. He found that the yield line approach, as suggested in BS 5628, 

tends to overestimate the failure load but the non-linear finite element analysis gave 

reasonable agreement with the experimental failure loads and the failure patterns. 

In 1993, Duarte(1993) presented his PhD thesis on the study of the lateral strength of 

brickwork panels with openings, 160 wallettes, 24 cross beams and 16 panels were 

tested. It was found that under bi-axial bending, the flexural strength perpendicular to 

bed joints increased dramatically compared to the strength in the uni-axial test. This was 

a significant finding, which means that the present method of obtaining material 

properties of masonry panels might not be suitable for FEA analysis. In his works, the 

biaxial cracking criterion for brickworks was established through the cross-beam 

experiments and was used in a finite element analysis program which proved to give 

reasonable results. The strip method and yield line analysis were also used to predict the 

ultimate failure pressure of the panel, the yield line analysis agreed with the 

experimental results but the strip method did not. Another interesting point of this 

method was that the moment in two directions (parallel and perpendicular to the bed 

joint) were measured directly, and it was proved that after cracking, the redistribution of 

moment took place from the weaker direction to the stronger direction. His experiments 

and the findings were very helpful in understanding the reality of the behaviour of 

laterally loaded masonry wall panels. 

In 1994, Lawrence(l994) carried out an investigation into 32 full-scale single-leaf 

masonry panels of three and four sides supported, together with a large number of tests 

on small brickwork specimens. Lawrence made some recommendations for the design 
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of two-way spanning panels without openings based on the comparison of various 

analytical methods. He believed that the empirical approach given in The Australian 

Standard AS 3700-1988 was the best method available at that time. He also suggested 

that the biaxial bending failure criterion for masonry should be further developed and 

the random variation of masonry material properties should be considered. 

Christiansen ( 1996) studied a theoretical way to acquire accurate flexural strength 

values of masonry using such experimental results as the properties of bricks, the pre

watering of the bricks, mortar, the cement content and the water content in the mortar. 

The proposed method was still not successful since all the possible factors affecting the 

flexural strength of the masonry could not be incorporated in practical usage. 

In 1998, Brooks and Baber( 1998) established a method to evaluate the modulus of 

elasticity of clay and calcium silicate brickwork. In their method, a composite model 

was used to express the modulus of masonry in terms of properties that are generally 

known to the designer such as the strengths of the unit and the mortar and the water 

absorption of the unit. Using the previously published and new test data, it was shown 

that the proposed method was to be more accurate than the current methods of 

prediction including BS 5628 and Eurocode 6. 

In 1998, Duarte( 1998) investigated the design of laterally loaded brickwork panels 

with openings. Analytical methods such as the Yield Line Theory, the Fracture Line 

Method, the Strip Method and those in BS 5628 were used and compared with the 

experimental results of 16 half-scale masonry panels. The variables used included 

aspect ratio, boundary conditions and the dispositions of window openings. It was found 

that the yield line method provided a reasonable prediction to the failure load. 

In 1999, Liang(l999) made a comprehensive study of the flexural strength and modulus 

of elasticity of masonry both parallel and perpendicular to the bed joints by testing 
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brickwork crossbeams which provided new constitutive relationships and failure criteria. 

Agreements were achieved between FEA and experimental results both in analysing the 

cross-beam specimen and masonry wall panels of half scale. Liang found that the 

variation of modulus of elasticity in two directions determined the distribution of the 

load applied in two directions which would be the main reason for the discrepancy of 

most FEA models. 

In 2005, Edgell (2005)described the importance of testing in the development of Code 

of Practice guidance for the structural design of masonry structures. Two projects were 

described which used the test results to develop designs beyond the scope of the 

guidance in current codes. The role of testing in supporting guidance is explained 

because this cannot be done by calculation. An approach to the appraisal of existing 

structures is illustrated. 

In 2006, Kanyeto, et.a/.(2006) presented their research on laterally loaded block 

masonry panel using the thin layer mortar. Kanyeto, et.al suggested that the yield line 

method is unlikely to be appropriate to analyse the behaviour of wall panels constructed 

using thin bed joints because the panels behave more as concrete plates, which would 

necessitate the use of elastic plate theory for their design and the paper recommended 

that an elastic theory based-method be considered for the design of laterally loaded 

concrete block work panels constructed with thin layer mortar. 

From the literature review in this section, it can be concluded that, though several 

analytical method have been proposed by previous researchers, the results of using these 

methods are some times contradictory, and the deflections of the masonry panel are not 

involved. Therefore, other methods are quite necessary to be further studied. 
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2.2.2 Numerical studies of masonry wall panels 

The main numerical methods in masonry research is the finite element analysis (FEA) 

(Brenner 2002 ) which has been widely used for structural analysis. Other methods 

which have been used in concrete such as spectral methods (Bertrand 1989), boundary 

element method (BEM) (Watson 2003)have not yet been used in masonry study. More 

general bibliography on finite element analysis can be found elsewhere (Mackerle 1998, 

2000,2000a,2001,2002,2002b,2004,2005). 

In masonry studies, two kinds of FEA are commonly used: macro-modelling and micro-

modelling. In macro modelling the masonry is regarded as a homogeneous material, 

whereas in micro modelling the brick and joints are separately modelled. At present, 

micro-modelling is not feasible for real masonry structures because modelling the units 

and the mortar joints separately needs a very long time for model preparation and 

calculation. Therefore, most practical analyses of masonry structures use macro-

modelling which uses smeared material properties. To acquire smeared material 

properties of masonry, homogenisation techniques (Bakvalov and Panasenko 1989) are 

used, which have also been extensively studied and are becoming popular in the 

masonry community (Zucchini and Lourenco 2002). The literature survey carried out 

here will cover macro modelling, micro modelling and homogeneous techniques in the 

chronological order. 

In 1985, Essawy, et. al.( 1985) developed a finite element program for analysing 

laterally loaded block masonry wall panels in which a multi-layered model was used in 

the program which could track the progress of cracking in a way that the stiffness of 

each cracked element was modified only in that particular cracked layer. 

In 1986, May and Tellett (1986) introduced a non-linear finite element program for 

reinforced and unreinforced masonry panels subjected to lateral load. The masonry was 
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modelled as a homogeneous material in the elastic range. When the cracks were 

initiated or the stress reached its maximum level, the Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 

zero. The "square" failure criteria were adopted in all tension-tension, compression

compression and compression-tension regions but they realized that assuming a 

"square" failure criterion in the tension-tension region was not reasonable. 

In 1989, Pande, et.a/.(1989) presented a method to simulate masonry usmg 

homogenization techniques. ln this technique, the homogeneous material properties of 

the elastic equivalent of the anisotropic masonry were acquired; subsequently the 

masonry was regarded as an isotropic material for further numerical analysis. 

In 1991, Liang( 1991) in his PhD thesis addressed more details of his work based on 

Pande, et al.( 1989) which extended the homogenisation techniques to the constitutive 

relationships at the non-linear region (visco-elasticity) of masonry with the 

consideration of failure criteria. The homogenization was applied to kinds of masonry 

specimens and the comparison was made between the experiments and the FEA. The 

results show that the proposed homogenization technique was credible. Based on the 

equivalent isotropic features obtained by the homogenization technique, the FEA was 

carried out to analyse two masonry panels with vertical loading, and very good results 

were obtained. This homogenization technique was based on many assumptions such as: 

masonry and mortar are linear isotropic materials, a structure is much larger than its 

components (masonry units and mortar joints), the constituents are perfectly bonded 

without any debonding effects; the bed joints are continuous. Obviously, these 

assumptions affect the accuracy of the analysis, e.g. debonding is a very common 

phenomenon during the failure of a masonry structure but this method did not consider 

its occurrence. Therefore, based on Liang's work, Lee, et a/.(1996) further studied the 
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numerical simulation of cracking and collapse of masonry panels based on the 

homogenisation techniques. 

In 1991, Lawrence and Lu( 1991 a) presented a finite element analysis specially for 

laterally loaded masonry wall panels with openings. A computer program was 

developed accompanied by a Monte Carlo simulation approach to account for the 

random variation of flexural strength of masonry. The influence of self-weight was 

included and good agreements to the experimental results were achieved. 

In 1991, Chong( 1993) analysed 18 masonry panels that he tested in the University of 

Plymouth using the revised program which was initially created by May and Tellett 

( 1986). He found out that, the FEA was close to the experimental results. However, he 

was confused that, the load deflection curve of FEA suddenly drops after the first 

cracking whereas the experimental results did not. The cause of this phenomenon will 

be illustrated in this research. 

In 1996, research by Lee, et al. ( 1996) presented a homogenisation technique based on 

the previous work carried out by Pande, et a/.(1989, 1991). In his work, two stages of 

homogenisation were used: one for the orthotropic material properties and the other one 

for the cracking of the material. In this model, tensile cracking was considered as the 

non-linearity parameter. He also compared the analytical and the experimental results 

and it was found that the failure patterns obtained by FEA reasonably agreed with the 

experimental results. He concluded that the analytical model could successfully predict 

the physical behaviour of laterally loaded masonry panels. 

In 1996, Lourenco( 1996) presented a systematic study on the analysis of masonry 

using computational methods in his PhD thesis. Techniques such as numerical 

algorithms, micro-modelling, homogenization techniques and macro-modelling were 

studied. The non-linear equilibrium problem was solved by a constrained Newton-
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Raphson method with a line-search technique. Non-symmetric tangent stiffness matrix, 

raised from non-associated plastic flow (hardening/softening), was used in all analysis 

to trace the complete loading process. In his micro-modelling, the inelastic phenomena 

were "lumped" in the weaker joints through a composite interface model which 

regarded the joint as zero-thickness interface. There were three failure mechanisms for 

the three failure modes in this model. The internal damage associated with each failure 

mechanism was modelled using internal parameters related to fracture energy in tension, 

compression and in shear. In the homogenization process, two steps were adopted: the 

homogenisation is carried out in one direction first (either parallel or perpendicular to 

the bed joints); and then it is carried out in another direction. The behaviour of masonry 

cells predicted by macro-modelling with homogenisation is quite close to those by 

micro-modelling, but Lourenco stated that the experiments should be carried out to 

confirm the homogenisation results. In the macro-modelling, an orthotropic continuum 

model was developed, which consists of a Rank in type yield criterion for tensile failure 

and Hill type yield criterion for compressive failure. Again the internal damage 

associated with each failure mechanism can be modelled using internal parameters 

related to tensile and compressive fracture energy. However, Lourenco demonstrated 

that the macro-model performs badly for the case when the failure mode is governed by 

the interaction of a few units and mortar; therefore, the adoption of macro-modelling 

must be associated with a composite failure process. More comprehensive research by 

Lourenco in this area could be found elsewhere (Lourenco 1994, 1996, 1997b, 1998, 

1999, 2000a, 2000, 200 I, 2004, 2005). 

In 1999, Pluijm (1999) made a comprehensive study to the tlexural failure mode under 

different directions of masonry subjected to lateral loading, which provided the basic 

data for the numerical analysis of laterally loaded masonry wall panels. 
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In 1999, Mathew, et al.( 1999) published his research results on predicting failure loads 

using artificial intelligence. A hybrid system, which combines a case-based reasoning 

technique and a neural network (NN) based model was used in this study. The trained 

NN was able to match the failure load of a masonry panel under lateral pressure when 

the wall was subjected to biaxial bending, for instance, masonry cladding panels 

supported on three or four sides. 

[n 2000, Edgell and Kjaer (2000) presented their yield line analyses on lateral load 

behaviour of walls with openings using various computing software package such as 

Tedds, DTI (developed by Danish technology institute), PSA Guide. They compared the 

analytical results from three approaches with the experimental ones. The multipliers 

(ranged 1.14-5.7) were used in the DTI analysis to revise the input flexural strength. 

They concluded that the three software packages (Tedds, DTI, PSA Guide) were in 

general conservative but could be used to predict the failure load of walls subjected to 

lateral loading. The DTI could well predict the failure pattern of the masonry panel of 

lateral loading. 

[n 200 I, Lourenco(200 l) briefly reviewed the out-of-plane behaviour of masonry panel 

which including one-way and biaxial bending, the influence of normal bending and the 

size effects and randomness of material were also discussed. Lourenco advocated that 

the existing experimental results are not suitable for deriving the constitutive behaviour 

of masonry and he suggested to using deformation controlled tests. 

In 2001-2004, Cecchi and Rizzi (200 I, 2002b, 2002a, 2004) presented an extensive 

study on homogeneous 3D model periodic heterogeneous bodies (such as masonry) with 

multi-parameters and regarded masonry as periodic in the middle plane, i.e. in the 

orthogonal directions to the thickness. The model could be successfully used for 

analysing both in-plane and out-of-plane load. 
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In 2002, Zucchini and Lourenco(2002) summarised the methods of homogenization 

techniques into three kinds: (a) to handle the masonry by considering their special 

feature of the discontinuum within the frame work of a generalised/Cosserat continuum 

theory by Besdo ( 1985). This method possesses some inherent mathematical 

complexity and is able to handle the mortar interface and true discontinuous behaviour, 

but so far this method is not yet adopted by researchers and its practical applications 

still need further research. (b) To apply the homogeneous theory for periodic media to 

the basic cell, i.e. to carry out single step homogenisation with adequate boundary 

conditions and exact geometry (Arthoine 1995, 1997); the interfaces between unit and 

mortar are not yet accounted for, the complexity of the basic cell of the masonry implies 

the solution which could be obtained by using the FEA method and thus the macro

parameter could be obtained, (c) as an "engineering approach" aimed at substituting the 

complex geometry of the basic cells by a simplified geometry, such as work done by 

Pande, et al. ( 1989) ,this approach is performed in two steps (two directions) and 

masonry is assumed to be a layered materials so as to simplify the problem; this method 

performs very satisfactory in the case of linear elastic analysis, but the defect of this 

method is that the final results are affected by the order of the two steps of 

homogenisation, and for the case when the stiffness ratio between units and mortar 

becomes too large(> 1 0), unacceptable errors are caused. To improve the 

homogenisation techniques, Pande, et al. ( 1989) in his work presented a micro

mechanical homogenization model for masonry which included the additional 

deformation of the basic cells and the elastic-plastic deformation on the units and mortar 

was assumed. The proposed homogenization techniques avoided the big error caused 

when the stiffness ratio between units and mortar becomes too large(> 1 0). 
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In 2003, Rafiq, et a/.(2003), Zhou, et.a/.(2003) proposed a novel method of using 

corrector factors. The corrector factors were derived by comparing the deflections of 

FEA and experimental deflections and were used to revise the flexural stiffness or 

strength in the zones of the panel to improve the FEA analysis. To apply the corrector 

factors from a known base panel to more general masonry panel of different boundary 

conditions and sizes and with openings, zone similarity are established using a cellular 

automata (CA) model. Improved analyses were achieved both for the failure load and 

failure pattern. 

In 2003, Trovalusci and Masiani (2003) presented a non-linear anisotropic continua 

which is equivalent to masonry-like materials. An integral procedure of equivalence in 

terms of mechanical power has been adopted to identify the effective elastic moduli of 

the two continuous models. Non-linear constitutive functions for the interactions in the 

Lagrangian system are defined to take into account both the low capability to carry 

tension and the friction at the interfaces between elements. The non-linear problem is 

solved through a finite element procedure. Differences between the classical analysis 

and his model were investigated with the aid of numerical analyses models carried out 

on masonry walls made of blocks of different size; good results were achieved. 

In 2004 and 2005, Massart, et.a/.(2004, 2005a) presented his comprehensive study on 

modelling masonry structures of different scales (i.e. mesoscopic modelling). He first 

made the micro-modelling based on homogeneous techniques to get the isotropic 

material properties which were used for further macro-modelling later, good results was 

achieved. Similar studies were carried out by Larbi (2004) and Trovalusci and 

Masiani(2005). 

In 2004, Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) proposed a novel yield/damage function for 

modelling the inelastic behaviour of materials ranging from pressure-sensitive, frictional, 
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ductile to brittle-cohesive ones. The yield function was able to describe the transition 

between the shapes of a yield surface from one class of materials to another class of 

materials. The proposed yield function was shown to agree with a variety of 

experimental data such as soil, concrete, rock, metallic and composite powders, 

polymers, metallic foams and porous metals. The yield function is therefore a 

generalization of several criteria, including von Mises, Drucker-Prager, Tresca, 

modified Tresca, Coulomb-Mohr, modified Cam-clay, and concerning the deviatoric 

section-Rankine and Ottosen. Obviously it would be meaningful to apply this yield 

function to masonry study. 

In 2005, Sing-Sang, et.al.(2005) summarised that, the FEA models used for analysing 

masonry differ from each other mainly in the following ways:( I) different equations to 

define the yield surface to fit the experimental data; (2) the adoption of classical yield 

surfaces, such as Drucker-Prager, Hill, Hoffman, Mohr-Coulomb, Rankine , and Von 

Mises , which are calibrated with test results; (3) whether masonry is regarded as a 

material with or without softening properties. In the same report, Sing-Sang, et.al made 

a 30 implementation of the masonry panels with in-plane and out-of-plane loading 

based on the model proposed by Lourenco( 1997a, 1996) . The implementation was 

carried out in DlANA 9.0 ( 2005 published) with a subroutine added, in which, for each 

integration point of the structure, the stress vector and stiffness matrix was defined in 

accordance with material behaviour. The stress vector and stiffness matrix are updated 

in the subroutine according to the yield surface, and then returned to the software, which 

then determines the nodal equilibrium forces and the resulting strain vector. Lourenco 

claimed that improvement had been obtained compared with the original 

implementation by Lourenco( 1996). 
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From the literature review in this section, it can be found that, there are some different 

judgements to empirical methods, some times the results from different laboratories are 

contradictory. Though the yield line method appears to produce better predictions and is 

suggested by the BS 5628, it is still a method that based on the summary to experiments 

and cannot be accurate enough. It can be concluded that empirical method are not likely 

to result in more accurate analyses. 

Finite element analysis (FEA) is an advanced method, and much research has been 

carried out on the study of this method. However, due to the highly anisotropic nature of 

masonry, it is very difficult to get suitable material properties and constitutive 

relationships of masonry materials. Although homogeneous techniques were studied by 

many researchers for solving this problem, there is still a long way before reach to the 

practical usage because the dimensions of masonry structure affect its characteristics. 

Boundary conditions have a strong role in the response of the masonry panels to lateral 

loads. Accurate modelling of the boundary types for masonry panel is almost 

impossible. Consequently new ways should be explored to take accounts of this issue. 

2.3 MODEL UPDATING TECHNIQUES 

Model updating (Sinha and Friswell 2002) is a method which refines the mathematical 

model using experimental results. The refinements were carried out by adjusting some 

chosen parameters (input data) in the FEA model such as mass matrix, stiffuess matrix, 

damping matrix (only for dynamic analyses), or geometric and material properties 

(Visser 1992, Mottershead and Friswell 1998) to minimise the discrepancies between 

the FEA model and the test measurements. In this procedure, the model is analysed and 

the error in it is located and then revised accordingly using the updated parameters; 

hence the prediction of the response of the structure is improved. Usually changes are 

introduced in the structural stiffness matrix. 
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The model updating technique was firstly raised as a system identification (Asterom 

and Eykhff 1971, Robert-Nicoud, et. a!, 2004) in the control engineering community and 

later this was extended to structural dynamics. In the past twenty years, there have been 

a large number of papers published in the fields such as: model updating, model 

calibration, parameter estimation and damage detection. Friswell and Mottershead 

( 1995), Mottershead and Friswell ( 1993) Maia and Silva( 1997) made comprehensive 

reviews and detailed introductions to model updating techniques. Model updating could 

be simply divided into two main categories (Jaishi 2005): the direct method and the 

sensitivity based method. The direct method means that the total stiffness and/or mass 

matrix in the FEA model are updated based on some measured modal parameters. The 

typical direct methods include optical matrix updating method (Braruch 1982), the 

matrix mixing method (Caesar 1987), the eigen-structure assignment method (Minas 

and Inn man 1988), the inverse eigenvalue method (Starek 1991 ). The direct method is 

seldom used in structural dynamics. The sensitivity based method (Banan 1999) uses 

the sensitivity matrices that correlate the perturbation between the modal parameters 

and the structural parameters to be updated in the updating process (Link 1993, 1999). 

The typical sensitivity based methods are the iterative method (Chang 2000), the 

optimisation method (Echert 1991) and the Bayesian estimation method (Zhang 2000). 

The sensitivity based method has been commonly used in structural dynamics because 

the model updating problems are changed to be an optimisation process; the objective 

function is set to minimise the error between experimental and analytical data. When 

using sensitivity based model-updating techniques, selecting the proper parameters for 

updating is vital (Sandink 2001). Normally, the parameters that most strongly affect the 

model/outputs are selected. The selected parameters can be material properties of the 

structure and their updated values would be more close to their real values. If model 
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updating techniques are used to determine the values of parameters such as material 

properties (Papazoglou 1996, Chakraborty, et.al. 2002) and boundary conditions 

(Ahmadian 2001) this procedure is called parameter estimation or parameter 

identification (Mahnken, et.al.l998, Hjelmstad, et.al.l999, Prells and Friswell 1999, 

Chakraborty and Mukhopadhyay 2000, Angelis, et.al. 2002, Koh, et.al. 2003, 

Morbiducci 2003, Wu and Li 2006). Model updating techniques are also widely used as 

damage identification/detection (Freswell et. al 1998, Santos et al, 2000b, Santos,et.al 

2000a, Hu 2001, Hanganu,et.al, 2002, (Lauwagie.et.al 2002, Li,et.al, 2002, Zabaydi 

2002, Al-Qaisia.et.al 2003, Lee,et.al, 2003, Necholas and Abell2003, Titurs et al 2003b, 

Epureanu and Yin 2004, Fang,et.al, 2005, Ge and Liu2005, Ko1akowski,et.al,2006) or 

structural health monitoring (Titurus,et.al 2003a) because if a structure were damaged, 

the vibration frequencies or the stiffness matrix would be changed at damaged locations, 

which could be used to identify and locate the damaged parts of the structure. 

Though in most of model updating cases, a vibration frequency from the structural 

dynamic experiments were used as the output data and is used for models updating, 

there are still a lot of studies using static loading or deflections. In 1982, Sheena Sheena, 

et.al.(1982) theoretically studied the method of correcting the stiffness matrix using a 

traditional Lagrangian matrix, to improve the agreements between the deflections of the 

analytical model and the experimental ones. He applied his method to several wings of 

aircrafts and the method was proved to be reliable. In 1989, Hajela and Soeio( 1989) 

presented his study on damage detection using static deflections and vibration modes of 

truss structures, The position of damage on the structure were detected and located 

based on the changes of the stiffness matrix and damping matrix caused by the damage 

of the structure. However, Hajela specially pointed out that a static load distribution can 

affect some structural components more significantly than others. If the damaged 
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member in a frame structure was the member that does not play the major role on the 

load bearing process, the use of static displacement in damage detection might yield 

erroneous results. ln 1991, Sanayei and Onipede ( 1991) presented his study on 

identifying properties of structural elements using static test data. A set of static forces 

was applied to the structure (frame) with a set of degrees of freedom (DOF). The 

displacements were measured as another set of DOF. The stiffness of each element was 

identified, which could identify the change of stiffness of the element and the failure of 

the element. ln 1992, Banan, et. al. ( 1992) presented a parameter estimation method to 

simultaneously compute the element's constitutive parameters and unmeasured 

displacements from the measured static response. The work was based on a planar 

bowstring truss with known geometry and topology. The objective function was defined 

as the discrepancy between the applied force and inner resistance. The general concept 

of non-linear least-square theory was used to construct the objective function. The 

parameter estimation was finished by solving a constraint optimisation problem. The 

result was robust. ln 1992, Berret and Cogan ( 1992) presented a typical FEA model 

updating study using static deflections of the structure. A detailed illustration of the 

definition and calculation to the sensitivity matrix, test case, damage localization 

techniques and parametric optimisation were involved in the study. ln 1994, Banan, 

et. al.( 1994a, b) presented his study on parameter estimation using measured 

displacements, to minimise the difference between the measured response subjected to 

several load cases of static loading. Displacement error estimator (DEE) was used to 

measure the error between the displacements from model-computing and the measured 

response. An algorithm was proposed to estimate the constitutive properties. ln 1997, 

Liu and Chi an( 1997) made parameter identification of a truss structure using static 

strains. The axial strains of the truss element were measured for the identification 
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process and the error nonnal to the equilibrium equation was minimised. The 

identifiability of the inverse problem was also studied by a perturbation method. 

In 1997, Sanayei, et.a/.(1997) presented his experiments on small scale steel frame 

models to support his previous method of parameter estimation using static deflections 

(Sanayei 1992, l996a, 1996b ). Static displacements and static strain measurements were 

used to evaluate the unknown stiffness parameters of the structural components. Weight 

factors from the variance of measured data were applied. Similar work was also 

addressed in other papers (Sanayei 1996a, 1996b, Hjelmstad 1997, Potisiri 2003) which 

involved the damage detection and assessment algorithm based on parameter 

estimations using static response such as deflections and static strain. 

From 2000, much research on system identification using static deflections of beams 

was carried out in the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. Robert-Nicoud, et.a/.(2000, 

2002, 2005) introduced model composition and stochastic search. ln their other papers 

(Robert-Nicoud,et.al. Robert-Nicoud, et a/.(2000, 2002, 2005), static deflections and 

rotations of a bridge from the fibre optic sensor were used for the model identification. 

In 2002, Zhou(2002) and Rafiq, et a/.(2003) used the defined corrector factors to revise 

stiffness/ strength values of laterally loaded masonry panels to improve the FEA 

analyses. The concept of zone similarity was also proposed by Zhou, et a/.(2003) to 

apply the corrector factors derived from the base panel to new panels using a cellular 

automata (CA) model. The improved prediction on failure load and failure pattern was 

obtained. 

In 2005, Chen, et.a/.(2005) proposed a new structural damage identification method 

using limited test static displacement based on grey system theory. The grey relation 

coefficient of displacement curvature is defined and used to locate damage in the 
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structure, and an iterative estimation scheme for solving nonlinear optimization 

programming problems is used to identify the damage magnitude. The advantage of the 

proposed method is that only limited static test data are required. A cantilever beam is 

used to validate the proposed method. The numerical results showed that damage in the 

structure can be localized successfully with high accuracy of damage magnitude 

identified. 

2.4 SUMMARY 

From the above literature review, it can be concluded that, the empirical methods of 

analysing masonry panels focus on summarizing experimental results using simplified 

models. These methods are easy to implement and easy to understand and they are still 

meaningful in practical estimation where high accuracy is not required. However, due 

to the complexity of the masonry panel, the models used in the empirical methods are 

not able to provide more accurate analyses to the complicated masonry panels. 

Moreover, the empirical methods are not able to work out the deflections of masonry 

panels. Therefore, it is advisable to carry out masonry study in a numerical way with the 

development of modem computing techniques. 

Finite element analysis (FEA) should have been able to provide more accurate analyses 

to masonry due to the advanced model used. However, because the macroscopic 

modelling uses homogeneous material information but masonry is an anisotropic one 

and the substitution of this homogeneous information such as the failure criteria and 

constitutive relationships are very difficult to be determined properly, it is very difficult 

to acquire the accurate analyses of masonry structures, even by means of the 

microscopic modelling and homogeneous techniques. Model updating, which directly 

uses the information of real structures, is suitable to diagnose, revise and improve the 

existing FEA model. Model updating should be a novel way for modelling complicated 
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masonry structures such as masonry panels. This issue will be studied in details in this 

thesis. 

In fact, using corrector factors, introduced by Rafiq, et a/.(2003) is a way of model 

updating, because it works in the same way of revising stiffness matrix to achieve the 

improved analytical results. The only difference is that, model updating uses 

optimisation to get the revising coefficient but in Zhou and Rafiq's work, corrector 

factors are derived using a new definition. Zhou and Rafiq's work is the basis of this 

research and its details will be introduced in the following Chapters. 
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3. THE FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AND 

CORRECTOR FACTORS 

3.1 INTRODUCTIONS 

This chapter introduces the research carried out in the University of Plymouth that 

directly related to this research. 

Chong ( 1993) tested 18 laterally loaded masonry wall panels with and without opening 

in the University of Plymouth and analysed them using a smeared FEA model. Based on 

the test results and the FEA model initially proposed by May and Tellett ( 1986) and 

updated by Chong( 1993), Rafiq, et a/.(2003) and Zhou, et a/.(2003) developed a new 

way of using the concept of corrector factors and zone similarity to improve the analysis 

of masonry panel. 

The FEA model has been used by Chong(l993) and Rafiq, et a/.(2003), along with the 

concept of corrector factors and zone similarity. Zhou, et a/.(2003) formed the 

foundation of this research. This chapter will introduce a detailed study of this new 

concept. 

3.2 THE FEA MODEL OF ANALYSING LATERALLY LOADED 

MASONRY WALL PANELS 

A suitable FEA model is the fundamental requirement for making nonlinear analyses. It 

is well known that any numerical FEA model used should involve the following: (I), a 

stress-strain relationship to simulate the behaviour of masonry up to failure; (2) a failure 

criteria representing the ultimate strength (or strain) of masonry under different loading 

states and to judge masonry failure; (3) a post stress strain relationship is needed to 

account for the change of the behaviour, to make a full loading process analysis; this has 
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been more concerned in recent years;( 4) a crack model to define the direction and 

propagation of cracks is very necessary because the occurrence of cracks affects 

masonry behaviour very much. Moreover, to implement a FEA program, others are also 

needed such as: (a) the integration rules, (b) the non-linear solution algorithms, (c), the 

convergence criteria, (d), terminated conditions of the program. These will be reviewed 

in the followings sections. 

3.2.1 Stress-strain models 

In the FEA model used, masonry is regarded as a tri-linear elastic-plastic material in 

compression and as a uniaxial material in tension; the strain-stress relationship is shown 

in Figure 3.1. For tension, it is assumed that masonry always behaves linearly; for 

compression, masonry is assumed to behave linearly and then reach the plastic stage 

when strain increases without load increasing and then reach the maximum strain eh, 

after which it lose its load bearing ability and the stress becomes zero. Also, in the 

linear stage, when the stresses reach half of the plastic strength, the stiffuess E 

decreased by 20%. For bending, because the tensile strength of masonry is much 

smaller than that of the compressive strength, the linear elastic-brittle behaviour was 

assumed both parallel and normal to the bed joint as shown in the tension region in 

Figure 3.1. 

The biaxial stress-strain relationship for isotropic linear elastic materials is given by 

where, Eb is the elastic modulus of brickwork and vis the Poisson's ratio; 0:" and o;. are 

stresses parallel and normal to the bed joint, z:~v is the shear stress; s.., ty, and yxy are the 

strains to a., O'y and f'xy· 

O'x 1 V 0 &X 

O'y 
Eb 

V 1 0 &y 
1- v 2 (3.1) 

'·D' 0 0 (1- v)/ 2 Yxy 
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Compression 

............................................................ ... ____ -. 

Tension 

Figure 3.1 Uniaxial stress-strain relationships of masonry (Chong 1993) 

3.2.2 Biaxial stress failure criterion 

The biaxial stress fa ilure criterion (Ma and May L 986) used in the model includes the 

compression-compression, compression-tension, and tension-tension zone 

The finite element analysis of masonry panels from zero up to collapse requires: 

I. A biaxial fai lure criterion for the flexural stresses, including the directional 

properties of masonry; 

2. The flexural stresses m terms of the two principal stresses and their 

orientation to the bed joints; 

3. A complete failure criterion which should cover the compressiOn

compression, compression-tension, and tension-tension zones; 

4. A relationship between the change of stresses and the change of bed joint 

orientation (Chong assumed a linear relationship). 
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Comparison of t he Biaxial Relationship with the Proposed Biaxial Failure 

Criterion. 

Comp1ete biaxia1 fai1ure 

criterion 

0- 45" 

biaxial cension 

key 

o--.o 
o- - o 
A- - - -~ ·--· --

biaxial compression 

Figure 3.2 Complete biaxial failure criterion (Chong 1993) 

Based on the above requirements, Equation (3 .2) was used to govern the surface of the 

fai lure criterion 

(3.2) 

a:r. o:-v are the failure stresses at a particular angle B, 

and a is the angle between the direction of the maximum prescribed stress and 

the bed joints. O"J a, a2a are the maximum prescribed stresses in the directions x 

and y at the angle (the frrst and the second principal stress at the anglea). a10, 
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and cr1 m'l are the first principal stress when a equal to zero and rr12, o-20. and CT2m'2 

are the second principal stress when a equal to zero and 'Tt/2 

The biaxial stress failure surfaces in the tension-tension, compression-tension, and 

compression-compression zones are shown in Figure 3.2 

3.2.3 Modelling of cracking and crushing 

Failure can be divided into crushing in compression or cracking in tension as shown in 

Figure 3.1. Masonry is assumed to crush when the deformation level reaches its ultimate 

capacity and leads to a complete disintegration of the material. After crushing, the 

stresses drop abruptly to zero, and the masonry is assumed to completely lose its 

resistance against further deformation in any direction. 

Cracking is assumed to occur when the tensile stress in an element reaches the tensile 

strength limit given by the biaxial failure envelope (see section 3.2.2). The direction of 

the crack is fixed normal to the direction of the principal stress. After cracking, the 

masonry abruptly loses its strength normal to the crack direction. In the direction 

parallel to crack, the cracked material is assumed to carry stress according to the 

uniaxial conditions. 

In the tension-compression zone, only tensile failure is assumed to occur. Once a crack 

has formed, the material sustains compressive stress parallel to the direction of the crack 

according to the uniaxial compressive failure condition. 

The tensile failure causes the highly anisotropic conditions to develop. After cracking 

occurs, the material property matrix in the cracked zones is given by Equation (3.3) 

(3.3) 
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where, a, and s, are the stress and strain normal to the crack direction, and ap and lip are 

the stress and strain parallel to the crack direction. 

This equation allows no shear stresses thus the biaxial stress system for uncracked 

masonry is converts into a uniaxial one after cracking. 

3.2.4 Masonry representation and integration rules 

The FEA program used in this study is a specialised non-linear FEA program developed 

by May and Tellett (1986). In this FEA model, masonry panels use a quadrilateral four

node flat shell element with offset axes, in which masonry is treated as an isotropic 

material; its properties are modelled based on the data of wallette tests. In this model, 

each node has six degrees of freedom, three axial displacements u, v and w in the x, y 

and z directions respectively and three rotations ex, 9y and 9z. Supports conditions are 

defined ( l) if a particular freedom is restrained and (0) if is free. 

Out of plane lateral loading is applied perpendicular to the surface of the wall. This load 

was applied in increments of 0.2 kN/m2
• The effect of self weight of the wall was also 

considered in the FEA analysis. 

In the FEA model, elements are permitted to be stacked with layers of different material 

properties, and each element having a common reference surface which may be offset 

from the mid plane of the element. 
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Plane 

Gauss points on a plane 

y 

Thickness of element 

X 

.::._~----------·'.~ 

Figure 3.3 The planes through the depth of element (Zhou 2002) 

ln plane a 2 x 2 point Gauss-quadrature integration scheme was employed. ln addition 

to sampling the strain on the x-y plane, it is sampled at ten points to detect non-linear 

behaviour (cracks) and to determine the variation in the magnitude of stress through the 

depth of the element (out of plane), as cracks develop along the wall thickness, see 

Figure 3.3 . 

3.2.5 Non-linear algorithms, convergence criteria and termination 

An incremental iterative approach with a constant stiffness matrix was used in the 

program. Line search techniques are used to reduce the number of iterations required, 

and hence accelerate convergence. 

The convergence criteria adopted in this work are based on a residual displacement 

norm, Equation (3.4) and a residual rotation norm. Equation (3 .5) (Chong 1993) 

TOD > 
L (Change in Incremental Displacement)2 

L (Total Displacement)2 
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TOR> 
L (Change in Incremental Rotation )2 

L (Total Rotation )2 (3.5) 

where TOD and TOR are pre-selected convergence tolerance. A value of 0.002 was 

found to be suitable for both TOD and TOR. Both criteria have to be satisfied 

simultaneously before convergence is achieved. 

In the non-linear analysis, load is increased in increments and the analysis is terminated 

when any of the following criteria is satisfied: 

I. The number of load increments exceeds a maximum specified number. 

2. Convergence is not achieved after the load increment has been reduced three 

times, each time the new increment being 114 of the previous increment. The 

load value just before this load increment is defined as the failure load of the 

panel. 

3. Convergence is not achieved after 120 iterations. 

3.3 CORRECTOR FACTORS USED FOR IMPROVING THE FEA 

Rafiq, et al.(2003) and Zhou(2002) developed the concept of corrector factors based on 

the research carried out by Chong ( 1993) who tested in total 18 full-scale masonry wall 

panels with and without opening in the University of Plymouth. The vertical sides of 

these panels were supported on a steel angle connected to the test frame abutment to 

simulate a simply supported support edge. The base of the wall was enclosed in a steel 

channel packed with bed joint mortar (refer to Figure 3.4 for support details). It was 

assumed that the combined effect of the support details shown and the self-weight of the 

wall would provide sufficient restraint to the base of the panel to simulate a fixed 

support type. 

From Figure 3.4 it is clear that vertical supports are not fully free in rotation, therefore 

assuming these sides as simply supported is not a correct model as there is some degree 
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of restrain against rotation. Although details shown in Figure 3.4 at the base of the panel 

is accepted by the masonry experts to be a fixed support our analytical study results has 

proved that this is not a fully fixed support and there is some degree of rotation at this 

support (see Chapter 7 for full details). 

The deflections were measured at points across the whole panel at each load level, 

which provided more information than previous tests on panels that consist of one or 

several limited reading points. 

Abutment 

Steel Angle 

/ Round Steel plate 

~- //Steel plate 

~Thin Bed Joint 

Plywood 

Air Bag 

Thin Bed Joint 

Steel Channel 

Vertical Edge Support details 
Support detaU at Base 

Figure 3.4. the support details for panel's test (Rafiq,et.al. 2006) 

3.3.1 The concept of corrector factors 

The concept of corrector factors rose from the fact that, when examining the FEA and 

experimental load deflections of several panels, it was found that, after a specific load 

level, their ratio tends to be approximately a stable value (refer to Figure 3.5). This 

paragraph is limited in explaining the concept. The corrector factors were defined by Eq 

(3-1) at higher load level, and were used to amend the global stiffness or strength by 

Eqs (3-2), (3-3) showed; by either revised stiffness or strength values, the prediction to 

failure load and failure pattern were improved thereby. 

tp = (J}FEA 

(J}EXP 
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(3-2) 

{/'1'} = ff'l'o}*{(j)FEA} (3-3) 
(j)EXP 

Where 

Dtf'o : the global (smeared) rigidity D tf': the revised rigidity of the masonry panel. 

/tf'o: the flexural strength jtp: the revised flexural strength f, 

OJFEA The deflections of the FEA using a globally smeared D'Po orf'l'o 

OJExP : The experimental deflection recorded in the laboratory. 

A fu ll-scale single leaf masonry wall panel S80 l tested by Chong ( 1993), as shown in 

Figure 3.6, was selected as the 'base panel ' . This panel was constructed using perforate 

class 8 facing bricks, set in 1:1:6 designation (iii) mortar the bricks were docked before 

laying. Details of material properties of the panels measured by Chong is as Table 3 . l , 

Table 3.3 and Table 3.3 as have been presented by Chong (1993). 

Table 3.1 Material properties of masonry panel tested by Chong (1993) 

Flexural strength(N/mm2
) 

Type of 
Condition Number Number 

Strength 
Type of 

of of test of valid analytical 
masonry Experimental 

specimen specimen specimen 
wallette 

joint wallette 

Class 8 
undocked 5 4 0.474 0.792 0.474 

Vertical 
fac.Bricks 

docked 10 7 0.740 0.965 0.740 
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undocked 5 4 1.670 2.214 

Class 8 
Horizontal docked 15 13 1.700 2.017 

fac.Bricks 

Docked* 10 9 2.090 2.28 

*Six courses high specimens 

Corrector factors for this base panel were derived. The reason for selecting this panel 

was that this panel involved all kinds of boundaries types such as free edge, simply 

supported and built-in. Details discussions of analytical results are given in section 6.5 

of this thesis. 

Since there were 36 measuring points on SBO l, accordingly the panel was divided into 

36 zones (See Figure 3.7) and the 36 FEA deflection values were used in the zones to 

get 36 corresponding corrector factor values in every zone as shown in Table 3.2 and 

Figure 3.8 (with some manual modification so as to agree to the symmetry of the panel), 

they are in fact 20 independent values. These values were used to revise the global 

smeared modulus E or strength f in the corresponding 36 zones to improve the FEA 

analysis, and were extended to more general panels by the concept of similar zones 

proposed by Zhou (2002) as well. 
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SB01 atA5 
3 

2.5 
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.... ~ 
.E z 
~ 1 .5 
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"' 0 
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--FEA smeared model 
-Experimental result (EXP) 

00 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Displacement (mm) 

Figure 3.5 the experimental and FEA's load deflection relationships of the base panel 

A 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

B 

c 

D 

0 lOO 775 1450 2 125 2800 3475 4150 4825 5500 5600 

Free edge Simply supported Built-in 

Figure 3.6 Configuration of the base panel 
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X l X2 X3 X4 
I 

xs i 

Simply supported ~ Built-in edge at bottom~ 

Figure 3.7 Zones division on the left symmetrical half of panel SB01 

Table 3.2 the corrector factors proposed by Zhou (2002) 

q=2.4kN/m2 
Corrector factors at measuring points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

A 0.637 0.819 1.198 1.262 1.313 1.262 1.198 0.819 0.637 

8 0.553 0.706 0.935 1.027 1.059 1.027 0.935 0.706 0.553 

c 0.689 0.759 0.957 1.114 1.218 1.114 0.957 0.759 0.689 

D 0.530 0.540 0.916 1.268 1.247 1.268 0.916 0.540 0.530 
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Figure 3.8 3D-plot of corrector factors given by Zhou (2002) 

3.3.2 The concept of similar zone 

I 

' I 
' I 
'I 

I 
I 

500 

To apply the corrector factors obtained from SBO l to more general masonry panels 

(called new panel in Zhou's work and in this thesis), the concept of similar zones was 

proposed by Zhou, et a/.(2003) based on the finding that, when comparing the corrector 

factors obtained by (3-l) between SBO 1 and SB06, their values have much correlation 

from each other and they also have much concerns with boundary conditions, i.e. among 

panels, zones near the same kinds of boundaries tend to have similar corrector factor 

values. More generally, any zones within two panels which share similar boundary 

conditions would have similar corrector factor values. Zhou designates the state value in 

a panel by the formulae (3-4),(3-5), (3-6),(3-7), (3-8) (Zhou 2002). 
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Lij = Lij-1 + p(l- Lij-1) (3-4) 

Rij = Rij+l + ll (1- Rij+l) (3-5) 

Bij = Bi-1j+ ll (1- Bi-1j) (3-6) 

Tij = Ti+lj + ll (1- Ti+lj) (3-7) 

Where 

f1 = coefficient of transition, f1=0.2. 

L --- state value of zone changes from the left boundary effect 

R --- state value of zone changes from the right boundary effect 

B --- state value of zone changes from the bottom boundary effect 

T --- state value of zone changes from the top boundary effect, 

iJ ... element number in i row and j column 

For free edge, L;.o=O; R;.0=0; Bo.j=O; TorO; 

For simply supported edge, L;.0=0.2; R; 0=0.2; Bor0.2; To.j=0.2; 

For built-in edge, L;.0=0.4; Ri.0=0.4; Bo.j=0.4; To.j=0.4; 

The local rule for the calculation of the state value SiJ of the individual zones within the 

panel are described as: 

(L .. + R .. +B .. +T .) 
I,J I,J I,J l,J s .. 

l,j 4 
(3-8) 
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The state value, S;J is the average effect from neighbourhood cells. It sums up the effect 

of all four boundaries at the four edges of the panel on a zone (i, j) within the panel. 

Cellular Automata (CA) was used to model the boundary effects and match the similar 

zones between two panels. Consequently, corrector factors in the zones of new masonry 

panels that have the different boundary condition and dimensions are derived from 

Table 3.2 and are used to improve the FEA of the new panel. 

3.4 THE PROBLEM LEFT BY THE PREVIOUS RESEARCHERS 

ln Chong's analysis of laterally loaded masonry panels, a sudden decrease was always 

found on the load deflection curves. However, the experimental load deflection curve 

appears as a comparatively smooth curve (see Figure 3.5). This difference appeared on 

all the 18 panels he tested. He cannot make a reasonable illustration and therefore he 

attributed that the difference were due to :(a) the existence of self weight of the masonry 

panel, (b) the bond strength of mortar had increased in the bottom of the panel due to 

the pre-compression by self weight, (c) the biaxial failure criteria might not suitable at 

all for masonry Chong, et al.( 1992b ). Obviously his attributes are subjective. 

ln Zhou's work, several points are still not clear when using corrector factors: 

• Defining corrector factors to be the ratio of the deflections of FEA and the 

experimental ones needs further theoretical verifications under the situation of 

larger deformations. 

• The values of corrector factors were directly derived from the experimental 

deflections. As the experimental data appears irregular, the obtained corrector 

factors need some manual modification, which needs some personal experience. 

• The physical meaning of corrector factors is still not clear although it is intended 

to express the boundary condition and the variation of material properties. 
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• The load deflection relationships of the FEA appear a sudden decrease but the 

experimental one hasn't (see Figure 3.9).The problem existed in Chong' s work 

is still not solved in Zhou's work. 

SB01 at A5 
3 ~------~-------.--------~-------.--------.--------. 

2.5 

2 -1 z 
~ 1.5 
"C 
«l 
0 
_I 

1 

0.5 --Zhou's corrector model 
----- Experimental resutts (EXP) 
--Chong's smeared model 

O L-------~------~-------L-------L------~------~ 

0 2 4 6 
Displacement (mm) 

8 10 

Figure 3.9 Typical load deflection relationships by experiment and FEA 

12 

To solve the problems left and to further improve the numerical prediction of the 

behaviour of laterally loaded masonry panels, research will be carried out in the 

following Chapters. Before any numerical study is undertaken, the experimental 

deflections of the masonry panels should be refined to appear regular to in accordance 

with the FEA model used, as will be introduced in Chapter 4. 
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4. REFINING EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTION 

DATA OF MASONRY PANELS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

From Chapter 3 it is known that the concept of corrector factors developed by Rafiq, et 

a/.(2003) and Zhou (2002) is directly related to the deflections of the masonry wall 

panel. However, it is found that the experimental deflection data of the masonry panels 

tested by Chong( 1993) are irregular (see Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4), especially in locations 

close to the supporting edges and at the lower load levels, which resulted in the manual 

revision for getting the corrector factors values in Zhou's work. One reason to refine the 

experimental data is that, when analysing and evaluating the behaviour of masonry wall 

panels in numerical way, lateral deflections are an important feature beside the load 

bearing ability. Experimental load deflection relationships of laterally loaded masonry 

panels are very commonly used to verify the FEA models; obviously that using the load 

deflection relationships of many measuring points would be more reliable than using 

that for the measuring point with maximum deflection. The irregularity of experimental 

deflection data results in difficulty for any further numerical analysis. Besides, the 

physical meaning of these data might be difficult to understand. Consequently, using 

mathematical method to investigate the characteristics hidden in these data becomes 

necessary. 

Another necessity for regularize the deflection data is that, in Chong's FEA model, 

masonry is regarded as an isotropic material, and it is well known that deflection data of 

the isotropic plate should be regular, such as appearing symmetry and so on. 

The method presented in this chapter is based on such assumption that, data 

representing the behaviour of the isotropic model of the masonry wall panels are hidden 
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in the irregular experimental data accompanied with those noise caused by unknown 

factors. 

It should clear that the main reason for smoothening the experimental data is that it is 

ONLY used to minimise the error between the experimental data and the FEA results. 

This was necessary for deriving corrector factors using the genetic algorithm. One 

reason for this was that the error between the FEA deflected surface and the 

experimental results were more sensitive to the irregularities of the deformed surface, 

particularly at locations near the boundaries of the panel. 

Once the corrector factors were derived using the GA the comparison between the FEA 

results were made with the actual experimental data (see Chapter 9 for evidence.) 

4.2 THE IRREGULAR EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTIONS 

Panel SBO I is a solid single leaf masonry panel constructed with perforated class B 

facing bricks. The panel (See Figure 4.1) is 5600mm long, 2472mm high and 102.5 mm 

thick, with the two vertical edges simply supported, the bottom edge built-in and the top 

edge free Chong( 1993). Deflections were measured at intersections of gridline A-D 

and 1-9. Figures 4.2 shows the load deflection relationships at all measuring locations 

along grid C. Figure 4.3 shows deflections along gridline C at all load levels and Figure 

4.4 shows the surface plot of the deflections at 1.8 kN/m2 load level. 

From Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, it is clear that the experimental data contain much noise 

which make the deflections appear irregular, especially those near the supporting edges 

and at lower load levels. 
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4.3. THE WAY OF REFINING EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

[n order to get rid of the noise, the experimental data and the panel itself are carefully 

examined. In fact, the deformations of any panel with specific boundary conditions have 

their own regularity. For masonry panel such as SBO I as shown as Figure.4.1, it could 

be argued that the deflections of the panel should comply with the following rules: 

I. The experimental deflections should be symmetrical about the central gridline at 

X=2800, as the supported boundary conditions are symmetric. 

2. Deflections should increase from the bottom to the top and from the two vertical 

edges to the centre of the panel, because the top edge of the panel is free. 

3. Deflections should increase as the load increases. 

The above rules could be classified into two categories: the rule of deformation and the 

rule of load-deflection relationship. These two rules are the basis of refining the 

deflection data and accordingly two kinds of refinement using regression are proposed: 

I. Deflection-surface refinement (the first refining): using regression with 

corresponding rules to fit the experimental data to get smooth surfaces at all load 

levels. 

2. Load-deflection curve refinement (the second refining): usmg regresston to 

make sure that load deflection relationships at each recording location closely 

follow common sense, i.e. deflections increase as load increases. 

The regressions are implemented using mathematical formulae that will be introduced 

in the following sections. Furthermore, it would be justifiable that different weights are 

applied when implementing the regression, to express different reliability of data from 

different measuring points and load levels. 
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Our experience suggests to always undertake the deflection-surface refinement first, the 

load-deflection curve refinement is implemented only when the results of the deflection-

surface refinement still in disorder; the reason is that changing load-deflection curves 

might be at the higher risk of changing the characteristics of the panel. 

The flowchart of the refinement procedure is shown as Figure 4.5. 

The experimental deflections of 
SBOL tested by Chong (1993) 

+ 
Formula for regression r--. Deflection-Surface 

~ 
Weights to different 

Refining (first refining) measuring points 

+ 
Load-Deflection Curves Weights to different load Formula for regression f-+ Refining (second refining, i 1+-

levels 

+ 
Mathematical expression 

The refined Mathematical expression 
at each load level (by +- r--- at any points (by load-
deflection surfaces) deflection data deflection curves) 

Figure 4.5 Flow chart for refining the deflections of the masonry panels 

4.4 DEFLECTION-SURFACE REFINING (THE FIRST REFINING) 

Deflection-surface refinement is based on the fact that the deformation of the masonry 

panel should follow some principles as introduced in section 4.3. lt has been considered 

that the reliability of deflection data for different locations on the panel is different, 

therefore, weight values are considered for regression. 

4.4.1 Weights of different measuring points 

After carefully examining all the experimental deflection data, including those shown in 

Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, two features are observed. 
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I. The deflections at the central part of the panel are comparatively more 

regular, such as C3-C7 in Figure.4.2; the deflections always increase as the 

load increases. 

2. On the other hand, deflections near the supporting edges are more irregular 

such as Cl-C2 and C8-C9 in Figure 4.2; the deflections sometimes decrease 

as the load increase. 

The cause of the above is that for the measuring points far from the supported edges, 

their larger deflections would be less sensitive to the influence of the supported edges; 

however, for the measuring points close to the supported edges, their deflections are 

smaller, which are more sensitive to the influence of the supported edges. 

Table 4.1 Welgbts Dissemination in tbe Panel 

Positions I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

A l.O 1.0 l.O l.O l.O 1.0 l.O l.O 1.0 

8 0.5 1.0 l.O l.O 1.0 1.0 l.O 1.0 0.5 

c 0.5 0.5 l.O 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 

D 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

It is justifiable to let the more regular data make a higher contribution to the regression 

analysis and the less regular data a make smaller contribution to the regression analysis; 

therefore different weights are applied to the different measuring points on the panel. In 

this study, the points far from the supporting edges are given comparatively higher 

values, and those points close to the supported edges are given smaller values as shown 

in Table 4.1 which is based on examining all experimental deflection data thoroughly. 
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4.4.2 Candidate Formulae for deflection-surface refining 

Formulae are needed for implementing regression analysis. In theory, there are many 

formulae that might be used for regression, but in practice, only those formulae that 

better represent a panel's deformation can be used. 

For panel SBO 1 with the boundary condition as shown in Figure 4.1 which bears the 

uniformly distributed lateral load, its deformations should have the following features: 

• Deflections increase from the bottom edge to the top free edge. 

• Deflections are symmetric about the centreline in X direction. 

• Deflections along this centreline produce the highest values compared with 

others on the gridlines at the same height. 

ln the X direction, deflections are mono-increasing from the left edge to the 

centreline, and reach the highest value then mono-decreasing from the centreline 

to the right edge. 

Therefore, any formulae used for regression should produce the features above. 

After some initial studies, three kinds of formulae were selected as the initial tool for 

regression analysis because they express the feature of deformation well. They are: the 

polynomial expression, the trigonometric expression, and the Timoshenko basic plate 

theory expression. A study of selecting the best formulae for regression is covered in the 

next section. 

(a) Polynomial 

m • 

Let Fl= L, Ai * (ABS (X I LJ); and F2= L, Bi * (Y I LY ); , 
i=l i=O 

Then w =AO*Fl*F2+C (4-1) 
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It has been found that, too many terms in polynomial functions would lead to over 

fitting, i.e. fit the disordered data too closely but do not produce a smooth surface; 

therefore, only 3 terms are used for the regression analysis. 

(b) Trigonometric function 

m 

Defining F1=COS 2 (ABS(HI2*(X/(0.5*L.J*Al))A 2)and F1= LBi*(YIL.vY 
i=l 

Then W =AO*Fl*F2+ C (4-2) 

The definitions of the terms above are shown in notation of this thesis. In this case, 

similar to the case of polynomial functions, too many terms would result in an over 

fitting; therefore, it is also limited to 3 terms only. 

(c) Formula based on Timoshenko-Iike formula (Timoshenko 1981) 

A Timoshenko formula is suitable for deriving the deflections of isotropic plates and 

shells with various kinds of boundary types. The formula involves trigonometric and 

hyperbolic terms with constants of material properties such as modulus E and Poisson 

ratio v. An advantage of the Timoshenko like function is that it can satisfy the boundary 

conditions better than other functions. 

When the panel's boundary conditions are such that the two vertical edges simply 

supported, the bottom edge built-in and the top edge free, and subjected to uniformly 

distributed load, the following expression is given by Timoshenko: 

4qa4 ~ 5 mrrx ~ mrrx 
w =(-

5
- LJ m- sin--)+( LJym sin--) 

re D a a 111=1,3,5. .. IIF1,3,5. .. 

4 

Y qa (A h mrry B mrry "nh mrry C · h mrry D mrry h "'TrY) m=-- m COS --+ m --Sl --+ m Sln --+ m --COS --
D a a a a a a 

Where Am Bm Cm Dm are the constants, a is the length of the plate, m = I, 3, 5, 7 ..... 
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Again similar to the case of using polynomial and trigonometric functions, if m is over 5, 

over-fitting happens. lt was decided to use m=5 in this investigation and the 

Timoshenko's formula becomes as follows: 

(J) =A9•[sin (TrXIa) +sin (JTrX!a)/243+ sin (5TrX)I31 25} + F1 *sin (TrXIa) + F2*sin (3Trxla) 

+ F3*sin (5TCX/a) +A 10 

Where 

F1= Ao.cosh (1ry/a) +A1*(1C)'Ia)*sinh (TC)'Ia) +Arsinh (TC)'/a)-A2 (TC)'Ia) cosh (TC)'Ia) 

F2= A3.cosh (31C)'Ia) +A4*(31C)'Ia)*sinh (31C)'Ia) +A 5-sinh (31C)'Ia)-A 5 *(31C)'Ia)* 

cosh(JTC)'Ia) 

F3= A6*cosh (5ny/a) +A7*(S1ty/a)*sinh (5xy/a)+As* sinh (5xy/a)-As*(5y 

1t/a)*cosh(Sn:y/a) 

4.4.3 Determine the best formula for deflection surface refining. 

(4-3) 

The best formula is determined by comparing the regression results using the three 

candidate formulae at each load level such as shown in Figures.4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. By 

examining these figures, the following conclusions are drawn: 

I. At the lower load levels the deflection curves formed by the polynomial 

function and trigonometric function appear to be flat at the central part of 

the panel, which does not fit the anticipated form, but the Timoshenko's 

formula produces a reasonable fitting curve (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7). 

2. At the higher load levels the deflection curves of all three formulae are 

very similar (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9). 

Consequently, the Timoshenko-like formula (4-3) is selected as the best one for surface 

regressiOns. 
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4.4.4. The validity of deflection-surface refining 

Figures 4.1 0, 4.11 and 4.12 show the refined deflection data using deflection-surface 

refining by formula ( 4-3). In figure 4.1 0, it is clear that the deflections appear more 

regular; and from Figures 4.11, 4.12, the load-deflection curves become comparatively 

regular as well. 

However, from further examination of the load-deflection curves such as in Figure 4.11, 

4.12, it can be seen that load-deflection curves at the points far away from the supported 

boundaries are regular, such as B3, B5 in Figure 4.11 and A4 in Figure 4.12; but those 

close to the supported boundaries, such as B 1 in Figure 4. 11 and D L in Figure 4.12, the 

deflections still decrease as the load increases, which means that further refining is 

necessary. Obviously the deflection-surface refinement would not be valid again, 

therefore load-deflection curve refining is proposed as will be introduced in the next 

section. 

e 6 
E -+- 0.2kN/m2 
c ~0.4kN/m2 
0 us 0.6kN/m2 
Cll +- 0.8kN/m2 c;: 
Ql -+- 1.0kN/m2 Q 

4 ~1 .2kN/m2 

-+- 1.4kN/m2 
- 1.6kN/m2 

3 
- 1.8kN/m2 
-+-2.0kN/m2 
... 2.2kN/m2 

2 
-+-2.4kN/m2 

o f-~~~~~~~~~~-=-=-=-==~:=:=~=::==:=::=::~~~;i 
100 775 1450 2125 2800 3475 4150 4825 5500 

X( mm) 

Figure.4.1 0 The refined deflections in grid C 
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4.5 LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVE REFINING (THE SECOND 

REFINING) 

Because some of the data after the first refining are still illogical, it needs to be refined 

again, i.e. the load deflection curves refming should be carried out. 

4.5.1 Weights at different load levels 

Similar to the first refinement in section 4.4.1, it is also preferable to use weight values 

in the second refinement. 

It could be seen that the load-deflection curves are comparatively irregular at lower load 

level but are more regular at higher load level (see Figure 4.3, 4.4, 4.11, 4.12). In Figure 

4.1 0, when the load level exceeds 1.6kN/m2
, the gap between deflection lines is distinct, 

but for the lower load levels such as at 1.2 -1.4kN/m2
, 0.6- 1.0 kN/m2

, the deflection 

lines meet each other at two ends. When making the load-deflection curve refining, 

obviously deflection data at higher load levels are more reliable compared with those at 

lower load levels. It is justifiable that smaller weight values are applied to these less 

reliable data so that they make a smaller contribution to the regression analysis; on the 

other hand, bigger weight values are applied to those more reliable data so that they give 

larger contribution to the regression analysis. Weight values as shown in Table 4.2 are 

used for load-deflection curve regressions due to the common sense. 

Table 4.2 Weights for load-denection regression 

Load(kN/m2
) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 

Weight 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Load(kN/m2
) 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 ------

Weight 1 1 1 1 1 1 ------
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4.5.2 Determine the Formula for load deflection curve refining 

To further refine the data from the first refining, a suitable formula is needed. The 

principle to find a suitable formula for load-deflection regression is that the shape of the 

curves of the selected formulae are close to the general load-deflection curves and they 

achieve a smaller error. 

4.5.2.1 Study of the polynomial formula 

The polynomial is the most commonly used formula for describing a line and others; 

therefore, it is studied for the first instance. A typical polynomial could be expressed as 

(4-4) 

n 

w = LAi*(Qi); (4-4) 
i=O 

Where, 

Q: the load. w: the deflection. 

Ai: constants to be determined i : the number and the order of the terms. 

n: the total number of the term. 

It has been found that, when using a polynomial to describe a load deflection 

relationship, the order of the selected equation expressed by equation (4-4) should be 

smaller than 4, because for the order equal to 4 or above, its second derivative could be 

negative, which means that under positive loading, the load deflection curve might fall 

before failure (see Figure 4.13, the 41
h order). Therefore polynomials of the order of 4 

and above are not suitable to represent the load- deflection curve and therefore, 

polynomials of two-order and three-order are selected. lt also has been found that 

polynomial equations of two-order and three-order give very similar results (difference 
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<= 5%). Subsequently, a polynomial equation of two-order is suggested for load-

deflection refining as shown in ( 4-5). 

w=AO+Al*Q+A2*fZ (4-5) 

Where 

w: deflections, Q: Load, AO, AI, A2: constants to be determined by regression. 

Deflection(mm) 

3.5 ,.------------------ -tl- 02 

3 05 

- 05 two order 

- 05 three order 

1.5 - • 05 four order 

- 02 two order 

- 02 three order 

- • 02 four order 

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Load level(kN/m2
) 

Figure.4.13 Using the polynomials of different order 

(Note: The vertical coordinate is deflection and 02, 05 are deflections after surface refining) 

4.5.2.2 Considering of other formulae 

Because common load deflection curves of laterally loaded masonry panels appear to 

increase linearly in the beginning and then keep increasing with lower increasing rate 

after a specific load level, there is also such possibly that other kinds of formulae could 

better describe the load deflection relationship of laterally loaded masonry panels, such 

as logarithmic curves, power curves, exponential curves, and polynomial curves. 

Therefore, comparison is made among these formulae and the second-order polynomial. 
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The results of using these fonnulae are shown in Figure 4.14. It is very clear that the 

polynomial gives the smallest error, and its shape is close to the shape of the common 

load deflection curve; a polynomial style fonnula (4-4) is proved to be the better one for 

load deflection curve regression. 

Nr3.5------------------------------------------------
.§ 
z 
~ 3' 
"tl 

Exponential R2 = 0.7746 -----.: 
~ 2.5 

1.5 + 

-+-EXPatD5 
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0 -

Q 

Exponential 

~~:_:_---------------------------1 - -Logarithmic 

-Polynomial 
- -

0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

~.5-----------------------------------------------

Deflection (mm) 

Figure.4.14, Comparison among using different kinds offormulae 

4.5.2.3 Using two formulae for regression 

Masonry behaves linearly at lower load levels and nonlinearly at higher load levels; 

therefore, using two lines might describe the load deflection curves better. To check this 

possibility, regressions using one line and two lines are compared. 

I. Only use one line of a second-order polynomial fonnula. 

2. Two lines are separately used to express the linear stage and the non-linear stage. 

A straight line is used to express the lower load levels (0.2-1.4kN/m2
) and an 

exponential line is used to express the higher load levels (1.6-2.6kN/m2
). 
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(Note: 1. the vertical coordinate is deflections, 2. A3 151and A51 51 are deflections of 161 refining) 
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It is seen that, for al l measuring points within the panel, the results of using one formula 

and two formulae are very similar with differences smaller than 8% (see Figure 4. 15, 

4.16). Consequently, a single line of second-order polynomial formula is selected for 

regression, i.e. only one polynomial formula as shown in (4-5) is used for the second 

reftnement. 

4.5.3 The effectiveness of load-deflection curve refinement 

Those load-deflection relationships by the first and second refinement and the original 

experimental ones are compared as shown in Figure 4.17. From the figure it can be seen 

that the first refinement makes the main contribution to the data refinement than the 

second refinement does. The second reftnement is more effective at the location near the 

supported edges such as Cl and C9, but less effective at positions far from the 

supported edges such as CS. 

-N 

E -z 
~ -, 
1'0 
0 

...I 

-----!f----+--~--a,........,.t~--...,..Q._--l ___. By 1 s t refinning at C 1/C9 
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--H-x--+~~-----"-------l ___.By 2nd refining at C1/C9 
-e- By 2nd refining at CS 
-1r- C1 EXP 

--H-4-~__,~-------l -1r- C9 EXP 

_._ CS EXP 

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Deflection (mm) 

Figure.4.17 the comparison between the 1st and 2nd refining in grid C 

(Note: because of symmetry, deflections of C1 and C9 are the same after refining) 
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4.6 RESULTS OF REFINING AND MATHEMATICAL 

EXPRESSIONS 

After deflection-surface refinement by formula ( 4-3) and Load-defl ection curve 

refmement by formula ( 4-5), the load deflections and load deflection curves appear 

more regular as Figure 4.18, 4.19 shows.More refined data at the measuring point can 

be found in Appendix 2. 

Moreover, using mathematical formulae, the continuum expression of the deflections of 

the lateral defonnation at all load levels, and the load deflection relationships at any 

position of the panel are then obtained. 
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Figure 4.18 The refined deflections at grid C under different load levels (kNm2
) 
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Figure 4.19 The refined load-deflection relationships at grid C 

4.6.1 Mathematical expression of deflection surfaces 

The mathematical expressions of the deflections surface are obtained by using the 

equation (4-3) but without weights. 

Applying the equation as (4-3) to the refined data without considering the weights, a set 

of parameters is obtained as shown in Table 4.3. Substituting them back to equation ( 4-

3), the mathematical formulae of expressing the refined deflection surfaces are obtained. 

To each load level, the discrepancy between refined deflection data and those of 

mathematical expression are checked; the maximum are smaller than 2%. The 

mathematical expression is acceptable. 

Table 4.3 Parameters in the Formula of Expressing the Deflection Surface 

Load(kN/m2
) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 

AO 10.025 20.757 29.711 36.886 42.284 45.904 47.746 

A1 -4.923 -9.856 -13.749 -16.603 -18.416 -19.189 -18.922 

A2 -1.765 -2.915 -3.437 -3.331 -2.596 -1.232 0.761 

A3 -9.872 -20.516 -29.403 -36.532 -41.903 -45.517 -47.374 

A4 -0.023 0.036 0.091 0.142 0.19 0.233 0.272 
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Load(kN/m2
) 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 

AO 47.81 46.096 42.604 37.33S 30.287 21.461 10.8S7 

A1 -17.61S -1S.268 -11.881 -7.4S3 -1 .986 4.S21 12.068 

A2 3.382 6.631 10.S1 1S.017 20.1S2 2S.916 32.309 

A3 -47.474 -4S.816 -42.4 -37.228 -30.297 -21 .61 -11 .16S 

A4 0.308 0.339 0.366 0.39 0.409 0.42S 0.436 

4.6.2 Mathematical expression of load-deflection relationships 

Similarly, the mathematical expressions of the load deflections curves are obtained by 

using the equation (4-5) but without weights. 

Applying equation ( 4-5) to the refined data without considering the weights, the 

parameters are achieved as shown in Table 4.4, put them back to equation (4-5), the 

mathematical formulae of expressing the refined load-deflection curves at different 

points are obtained. For each measuring point, the residuals between refmed values and 

the mathematical expressions are also checked; all of them are smaller than I%. 

Mathematical expression is acceptable. 

Table 4.4 Coefficients for expressing the load-deflection curves at measuring points. 

~ 01 02 03 04 os 
e 

AO -0.019 0.008 0.031 0.047 O.OS2 
A1 0.319 0.403 0.474 O.S21 O.S37 
A2 -0.034 0 .066 0.149 0.20S 0.224 

~ C1 C2 C3 C4 CS 
e 

AO -0.014 0.044 0.093 0.126 0.137 
A1 0.3S3 0.664 0.924 1.096 1.1S6 
A2 -0.03 0.099 0.207 0.278 0.303 

~ B1 B2 B3 B4 BS 
s 

AO -0.004 0.118 0.22 0.287 0.311 
A1 0.41S 1.13 1.728 2.12S 2.263 
A2 -0.028 0.111 0.228 0.306 0.333 

~ A1 A2 A3 A4 AS 
e 

AO -0.002 0.136 0.2S2 0.329 0.3S6 
A1 0.417 1.141 1.746 2.148 2.288 
A2 -0.025 0.136 0.27 0.36 0.391 
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4.7 VERIFICATIONS 

Now the method of refining the experimental deflection data is proposed. Because the 

method is based on the experimental results of one masonry panel, it is very necessary 

to check its validity on more general panels. To check the validity of this method, 

masonry panel SB02 and SBOS is used as follows. 

4.7.1 The verification by 5805 

Panel SBOS is another masonry panel tested by Chong ( 1993), which has the same 

material properties and dimensions as SBO I as shown by Figure 4.1. Both panels have 

the same loading condition and measuring points as well; the only difference is that 

panel SBOS has a bituminous d.p.c. (damp proof course) built into the first bed joint. 

The validity here is carried out by comparing the refined data of SBO I with the refined 

data of SBOS, also their refined data with their relevant experimental data. 

The findings by the comparison are as follows: 

l. Each refined deflection surface matched their experimental deflection surfaces 

quite well (see Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, 4.24). 

2. The refined data of SBO l and SBOS match each other quite well; although their 

original experimental deflections are quite different (see Figures 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 

4.28). 
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Figure 4.24 Comparison of the refined deflections of 5801 and 5805 at 2.2kN/m2 

To further validate the proposed method, load deflection relationships from the two 

panels on the relevant measuring points are compared and shown in Figures 4.25, 4.26, 

4.27 and 4.28. In Figure 4.25, two measuring points AS and A3 which are far from the 

supported edges, on both SBO 1 and SB05, are compared. The refined deflection data 

from the two panels are much closer to their relevant experimental deflections. Looking 

at the point 88 in Figure 4.26, C8 and 03 in Figures 4.27 and 4.28, even though the 

experimental load deflection curves of the two panels differs greatly, their refmed 

deflections agree with their relevant experimental deflections very well. This suggests 

that the proposed method work well and is reliable. 
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4.7.2 Verification by SB02 with openings 

SB02 is another masonry panel similar to SBO 1 with the same dimension and material 

properties, but wi th a opening. Its configuration is shown as Figure 4.29. The 

comparison between the experimental and refined load-deflection curves are shown in 

Figure 4.30 and 4.3 1. Obviously, the irregular load deflection relationships are refmed 

with some revision such as 0 l , 0 9, A3 , A8, but the regular ones are refined with little 

revision such as 05, AS. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

865 

I· + + + + + + + + + ·I 
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Figure.4.29, The configuration and the measuring points of masonry panel 5802 
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4.8 SUMMARY 

15 

In this chapter, a method of refinement the irregular experimental deflection data of 

laterally loaded masonry panels is studied. Mathematical regression is used to carry out 

two kinds of refinement, the first one is the deflection surface refinement and the second 

one the load deflection curve refinement. The refined deflections are proved to be 

reliable according to validation of another two masonry panels. 

The data refined by the method proposed in this chapter brings such advantages: Firstly, 

load deflection relationships at any position on the panel can be obtained, which provide 

sufficient load deflection relationships for further numerical analysis. Secondly, 

numerical methods, such as finite element analysis (FEA), generate regular lateral 

deformation of the panel. Since the refined data also represents a regular deformation, it 
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5. INITIAL STUDY OF CORRECTOR FACTORS 

5. INITIAL STUDY OF CORRECTOR FACTORS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Based on the refined deflection data of laterally loaded masonry panels derived in 

Chapter 4, a further study of corrector factors will be carried out in this chapter. The aim 

of the study in this chapter is to understand the defrnition and nature of corrector factors 

developed by Zhou(2002) and Rafiq, et a/.(2003) so as to get further improved 

predictions of the response of the laterally loaded masonry wall panels. 

In this chapter, the study of corrector factors will be carried out by repeatedly using the 

definition given by Zhou(2002) and Rafiq, et a/.(2003). 

5.2 ITERATION METHOD 

Chapter 3 stated that, Zhou(2002) and Rafiq, et a/.(2003) defined corrector factors to 

be the ratio between the two kinds of deflections, i.e. those of FEA and those of 

experiment at measuring points across the masonry panel, as expressed by equation (5-

I), and normally at failure load level. They subsequently work by revising the flexural 

stiffness matrix or strength matrix as equations (5-2) and (5-3) show, 

0 
{'1'1} = { {OFEA} 

{OEXP 

{DJ}= {Do}*{'PJ} 

Ui} = U'oJ*f'I'J) 

Here, 

{'1'1}: corrector factors. 
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[DO} : the smeared rigidity of masonry panels. In this research {DO} = 12kN/mm2 is used 

as Zhou(2002) and Chong( 1993) did. 

[JO} : the smeared flexural strength of masonry panels either perpendicular (fx) or 

parallel (fy) to the bed joint. In this research ffx0} =7.28N/mm2 
, {fyo} 

=0.965N/mm2 is used as Zhou(2002) and Chong(l993) did 

W ~EA : deflections of FEA using [DO}. OJExP: experimental deflections. 

The obtained new flexural stiffness DJ is used for improving the analysis; the improved 

deflections of the FEA is obtained and denoted as (0 ~ . 

This is the definition of corrector factors given by Zhou (2002) and Rafiq, et 

a/.(2003)and the way they work. 

Now regard W ~"FA as W ~EA, {DJ as {Do} and Ui} as ifoJ, then using equations 

(5-I) , (5-2) again, new corrector factors can be obtained as shown in (5-4), and make 

further revision to flexural stiffness or strength as (5-5) and (5-6) show to get further 

improvements: 

I 

['Pz}= {t»m} (5-4) 
Q)EXP 

(5-5) 

(5-6) 

Where : 'P2 is the new corrector factor obtained using the definition of corrector factors 

the second time; the corresponding improved deflections are denoted as w ~ , which 

can be once more used to derive new corrector factors 'P3 for further improvement. 
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More generally, by using the definition of corrector factors as show by equation (5-4) 

for i times, the obtained corrector factors {IJ'i} can be expressed by equation (5-7), 

which is used to revised flexural stiffness matrix and strength matrix as shown by 

equation (5-8) and (5-9) to get the much improved w ~EA. The whole procedure is an 

iteration process. 

i-1 

('Jf;} = { QJFEA } (5-7) 
{JJEXP 

{D;}=(D fi-1)}*{'1';} (5-8) 

f/J = ffr;-I)}*('PJ (5-9) 

i=1, 2, 3 .. . is the number of iterations. 

It is intended that with enough iterations, the corrector factors would tend to converge to 

a set of values, and the difference between analytical and experimental results are 

minimised. 

Moreover, equation (5-2) means that, those corrector factor values bigger than I 

increase the flexural stiffness values and those smaller than I decrease the flexural 

stiffness value. To facilitate the convergence, a power m is introduced in equations (5-8) 

and (5-9) to make a smaller revision to the flexural stiffuess. The equations become as 

shown in equation (5-10) and (5-11). 

(5-10) 

(5-11) 

Obviously, if m=O, there would be no revision because all corrector factors would 

become I. m < I is the revision with smaller steps; m= I is the case of simple iteration 
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using {5-8) and (5-9). If m >I, the revision is in the enlarged steps, which is not helpful 

for convergence and will not be involved in this study. 

5.3 ITERATIONS TO REVISE FLEXURAL STIFFNESS 

By keeping the flexural strength ifx} and {fy} unchanged, but only revising the smeared 

flexural stiffness [DJ in iterations using equation (5-7) and equation {5-I 0), iterations 

are implemented to find new corrector factors. The failure deflections of FEA and the 

corresponding experimental deflections are used in the implementation and the results 

are discussed as follows: 

I. When m= I, the load deflection relationships under iteration are shown in Figure 5.1. 

It is seen that, the load deflection relationships almost converge to the experimental 

one. However, the obtained failure load is far smaller than the experimental one, 

which means equation (5-7), (5-8), (5-9) are not suitable for deriving corrector 

factors that comprehensively improve the FEA model, although some improvements 

could be obtained by some of the iterations 

2. While O<m<l, the load deflection relationships by iteration are shown in Figure 5.2. 

It is seen that, most load deflection relationships obtained by iteration are still very 

similar to what is presented in Figure 5.1, iteration make the deflections converge to 

the experimental deflections, but the failure load still decreases. However, there are 

several iterations which make some improvements simultaneously on both the 

deflections and the failure load, compared with those using corrector factors 

proposed by Rafiq, et a/.(2003). This finding means that, iteration method can 

derive the corrector factors that make further improvement to the FEA model. 
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Figure 5.1 Using corrector factors by iterations to revise stiffness (m=1 ,1=1-50) 

Figure 5.2 Using corrector factors by Iterations to revise stiffness (m=0.3,1=1-50) 

The derived corrector factors that are able to improve both the analysis to failure load 

and deflections are presented in Table 5.1 , Figure 5.3, 5.4. From Table 5.1 , Figure 5.3 

and 5.4, it can be seen that the values and the distributions of all the obtained corrector 

factors by different m and i values are almost the same to each other. Moreover, 

comparing Table 5.1 with Table 3.1 , or comparing Figure 5.4 with Figure 3.8, it also 
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can be seen that the obtained corrector factors appear the same distribution to those 

suggested by Zhou. 

The corresponding load deflection relationships presented in Figure 5.5 reveals that both 

the failure load and deflections by FEA are improved compared to those of using the 

corrector factors proposed by Zhou in Table 3.1. 

However, Figure 5.5 shows that bigger discrepancy still exists between FEA and the 

experimental ones. Moreover, it has been found that, other corrector factors with similar 

values but beyond those listed in Table 5.3 are not able to improve the FEA, which 

means the obtained corrector factors are just scattered in that domain, which means a 

further investigation to corrector factors should be carried out. 

Table 5.1 the improved corrector factors by Iteration 

m=0.28 i=1 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 0.88 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 0.88 

Y3 0.82 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.82 

Y2 0.77 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.99 0.77 

Y1 0.73 1.02 1.05 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.02 0.73 

m=0.26,i=1 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 x8 X9 

Y4 0.89 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 0.89 

Y3 0.84 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.84 

Y2 0.8 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.99 0.8 

Y1 0.75 1.02 1.05 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.02 0.75 

m=0.23,i=1 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 0.9 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.03 0.9 

Y3 0.84 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.84 

Y2 0.82 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.99 0.82 

Y1 0.77 1.01 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.01 0.77 

m=0.06,i=3 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 0.91 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.02 0.91 

Y3 0.88 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.88 

Y2 0.84 0.98 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.98 0.84 

Y1 0.79 1.0 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.0 0.79 

Note: X1... X5 and Y1 ... Y4 are zone divisions (see Figure 3.7) 
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Figure 5.5 The effect of using the improved corrector factors (revising stiffness E) 

5.4 ITERATIONS TO REVISE STRENGTH 

5.4.1 Revising flexural strength parallel to the bed joints fx 

Similar to the study in section 5.3, iterations are used again to find the new corrector 

factors for revising the smeared flexural stiffness {fx}. The equation (5-7) and equation 

(5- 11) are used and the flexural stiffness D and flexural strength {fy} are kept 

unchanged. The implementation of the iteration is presented in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.6 reveals that, us ing the correctors obtained by iteration to revise the flexural 

strength parallel to bed joints of masonry panel (fx) cannot improve the deflections and 

failure load. 
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Figure 5.6 Using corrector factors by iteration to revise strength fx 

5.4.2 Revising flexural strength perpendicular to the bed joints fy 

By keeping the flexural stiffness D and flexural strength {fx} unchanged and changing 

smeared flexural strength {fy} and using equation (5-7) and equation (5- 11), a number of 

iterations are implemented again to find new corrector factors. lt has been found that, 

when O<m5 1, the fai lure deflections and the failure load are almost not changed (see 

Figure 5.7). 

5.4.3 Revising flexural strength both perpendicular and parallel to 

the bed joints 

By keeping the flexural stiffuess D unchanged, changing smeared flexural stiffness {fx} 

and {fy} simultaneously and using equation (5-7) and equation (5-1 1 ), a number of 

iterations are used again to investigate the new corrector factors. The fa ilure deflections 
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from FEA and those of experiment at the corresponding failure load level of FEA are 

used in the implementation. Typical results are shown in Figure 5.8. 

It could be seen that, when revising fx and fy and keeping O<m:Sl , all corrector factors 

derived by iteration are not able to improve the deflections and the failure load, they 

appear more irregular. 
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Figure 5.7 Using corrector factors by iteration to revise strength fx 
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5. INITIAL STUDY OF CORRECTOR FACTORS 

5.5 SUMMARY 

From the investigations in this chapter, it can be concluded that, repeating the definition 

of corrector factors suggested by Zhou(2002) and revising the flexural stiffness E in 

zones, both failure load and failure deflections can be improved compare with using 

those corrector factors suggested by Zhou. However, further improvements are not 

available by revising flexural strength. This conclusion means that the definition of 

corrector factors is only a revision based on the summary of experiments but not based 

on numerical computations in a theoretical way. 

Corrector factors work in the way that, they revise the input data of FEA to make the 

load deflection relationships to approach to those of experiments, therefore, the way of 

obtaining corrector factors becomes how to decrease the discrepancy between FEA and 

experiment, which is the process of model updating, which will be introduced in the 

following chapters. 
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6. PARAMETER ANALYSES ON THE FEA MODEL 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

ln Chapter 5, it was concluded that, simply repeating the definition of corrector factors 

given by Zhou(2002)and Rafiq, et a/.(2003) could not dramatically improve the FEA 

model. Therefore, further study should be carried out as will be introduced in this 

chapter. 

The concept of corrector factors proposed by Zhou(2002) and Rafiq, et a/.(2003) is to 

revise parameter values for the purpose of improving the FEA model, which in fact is a 

kind of model updating procedure (Brownjohn 2001). Therefore, from this chapter, the 

study to corrector factors will be carried out in the way of model updating. 

As have been reviewed in Chapter 2, model updating techniques arisen in 1990s 

(Dascotte 1991, Friswell and Mottershead 1995) are widely used for model calibration, 

parameterization and damage detection and diagnosis. It becomes an effective way to 

analyse and revise the error of the model (Atalla 1996); model updating process aims to 

minimise the discrepancy between experiment and FEA by changing the values of 

model parameters, this procedure is normally completed through optimisation. Although 

most cases of model updating are applied to vibration frequencies in dynamic test, there 

are cases of using static deflections (Sanayei and Onipede 1991, Hjelmsad and Shin 

1997, Sanayei,et.al. 1997, Chen 2005). 

When carrying out a finite element analysis, it is important to consider three kinds of 

modelling errors (Friswell and Mottershead 1995): (a) model parameter errors, which 

would typically include the application of improper boundary conditions and inaccurate 

assumptions used in order to simplify the model. (b) Model order errors, which arise in 

the discretization of complex system and can result in a model of insufficient order. (c) 
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6. PARAMETER ANALYSES ON THE FEA MODEL 

Model structural errors are liable when there is an uncertainty concerning the governing 

equations-such error might occur typically in the modelling of neurophysiologic 

process and strongly non-linear behaviour in certain engineering systems. What is 

concerned in this paper is dealing with model parameter errors. 

Model updating is processed by optimisation but it is more than optimisation itself, it 

requires a understanding of the exiting model so as to choose proper parameters for 

updating and to minimise the underlying modelling errors (Sinha and Freswell 2002). 

Once the model is fully understood, the objective function needs to be formulated 

aiming to express the errors between the experimental and the analytical results, and 

then minimise it using optimisation techniques. 

In this chapter, the FEA model is analysed to clarify how the FEA model is influenced 

by changing the parameters, and thereby to determine which parameters should be 

revised by corrector factors, this is the parameter analysis. In the study, parameters such 

as flexural stiffness E, flexural strength fx and fy, Poisson's ratio v in the FEA are 

involved. 

6.2 METHOD OF PARAMETER ANALYSIS 

To make model updating, first of all, it is necessary to know which parameter is suitable 

for the revision because revising different parameters have different effect on the FEA 

model, such as shown in Figure 6.1 which represents the different load deflection 

relationships by revising flexural stiffuess and strength respectively using the same 

corrector factors. 
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Figure 6.1, comparison of using the same corrector factors to revise different parameters 

ln this Chapter, parameter analyses, or say sensitivity analyses, are studied using the 

masonry panel SBO l. This panel is divided into 18 x 8= 144 elements, each 4 elements 

neighboured to each other are combined to one zone, which means there are in total 36 

zones on the panel. The following parameters are involved: flexural stiffness E, tlexural 

strength perpendicular and parallel to the bed joints (denoted as .fx and ..fY respectively) 

and the Poisson ratio v. Therefore, these parameters are investigated for their sensitivity. 

Since the output of the model includes deflections and failure load, load deflection 

relationships as shown in Figure. 6.1 are used to express the responses of the model. 

ln the parameter analyses, elements in a same zone are assigned with the same 

parameter value. The parameter values are changed around those global smeared values 

used by Chong which were obtajned by Monte Carlo simulation based on experiments; 

these values are: 

E= l2kN/mm2 

' 
.fx =2.28N/mm2

• 

..fY =0.965Nimm2
, v =0.2. 
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6. PARAMETER ANALYSES ON THE FEA MODEL 

When changing one parameter value, all other parameter values are kept unchanged. ln 

this study, two ways of changing the parameter value are used; i.e. two kinds of models 

are used for parametric study: 

• Smear model: Smear model mean that, whilst changing one parameter, the 

changed parameter values in all zones are the same, i.e. zones are always 

assigned with a equally revised parameter values. 

• Updating model: updating model means that, whilst changing one parameter, the 

changed parameter values in all zones are different; i.e. parameter are changed in 

this way: a number of random parameter values are generated by computer and 

assigned to all zones, the assigned parameter values in zones are different. 

6.3 PARAMETER ANALYSIS WITH SMEARED MODEL 

In the smeared model, the same parameter value is assigned to all zones. Stiffness E, 

flexural strengthft andfy, Poisson 's ratio v are investigated. 

6.3.1 Changing the stiffness E 

To investigate the influence of stiffness E on failure loads and deflections, other 

parameters are kept to be unchanged (fx = 2.28N/mm2
, Jjr-=0.965N/mm2

, v=0.2), the 

changed stiffness E value is assigned to all zones of the panel in each case. The change 

of stiffness E is from 6kN/mm2 to 18kN/mm2
• Result of this investigation is presented 

in Figure 6.2. From Figure 6.2, it is clear that, in the smeared model, changing stiffness 

E affects deflections but has little influence on failure load. 
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Figure 6.2 Failure load and deflections by changing smeared stiffness E 

6.3.2 Changing the strength parallel to the bed joints fx 

The tlexural strength parallel to the bed joints f x is another main parameter of the model, 

fx is changed in the range from 1.14 N/mm2 to 5.70 N/mm2 and other parameters are 

kept unchanged (E= l2kN/mm2, jjr-=0.965N/mm2
, v=0.2). The result of this investigation 

is presented in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.3 clearly shows thatfx only affects the fai lure load 

but has not influence on deflections. 
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Figure 6.3 Failure load and deflections by changing smeared fx 

20 

6.3.3 Changing the flexural strength perpendicular to the bed joints 

fy 

When fy is changed in the range from 0.483 N/mm2 to 2.4 13 N/mrn2 and other 

parameters are kept unchanged (E= l2kN/mm2
, fx=2.28kN/mm2

, v=0.2). The 

corresponding failure load and deflections are shown in Figure 6.4. 

It can be seen that, the length of the straight-line of the load deflection relationships 

changes, but the slope of the straight-line is still the same and the failure deflections are 

s imilar. Figure 6.4 reveals that fy affects the position of the 'kink', but has little 

influence on failure load. The physical meaning of the 'kink' will be investigated in 

section 6.5. 
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Figure 6.4 The failure load and deflections by changing smeared fy 

6.3.4 Changing the Poisson's ratio v 

14 

Poisson's ratio vis changed from 0.1 to 0.4 while keeping other parameters unchanged 

(E= l2kN/mm2
, JX=2.28N/mm2 Jjr-0.965N/mm2

). The result of this investigation is 

presented in Figure 6.5. It is clear that load deflection relationships are almost 

unchanged, which means changing v has a little influence on the load deflection 

relationships. 

From the investigation in this section, it can be argued that, changing the stiffness E 

mainly affects the deflections as expected but makes little influence on failure load. 

Changing the flexural strength fx is more affects failure load as expected but has less 

influence on deflections. Changing the flexural strength.fY mainly changes the position 

of the 'kink' point. Poisson's ratio v has little influence on both failure load and the 

deflections. 
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Figure 6.5 The failure load and deflections by changing smeared v 

6.4 PARAMETER ANALYSIS WITH UPDATING MODEL 

14 

ln this section, parameter values that randomly scattered in a specific range are assigned 

to different zones. Cases of changing the stiffness E, the flexural strength.fx andJY and 

Poisson 's ratio v are investigated separately. 

6.4.1 Randomly assign stiffness E to different zones 

Here parameter values are changed in a way that, a group of randomly generated 

stiffness E values ranging from 6 kN/mm2 to 18 kN/mm2 are assigned to different zones 

of the panel while other parameters are kept unchanged (fx = 2.28N/mm2
, JY = 

0.965N/mm2
, v=0.2). Totally 30 groups of random E values are investigated and the 

results are summarised in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6 The failure load and deflections by assigning random E 

14 

From Figure 6.6, it can be concluded that stiffness E has a little influence on failure load 

but much effects on deflections; this conclusion is the same as what had been drawn 

from Figure 6.2. However, if carefully compare Figure 6.6 with 6.2, two differences are 

found. Firstly, in Figure 6.2, deflections vary in a larger range, but in Figure 6.6, 

deflections are scattered in a comparatively smaller range; secondly, the position of the 

"kink" in Figure 6.6 have changed but those in Figure 6.2 do not change. This 

difference indicates that the updating model is flexible and more suitable for analysing 

masonry. 

6.4.2 Randomly assigned flexural strength fx to different zones 

In this investigation, a group of randomly generated fx values scattered in the range 

from 1.14N/mm2 to 5.7 kN/rnm2 are assigned to zones while other parameters are kept 

unchanged (E= l2kN/mm2
, jjr-=0.965N/mm2

, v=0.2). In total 30 groups of such random 

fx values are investigated, the results are summarised in Figure 6.7. 
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From Figure 6.7, it is very clear that assigningfx randomly strongly affect the failure 

load but have a little influence on deflection, which is quite similar to what can be seen 

in Figure 6.3 using a smeared model. However, if carefully compared with Figure 6.3, it 

can be seen that in Figure 6.7 some lines change their trace at the higher load level, but 

those lines in Figure 6.3 keep unchanged. This difference indicates that the updating 

model might be more flexible and suitable to analyse masonry. 
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Figure 6.7 the failure load and deflections by assigning random fx 

6.4.3 Randomly assigned flexural strength fy to different zones 

Similarly to the investigation on flexural strength Jx, here a group of random fy values 

scattered in the range from 0.483 N/mm2 to 2.41 N/rnrn2 are assigned to the different 

zones while other parameters are kept unchanged (E=12kN/mm2
, fx=2.28N/mm2

, 

v=0.2). In total 30 groups of these random values are investigated; their results are as 

shown in Figure 6.8. 
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From figure 6.8 it can be seen that, the position of the "kink" is changed, but the slope 

of the straight line of the load deflection relationships is still the same and the failure 

deflections are similar. They are quite similar to those in Figure 6.4. However, in Figure 

6.8, the kink position has not changed as much as that in Figure 6.4, 
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Figure 6.8 The failure load and deflections by assigning random fy 

6.4.4 Randomly assigned Poisson's ratio v to different zones 

14 

Here again, values ofPoisson's ratio scattered between O.l-0.4 are randomly assigned to 

the different zones of the panel and in total 30 groups of random values are investigated 

as shown in Figure 6.9. 

Compared to Figure 6.5, it can be seen that the deflection relationships in Figure 6.9 are 

quite similar to those of Figure 6.5. The deflections and failure load, the positions of the 

"kink" are almost unchanged. Therefore, it can be concluded that Poisson ' s ratio has 

little influence on failure load and deflections. 
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The conclusions can be drawn from this section are that stiffness E mainly affects 

deflections and flexural strength .fx mainly affects failure load, fy mainly affects the 

position of the kink and Poisson 's ratio v has little influence on both failure load and the 

deflections. This conclusion is quite similar to what was obtained in section 5.2. 
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Figure 6.9 the failure load and deflections by assigning random v 

14 

6.5 1NVESTIGATION OF THE "KINK" ON THE LOAD DEFLECTION 

RELATIONSHIPS 

In Figures 6.2 to 6.9, it can be seen that, at a specific load level, a "kink" appears on the 

load deflection curves of FEA which represents a sudden decrease in the flexural 

stiffness of the plate (see also Figure 3.9 for the clear show). However, in the actual 

experiment, the flexural stiffness changes gradually without a sudden decrease, i.e. there 

is no an obvious "kink" on the experimental curve. From Figures 6.4 and 6.8, it can be 

seen that, fy influences the position of ' kink', therefore, it is necessary to clarify what 

the 'kink' represents and what is the cause of the kink so as to understand the model. 
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To further clarify the physical meaning of the "kink", .fY is changed over a larger range 

(from 0.965N/m2 to 3.957 N/m2
), the change of the position of "kink" is shown in 

Figure 6.10. 

From Figure 6.1 0, it is clear that when .fY is very small, the load deflection relationship 

appears as a strait line of smaller slope with no kink. When .fY is increased, the kink 

appears and it moves upwards on the load deflection curves. 

To clarify the physical meaning of the 'kink', the contour plot of stress on the face of 

panel is explained. It is found that the 'kink' is always accompanied with the first crack 

on the panel which in this case is due to the hogging moment near the built-in support 

and on the loaded face of the panel. 

Figure 6.11 is the load deflection relationships of SBO I. A 'kink' appears at a load of 

l.OkN/m2
. The contour plot of stress in the inner and outer faces at l.OkN/m2 and 1.2 

kN/m2 are shown in Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15. It is seen that when the load 

reaches 1.2kN/m2
, the crack appears clearly at the inner bottom face of the panel as 

expected. 

To better show this finding, .fY is purposely increased to 3 times and 10 times, and the 

corresponding load deflection relationships is presented in Figure 6.16. From Figure 

6.16 it can be seen that when increasing .fY by 3 times, there is a kink at 2.8kN/m2 and 

the panel failed at 3.4 kN/m2
; the failure patterns around 2.8kN/m2 and at 3.4kN/m2 are 

shown in Figure 6.17 to Figure 6.22. From Figure 6.18 and 6.20, it can be seen that the 

inner bottom support is cracking, and at 3.4 kN/m2
, the outer face cracked at 3.4 kN/m2 

as Figure 6.21 shows. 
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Figure 6.14, Failure pattern of outer face at 1.2kN/m2 
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Figure 6.15, Failure pattern of inner face at 1.2kN/m2 
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Whenfy is increased 10 times, the kink occurs and appears at 7.2kN/m2 and fai led at 

8.0kN/m2 as shown in Figure 6.16. The contour plots of the stress on its inner and outer 
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faces are shown in Figure 6.23 to Figure 6.28. It can be seen that, the outer surface is 

about to crack at 7.0kN/m2 and cracks at 7.2kN/m2 as shown in Figure 6.23 and 6.25 

respectively and the outer face cracks first rather than the inner face. The inner surface 

cracks fust rather than the out surface only happens when fy is comparatively quite 

small such as shown in Figures 6.19, 6.20. This is because the boundary conditions of 

SBOl are that the two vertical edges are simply supported and the bottom edge is built-

in and the top edge is free. When fy is small, the panel first cracks along the direction 

parallel to the bed joints at the bottom of the inner side due to hogging moments at this 

region. However, when fy is bigger, say I 0 times larger, the panel would first crack 

along the vertical direction (perpendicular to bed joint) at the outer face . 
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Figure 6.16 Load deflection relationships by increasing fy 
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Figure 6.17 Failure pattern of the outer face at 2.8kN/m2 

Principal stress contour on the inner surface at laterally loading of 2.6 KNIM2 
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Figure 6.18 Failure pattern of the inner face at 2.8kN/m2 
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Principal stress contour on the outer surface at laterally loadng of 3.0 KN/m2, 
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Figure 6.19 Failure pattern of the outer face at 3.0kN/m2 

Principal stress contour on the inner surface at laterally loading of 3.0 KNIM2 
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Figure 6.20 Failure pattern of the Inner Face at 3.0 kN/m2 

Principal stress contour on the outer surface at laterally loading ol3.4 KN/m2, 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 

Figure 6.21 Failure pattern of the outer face at 3.4 kN/m2 

Principal stress countour on the inner surface at lateralloacing ol3.4 KN/m2 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 
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6. PARAMETER ANALYSES ON THE FEA MODEL 

Figure 6.22 Failure pattern of the inner face at 3.4 kN/m2 

Principal stress on the outer surface at laterally loading ol7.2 KNim2, 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 

Figure 6.23 Failure pattern of the outer face at 7.2 kN/m2 

Principal stress contour on the Inner surface at laterally loading of 7.2 KNim2 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 
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6. PARAMETER ANALYSES ON THE FEA MODEL 

Figure 6.24 Failure pattern of the Inner face at 7.2 kN/m2 

Principal stress contour on the outer surtace at laterally loading of 7.4 KN/m2, 

Cracked 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 

Figure 6.25 Failure pattern of the outer face at 7.4 kN/m2 

Principal stress contour on the Inner surface at laterally loading ol7.4 KN/m2 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 

Figure 6.26 Failure pattern of the inner face at 7.4 kN/m2 
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6. PARAMETER ANALYSES ON THE FEA MODEL 

Cracked 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 

Figure 6.27 Failure pattern of the outer face at 8.0 kN/m2 

Principal stress contour on the inner surface at laterally loading of 8.0 KN/m2 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 

Distance along the length of the panel (mm) 

Figure 6.28 Failure pattern of the inner face at 8.0 kN/m2 
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For the actual masonry panel, it is impossible that fy is so large, therefore, it could be 

concluded that, for panel SBO l, the kink is always due to the failure along the direction 

parallel to the bed joint (fy) at the bottom of inner face of the panel. This crack could 
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not be observed and recorded due to the air bag covered the whole inner face of the 

panel and any crack would be hidden under the air bag. 

However, the experimental load deflection relationship is approximately a smooth 

curve on which there is no "kink" that indicating the first crack; the reason will be 

investigated in the following chapters. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

In this Chapter, parameter analyses are carried out on the FEA model used for laterally 

loaded masonry wall panel. lt has been found that, the elastic stiffness E mainly affects 

the deflection of the model but has less influence on the first cracking or failure load. 

Flexural strength fx mainly affects the failure load and flexural strength fY mainly 

affects the first cracking load. Poisson 's ratio has little influence on the first cracking 

load, failure load and deflections. Subsequently, it can be concluded that when using 

corrector factors to revise parameters in the FEA model, it is advisable to involve the 

tlexural stiffness E, flexural strengthfx and.fY. Poisson's ratio vis not necessary to be 

involved. 

It is also found that, the "kink" is caused by the first crack due to the failure at the 

bottom in the inner surface of the panel. 

Based on the find in this chapter, the process of obtaining corrector factors could be 

divided into two steps: l. Revise flexural stiffuess in each zone (using corrector factors) 

first, 2. Revise smeared flexural strength secondly. The detail will be introduced in 

Chapter 7. 
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7. DERIVING CORRECTOR FACTORS BY MODEL 

UPDATING TECHNIQUES 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The findings of model analysis in Chapter 6 is that, flexural stiffness E has more effect 

on deflections but less effect on failure load; flexural strength.fx has more effect on the 

failure load but./Y has more effect on the first crack load; Poisson 's ratio has little effect 

on both the failure load and deflections. Therefore, flexural stiffness E, flexural 

strengths fx and JY are eligible to be revised to improved the FEA model and 

accordingly two kinds of revision to these parameters will be concerned in this chapter: 

I. Firstly revise flexural stiffuess in each zone (using corrector factors), i.e. to get 

stiffness corrector factors, as will be shown in section from 7.2 to 7.4. 

2. Secondly revise smeared flexural strength, i.e. to get strength correctors, as will 

be shown in section 7.5. 

Consequently, a detailed model updating procedure will be studied in the following 

study to get corrector values. Since the nature of model updating is an optimisation 

procedure, model updating process is much related to optimization computations. 

Generally, model updating process is implemented using traditional optimizations. 

However, it is found that to the problem studied in this Chapter, the solution space of 

the problem is not continuous, which means the traditional optimisation methods are not 

able to get the solution. Consequently, the genetic algorithms (GAs) are used in this 

study, to implement the model updating and to get corrector factors. Because the 

objective function has a decisive effect on model updating process, study of the 

objective function of the GA is also studied. 

Two kinds of models will investigated in this chapter: (I), using a smear model, i.e. 

during the model updating process, the same parameter value is always assigned to all 
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elements; (2) using a updating model, i.e. during the model updating process, zones are 

always assigned with different parameter values. 

7.2 THE GENETIC ALGORITHM AND THE OBJECTIVE 

FUNCTION 

The genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic search technique based on the mechanism of 

natural selection and natural genetics. The genetic algorithm works in the following way 

(Gen and Cheng 1997)it starts with an initial set of random solutions called population. 

Each individual in the population is called chromosome which represents a solution of 

the problem. A chromosome generally is a binary bit string which evolves through 

successive iterations, called generations. During each generation, the chromosomes are 

evaluated using some measures of fitness. To create the next generation, new 

chromosome (also called offspring) are formed by either two ways: (a) merging a 

chromosome from current generation using a crossover operator; (b) modifying a 

chromosome using a mutation operator. A new generation is evaluated by the fitness 

function and those of higher fitness values are kept for the next generation. After several 

generations, the algorithms converge to the best chromosome, which represents the 

optimum or suboptimal solution to the problem. 

When running the genetic algorithm, adequate control parameters are necessary to get a 

quick convergence. In this study, the control parameters are defined in Table 7.1 

according to some trial search. 

Table 7.1 Control parameters in GA 

Parameters Population Probability of Probability of No. of generations 

kinds (Npop) crossover (Pc) mutation (Pm) (Ngen) 

Range 20-200 0.25-1.0 0.001-0.75 10-3000 

Mostly used 80-200 0.5-0.8 0.01-0.03 50-300 

This research 200 0.6 0.03 100 
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Model updating process is to minimise the discrepancies between the FEA and the 

experimental results, this discrepancies is defined as the objective function of the GA. 

The behaviour of laterally loaded masonry panels includes two parts: failure load and 

deflections; therefore the associated discrepancies can be defined in equations (7 -I), (7-

2), which can be integrated into one criterion of weighted sum as shown in equation (7-

3). When considering all measuring points on the entire panel, equation (7-1) is 

integrated to give equation (7-4). 

(7-1) 

(7-2) 

8t = w/*8 + wd*&l (7-3) 

(7-4) 

Where 

bd: error resulted from comparison of deflections between the FEA and the refined 

experimental results (see appendix I ). 

f5/: error due to failure load between the FEA and the experimental results. 

f5t: total error consisted of the combination of failure load and deflections error between 

FEA and experimental results. 

n: number of points on the panel for which the deflections are considered. ln this study, 

all of the 36 measuring points are selected. 

m: total number of load levels determined from non-linear FEA. 
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'== 
Djj: the deflection by FEA at fh row of measured points. 

Dej: the experimental deflection at fh row of measuring points. Here the refined 

experimental deflections obtained using the method introduced in Chapter 4 are 

used. 

j: fh measuring point, k: k1
h load level, F/: failure load obtained by FEA 

Fe: failure load by the experiment. In this research, Fe=2.8kN/m2 for the base panel 

SBOI. F/: failure load by the FEA 

wd, wl: weights of deflection and failure load respectively, used for a weighted sum of 

failure load and deflections objectives calculated to define the fitness for each solution 

of the GA. After the detailed investigation, it has been found that wd = 0.4 and wl = 0.6 

are suitable values. 

7.3 MODEL UPDATING PROCESS WITH SMEAR MODEL 

Because the smear model is simpler than the updating model, investigations of model 

updating are firstly carried out on the smear model. Using the objective functions 

defined in equations (7-2), (7-3), (7-4), a model-updating algorithm is implemented 

using the GA. The material properties of the smeared model, both before and after the 

model updating, are summarised in Table 7 .2. The corresponding load deflection 

relationship of using the updated material properties is shown in Figure 7.1. From 

Figure 7.1, it can be seen that, model updating make the FEA have a good correlation 

with the experimental results of panel SBO I. 

To examine the suitability of the updated results, the updated material properties are 

used to analyse another masonry panel SB02 (see Figure 9.4) which has the same 

dimensions and boundary conditions to SBO l but with central opening. The result is 

shown in Figure 7.2. From Figure 7.2, it can be seen that some improved prediction to 
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SB02 is achieved. This means the FEA models has been improved by model updating, 

or say using corrector factors obtained. 

Table 7.2, Parameters after updating (corrector factors) 

E(kN/m2
) fx(kN/m2

) fy(kN/m2
) 

Smeared material properties 12.00 0.002280 0.000965 

Material properties after updating 6.00 0.001870 0.002730 

corrector factors 0.50 0.820 2.829 

Note: * Smeared material properties were from Chong (1993) which were obtained by Monte 

Carlo simulation based on the experimental results. 
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Figure 7.1 The "improved" load deflection relationships of SB01 at AS 

However, from Table 7.2 it can be seen that, the flexural strength perpendicular to the 

bed joints JY is much larger than that parallel to bed joints fx. This is contradictory to the 

common knowledge and is not acceptable though it " improves" the analyses. 
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Consequently, it can be concluded that, smeared masonry model is not suitable for 

model updating to achieve the improved analyses. 

Subsequently, updating model is investigated will be introduced in the following section. 
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Figure 7 .2, The "improved" load deflection relationships of SB02 

7.4 MODEL UPDATING PROCESS WITH UPDATING MODEL 

14 

As seen in the previous section, the updated smeared model could not be used to analyse 

masonry panels because the parameter values lost their physical meaning after model 

updating. Therefore, it is necessary to assign different parameter values to each element, 

i.e. using the updating model in which different parameter values are assigned to the 

zones. Because it is also found that, using the updating model, the model updating 

process is likely to get the local optima due to the number of variables are increased, the 

model updating procedure is carried out by two steps in this study based on the findings 

in Chapter 6 : (a) keeping flexural strength unchanged but only revising tlexural stiffness 
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E values, to make the deflections of the FEA model match the experimental ones well; 

(b) keeping the flexural stiffness E values that obtained in the first step unchanged but 

revising flexural strengthfx andJ.Y, to make the failure load match the experimental one 

well whilst still keeping the smaller discrepancies of the deflections between FEA and 

those of experiment. 

7 .4.1 Direct model updating process by the GA 

In this study, modified values of stiffness E is randomly assigned to each element by the 

GA, but value of flexural strengths fx and JY are kept constant (fx=2.28 N/mm2 and 

Jjr-=0.965N/m2
). Because the solutions obtained by different runs of GA search can not 

be exactly the same, a number of runs of the GA are performed. A summary of 5 

different runs of the GA ,which are denoted as GA I, GA2, ...... GAS, are given in Table 

7.2, the corresponding 3D plot is shown in Figure 7.3 (only GAl is presented) and their 

corresponding load-deflection relationships are shown in Figure 7.4. 

From Figure 7.4, it can be seen that the load deflection relationships are effectively 

improved by using the updated stiffness values (corrector factors). However, the 

correctors as shown in Table 7.3 are not regular; they don't indicate any physical 

meaning. To reveal the feature of these corrector factors, regression is conducted which 

will be discussed in the next section. 

Table 7.3 Corrector values obtained using the direct GA search 

GAl XI X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.984 0.855 0.855 1.242 1.468 1.242 0.855 0.855 0.984 
Y3 0.758 0.952 1.048 1.403 1.436 1.403 1.048 0.952 0.758 
Y2 0.758 0.919 1.436 1.436 1.21 1.436 1.436 0.919 0.758 
Yl 0.565 1.468 1.5 1.5 1.371 1.5 1.5 1.468 0.565 
GA2 XI X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.758 0.758 1.016 1.242 1.5 1.242 1.016 0.758 0.758 
Y3 0.887 0.919 1.177 1.113 0.726 1.113 1.177 0.919 0.887 
Y2 0.758 0.952 1.436 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.436 0.952 0.758 
Yl 0.532 1.5 1.5 1.468 1.339 1.468 1.5 1.5 0.532 
GA3 XI X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X7 X8 X9 
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Y4 0 .5 1.016 1.145 1.177 0.952 1. 177 1.145 1.016 0.5 
Y3 0.887 1.016 1.21 1.403 1.37 1 1.403 1.2 1 1.016 0.887 
Y2 0.919 0.984 1.468 1.371 1.306 1.371 1.468 0.984 0.919 
Y1 0.758 1.21 1.468 1.21 1.436 1.21 1.468 1.2 1 0.758 
GA4 X l X2 XJ X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.597 0.984 1.048 1. 177 1.177 1.177 1.048 0.984 0.597 
Y3 0.919 1.016 1.1 45 1.468 1.274 1.468 1.145 1.016 0.919 
Y2 0.855 0.952 1.371 1.436 0.887 1.436 L.371 0.952 0.855 
Y l 0.694 1.403 1.468 1.5 1.403 1.5 1.468 1.403 0.694 
GAS X I X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.5 0.897 1. 167 1. 135 1.405 1.135 1.167 0.897 0.5 
Y3 0.77 1.04 1.341 0.77 1. 119 0.77 1.34 1 L.04 0.77 
Y2 0.849 1.008 1.341 1.42 1 1.5 1.421 1.341 L.008 0.849 
Y 1 0.675 1.5 1.468 1.246 1.405 1.246 1.468 L. 5 0.675 

Note: D1-D9,C1-C9,81 -B9,A1-A9 are the measured points. GA1 ... GAS are 5 groups of GA 

results 
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Figure 7.4 Load deflection relationships of using corrector factors by GA search 

7 .4.2 Regression analysis to the corrector factors derived by the GA 

To further reveal the characteristics of correctors as shown in Table 7.3, regression 

study is carried out in this section . 

7.4.2.1 Formulae for regression and their reliability 

When constructing the formu la used for regression, the errors of FEA are compared 

between using corrector factors with and without regression, only those formulae that 

would not deteriorate the corrector factors would be selected. Based on this principle 

and referring to the formulae style presented by Wahab(l999) and considering the 

fea ture of 3D plot in Figure7.3, extensive studies are carried out and the following three 

formulae are selected for regression. They are shown as below. 

Formula 1 (denote as FML J) 

Let 

F l =YI Ly 

F2 = COS (1r *XI Lx) A l 
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Then 

If'= (A2*FI2+A3*Fl+A4)*F2 2+AO 

Formula 2 (denote as FML2) 

Let 

Fl= Y/Ly 

F2= COS {n: *(X/Lx) AI] 

Then 

If' =A2*F IA3*F22 +AO 

Formula 3 (denote as FML3): 

Let 

Fl= SIN c 

F2= {COS [1e *XI Lr:) A5}} 2 

Then 

'P =F2* A2*F12 +A3*FJ+ A4) +AO 

Where, 

Lx: length of the panel. 

Ly: height of the panel. 

AO, AI ... An: constants to be determined by GA 

(7-5) 

(7-6) 

(7-7) 

It should be mentioned that these constructed formulae are only suitable to make 

regression to corrector factors of the right half panel; correctors of the left panel are 

obtained due to the symmetry of the masonry panel. The reliability of these formulae is 

checked in the next section. 

7.4.2.2 reliability offormulae for regression 

Using formulae (7-5), (7-6), (7-7) to make regression to corrector factors in Table 7.3 

respectively, the correctors after regression are summarised in Table 7.4, 7.5, 7.6. 
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To check the reliability of formulae for regression, the load deflection relationships of 

using corrector factors with and without regression are compared as shown in Figure 7.5. 

From Figure 7.5 it can be seen that, regression don't change the, the load deflection 

relationships. This means that the character of the corrector factors is not affected by 

regression. Subsequently, it can be concluded that the formulae are safe enough here. 

S901 at f(J 

,... 
2 

('I 

~ GA1 

01 
• GAl w~h FML1 ] 0 GAl w~h FML2 
• GAw~h FML3 

0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Oisplacemen (mm) 

Figure 7.5 Comparison of using corrector factors (GAl) with and without regression 

7.4.2.3 The Feature of Corrector Factors by Regressions 

From Table 7.4, 7.5 , 7.6, it can be seen that after regression by these formulae, the data 

becomes more regular. To clearly view the distribution of the data in Table 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 

their typical 20 and 3D plot are shown in Figure 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 respectively. From 

Figure 7.7, it can be seen that all the regression results for those 5 groups of corrector 

factors obtained by the GA are quite similar when using the same formula. Figure 7.8 

reveals that there are some differences between using different formulae, but their 

distribution tendencies are similar. From Figure 7.9 it could be concluded that corrector 
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factors along the simply supported edges are smaller and those close to the built-in edge 

are larger compared with the central parts of the panel. This tendency is quite the same 

as those presented by Zhou(2002) as shown in Chapter 3 ( Figure 3.8) except with 

better regularity. The big changes near the supported boundaries edges indicate that the 

boundary conditions significantly affect the behaviour of the masonry panel. 

Because some discrepancy along with "kink" still exist using the obtained corrector 

factors, objective function is studied in the next section. 

Table 7.4, the regression by Formula I 

Zones X y FML1 GA1 FML1 GA2 FML1 GA3 FML1 GA4 FML1 GAS 

D9 (D1) 24BB.B9 309 0.773 0.754 0.77 0.79 0.736 

DB (D2) 1B66.67 309 1.152 1.247 1.144 1.24 1.305 

D7 (D3) 1244.44 309 1.443 1.502 1.344 1.44 1.45 

D6 (D4) 622.22 309 1.539 1.552 1.3B6 1.47 1.462 

D5 0 309 1.547 1.554 1.3B7 1.47 1.462 

C9 (C1) 24BB.B9 927 0.756 0.719 0.771 0.76 0.696 

CB (C2) 1B66.67 927 1.051 1.077 1.149 1.12 1.159 

C7 (C3) 1244.44 927 1.276 1.262 1.351 1.2B 1.27B 

C6 (C4) 622.22 927 1.35 1.29B 1.393 1.3 1.2B7 

C5 0 927 1.357 1.3 1.394 1.3 1.2B7 

89 (81) 24BB.B9 1545 0.75 0.702 0.759 0.75 0.672 

BB (82) 1B66.67 1545 1.011 0.99 1.0BB 1.05 1.073 

87 (83) 1244.44 1545 1.212 1.139 1.264 1.1B 1.175 

86 (84) 622.22 1545 1.27B 1.16B 1.301 1.2 1.1B3 

85 0 1545 1.2B4 1.17 1.302 1.2 1.1B3 

A9 (A1) 24BB.89 2163 0.746 0.701 0.734 0.74 0.664 

AB (A2) 1866.67 2163 0.988 0.986 0.963 1.02 1.044 

A7 (A3) 1244.44 2163 1.173 1.133 1.084 1.14 1.141 

A6 (A4) 622.22 2163 1.235 1.162 1.11 1.16 1.149 

A5 0 2163 1.24 1.163 1.111 1.16 1.149 

Table 7.5, the regression by Formula 2 

Zones X y FML2 GA1 FML2 GA2 FML2 GA3 FML2 GA4 FML2 GA5 

D9 (D1) 248B.89 309 0.773 0.749 0.773 0.792 0.734 

DB (D2) 1866.67 309 1.152 1.237 1.178 1.252 1.302 

D7 (D3) 1244.44 309 1.443 1.4B4 1.387 1.452 1.444 

D6 (D4) 622.22 309 1.539 1.531 1.427 1.484 1.455 

05 0 309 1.547 1.533 1.429 1.485 1.455 
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C9 (C1) 2488.89 927 0.756 0.716 0.756 0.76 0.691 

ea (C2l 1866.67 927 1.051 1.076 1.092 1.107 1.148 

C7 (C3) 1244.44 927 1.276 1.25B 1.264 1.258 1.262 

C6 (C4) 622.22 927 1.35 1.292 1.298 1.282 1.271 

C5 0 927 1.357 1.294 1.299 1.2B2 1.272 

89 (81) 248B.89 1545 0.75 0.704 0.749 0.749 0.674 

88_(_82) 1866.67 1545 1.011 1.016 1.056 1.052 1.087 

87 (B3j_ 1244.44 1545 1.212 1.174 1.214 1.184 1.191 

86_(_84) 622.22 1545 1.278 1.204 1.245 1.205 1.199 

85 0 1545 1.284 1.205 1.247 1.206 1.199 

A9(A1j_ 2488.89 2163 0.746 0.697 0.744 0.742 0.664 

AS (A2)_ 1866.67 2163 0.9BB 0.981 1.035 1.02 1.05 

A7 (A3) 1244.44 2163 1.173 1.125 1.1B4 1.141 1.147 

A6(A4) 622.22 2163 1.235 1.152 1.213 1.16 1.155 

A5 0 2163 1.24 1.153 1.215 1.161 1.155 

Table 7.6, the regression by Formula 3 

Zones X y FML3 GA1 FML3 GA2 FML3 GA3 FML3 GA4 FML3 GA5 

09 (01) 24B8.B9 309 0.773 0.752 0.771 0.72B 0.72B 

DB (02) 1B66.67 309 1.148 1.176 1.145 1.263 1.263 

07 (03) 1244.44 309 1.436 1.444 1.345 1.422 1.422 

06 (04) 622.22 309 1.531 1.513 1.387 1.43B 1.43B 

05 0 309 1.54 1.517 1.389 1.438 1.438 

C9 (C1) 248B.B9 927 0.75B 0.746 0.769 0.716 0.716 

CB (C2) 1B66.67 927 1.062 1.144 1.13B 1.216 1.216 

C7 (C3) 1244.44 927 1.294 1.395 1.336 1.364 1.364 

C6 (C4) 622.22 927 1.371 1.459 1.377 1.379 1.379 

C5 0 927 1.377 1.463 1.37B 1.379 1.379 

89_(_81) 24B8.89 1545 0.75 0.69B 0.762 0.658 0.65B 

BB (82) 1B66.67 1545 1.014 O.BB 1.104 0.991 0.991 

87 (83) 1244.44 1545 1.215 0.995 1.2B7 1.09 1.09 

86 (84) 622.22 1545 1.2B2 1.024 1.324 1.099 1.099 

85 0 1545 1.2BB 1.026 1.326 1.099 1.099 

A9 (A1) 24BB.B9 2163 0.745 0.72 0.733 0.676 0.676 

AB_(_A2) 1866.67 2163 0.979 1.001 0.957 1.05B 1.05B 

A7 (A3) 1244.44 2163 1.15B 1.179 1.076 1.173 1.173 

A6_(_A4) 622.22 2163 1.21B 1.224 1.101 1.184 1.184 

A5 0 2163 1.223 1.227 1.102 1.1B4 1.1B4 
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Figure. 7.6 The corrector factors derived by different GA search, after regression {for the 

left half panel) 

(Note: GA 1-FML 1, GA 1-FML2 ... represents the regression to GA 1 by fonnulae 1. 2 ... 

respectively) 
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Figure.7.7 The corrector factors derived by GA, after regression using different formulae 

(for the left half panel) 
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The top of 
the panel 

X(mm) 

Corrector factors by GA after regression 

3CIDO 
Y(mm)) 

The bottom of 
the panel 

Figure.7.8 Typical 30 plot of corrector factors obtained by GA and with regression {for 

the whole panel) 

7 .4.3 Adding gradients to the objective function 

Figure 7.9 demonstrates the existence of "kink" on load deflection curves when using 

corrector factors. On the contrast, the kink does not appear on the experimental load 

deflection curves. Since the gradient is another impmtant parameter to express the 

differences between two load deflection curves besides the failure load and deflections, 

the gradients of the load deflection curves are added to the objective function in this 

study. 
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Figure 7.9 The "kink" on the load deflection curves 

7.4.3.1 Gradient added to the objective function 

10 

2 .5 

The gradients of load deflection curves at two adjacent load levels are defined by 

equation (7-8). When considering the combined effect of all load levels at all measuring 

points on the panel, the discrepancy of gradients between FEA and the refined 

experimental load deflection curves can be expressed in equation (7-9). The weight sum 

of the objective function is given in equation (7- 10). 

(7-8) 

bg = { 1 f[f(c.o;.~Jn}os 
m(n - 1) k j=i 

(7-9) 

8 = wl *81 + wd *&1 +11g *~ (7-10) 

Where 

F, D are respectively the load and corresponding deflections. 

j: j1
h the load level. 

G is the gradient of load deflection curves in-between two neighboured load levels. 
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t5g is the total discrepancy of gradient between the load deflection curve of FEA and the 

refined experimental ones, which has covered in-between every neighbour load level 

and the entire panel. 

G0, Ge/ gradient of FEA and experimental one in between /h load level. 

k :k1
h measuring points 

n: total load levels of FEA results 

m: total number of measuring points 

t5: total discrepancy between load deflection curves of FEA and the refined 

experimental ones. 

t51, t5d : as defined in equation (7-3) 

wl, wd, wg: weight for failure load, deflections and gradient respectively, which are 

used to express the contribution of the each part in objective function. 

A detailed investigation of minimising the error between experimental & analytical 

model proved that w/=0.5, wd=0.2, wg=0.3 lead to the GA converge to the smaller error 

and with a smooth load deflection relationships and the kink was eliminated (see Figure 

7 .ll ). These weights values are used in the subsequent study of corrector factors using 

the GA. 

7.4.3.2 Corrector factors obtained by GA using the objective function the 

with gradient introduced 

Using the objective function (7-10) with gradient introduced, the corrector factors 

obtained by GA are shown in Table 7.7, the 3D plot of these corrector factors is shown 

in Figure 7.10, and the load deflection relationship is shown in Figure 7.11. 

Figure 7. l 0 shows that, the obtained corrector factors almost results in a perfect match 

between the FEA and the experimental results. However, the corrector factors obtained 

as shown in Table 7.7 and Figure 7.10 still appears irregular in places. Therefore, the 

similar regression as described in section 7.4.2 is carried out once again using equation 
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(7 -5), (7 -6) and (7 -7). The corrector factors after regression are shown in Table 7. 8 and 

their 3D plot are shown in Figure 7.12, the corresponding load deflection relationships 

are shown in Figure 7.13. 

From Figure 7.13, it can be seen that, the corrector factors after regression (as shown in 

Table 7.8) make the load deflection relationships worse compared with those in Table 

7.7 that without regression, but they still make better improvements compared with 

those without adding gradient such as in Table 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6. Comparing Figure 7.12 

with Figure 7.8, it can be seen that the corrector factors along the bottom side of the 

panel appear drastically different. In Figure 7.12 these corrector factors decreased 

dramatically whereas those in Figure 7.8 increase. 

Table 7.7 corrector factors by GA with gradient objective function (left half panel) 

a 

b 

c 

d 

Top of the 
panel 

1 

0.826 

1.135 

1.174 

0.865 

2 

1.329 

1.252 

1.29 

0.4 

0 

3 4 

1.368 1.29 

1.252 1.368 

1.445 1.484 

0.4 0.477 

5 

1.174 

1.252 

0.71 

1.484 

Bottom of the 
panel 

Figure 7.10, 30 plot of corrector factors derived by GA with gradient objective function 
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Figure 7.11 Load deflection relationships of 8801 using corrector factors in Table 

7.7 

Table 7.8 corrector factors after regression 

BY FML1 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.049 1.233 1.245 1.246 1.246 

B 1.098 1.342 1.358 1.358 1.358 

c 1.021 1.172 1.182 1.182 1.182 

D 0.819 0.725 0.719 0.719 0.719 

BY FML2 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.206 1.330 1.330 1.330 1.330 

B 1.118 1.241 1.241 1.241 1.241 

c 0.983 1.106 1.106 1.106 1.106 

D 0.694 0.817 0.817 0.817 0.817 

BY FML3 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.086 1.187 1.230 1.251 1.258 

B 1.130 1.235 1.280 1.303 1.310 

c 1.098 1.200 1.244 1.266 1.273 

D 0.656 0.716 0.741 0.754 0.758 
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Figure 7.12, 30 plot of corrector factors derived by GA after regression 
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Figure 7.13 The load deflection relationships by different correctors 

Corrector factors are multiple coefficients to revise to the flexural stiffness of zones on 

the panel, the flexural stiffness is increased when corrector factor values are bigger than 

I and are decreased when cotTector factor values are smaller than l . Therefore, 
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corrector factors in Table 7.8 (after regression) assigned smaller flexural stiffuess to 

zones close to the fixed bottom edge to match the experimental results. However, to the 

actual panel in the experiment, materials properties on each zone should be 

approximately the same. Therefore, it can be deduced that, the bottom edge is not totally 

fixed during the actual experiment. This is one of the main findings of this research. 

Generally in practice the base of the panel constructed in a manner shown in Fig 3.4 is 

considered to be fully fixed. The findings of this investigation proved that this is not the 

case and there is a certain degree of rotation at the base of the panel. Therefore, this has 

been resulted by the low values of corrector factors at zones adjacent to the bottom 

support to soften these regions to allow rotation. Validation of this point is carried out in 

section 9.3 of this thesis using cases studies from various sources. 

Because the corrector factors after regression in Table 7.8 results in a increased error 

compare to the corrector factors without regression in Table 7.7 as shown in Figure 7.8, 

further studies are needed using the constraint function in the GA. This process will be 

discussed in the following section. 

7.4.4 Using constraint functions 

As mentioned in the last section, using the objective function with gradient can result in 

corrector factors with a better match to the experiment, but the results becomes worse 

after applying regression to the corrector factors. Because Figures 7.8 and 7.12 

disclosed that a larger change of corrector factors occurs near the supported boundaries 

than in the central parts of the panel where appears to be a smaller change. This means 

that corrector factors near the supported boundaries are more influenced by the 

boundary effects. Consequently the constraint function is introduced to directly express 

the effects of boundary conditions. 
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7.4.4. 1 Using single constraint function 

As discussed in previous section, the corrector factors appear a bigger change near the 

supported boundaries and a smaller change far from the boundaries. Therefore the 

distribution of corrector factors should be of two kinds: From the boundary to the centre 

of the panel, corrector values would either monotonously decrease or monotonously 

increase, as presented in Figure 7. 14. Based on this assumption, the constraint functions 

that represent these two kinds of boundary effects are used. 

Q) 
::I 

(ij 
> 

1.5 -

2 1 
0 

~ 
0 
0 

Two kinds of correctors' tendency 

e decreasing tendency 
----'7- increasing tendency 

2 3 4 5 
distance from boundary 

Figure 7.14 Two kinds of boundary effects (tendencies of corrector factors) 

After studies on different equation styles, a single constraint function as shown m 

equation (7 -1 1) is found suitable to express the two kinds of boundary effects. 

CR=A *exp (Bix) +C*exp (D/x) +F,· (7-11) 

Where CR is the boundary effect, A, B, C, 0 , F are coefficients that assigned by the GA 

(GA variables), and x is the distance from the centre of a zone to the corresponding 

boundary. 

Masonry panel SBO 1 has three distinct supported boundaries, two vertical edges simply 

supported and a bottom edge built-in. The boundary effect corresponding to each 

boundary can be separately expressed using equation (7- ll ) with different coefficients, 

as shown in equations (7-12), (7-13), and (7-14). The corrector factors (or say the total 

boundary effects) is assumed to be the means of the three individual boundary effects 

and is shown in the equation (7-1 5). 
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CRt=At*exp (BIXJ +Ct*exp (Dt!Xt) +Ft 

CRr=Ar *exp (B/Xr) +Cr *exp (D/Xr) +Fr 

CRb=Ab *exp (B!IXb) +Cb *exp (D,)Xb) +Fb 

CR= (CRt +CR,.+CRb)/3 

Where, the subscript I, r b denote the left, right and bottom boundaries. 

(7-1 2) 

(7-13) 

(7-14) 

(7-1 5) 

Because both left and right edges are simply supported and the panel is symmetrical, 

boundary effects of the left edge and right edge are same, therefore the constants in (7-

12) and (7-13) are the same one. Subsequently, only 10 independent coefficients are 

needed to be assigned by the GA and corrector factors at all points on the panel are 

thereby derived. 

The corrector factors obtained using the constraint functions as shown in equation (7-

12), (7.13), (7.14), (7-15) are presented in Table 7.9. The 3D plot of the obtained 

corrector factors is shown in Figure 7 .15, and the load deflection relationships using 

these corrector factors are shown in Figure 7 .16. 

From Figure 7.16, it is clear that the load deflection relationships agree well with the 

experimental results. Comparing Figure 7.15 with Figure 7.12, it can be seen that using 

a constraint function, the corrector factors along the bottom edge still decrease, but 

those along the two vertical edges slightly increase, and the central parts of the panel 

appear much flatter. 

The physical meanings of these corrector factors are becoming clearer. They reveals 

that: for a masonry panels with boundary conditions like two vertical edges simply 

supported, the bottom edge built-in and the top edge free, they are only the ideal 

assumptions. The real boundary condition in the experiments is that the built-in side 

tends to be less constrained and some rotation has occurred where the simply supported 

sides tends to be slightly constrained against rotation. 
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Table 7.9, Corrector factors derived by GA with constraint function (symmetrical left half) 

~ 
0 .... 
(.) 
Q) 
'-
'-
0 
u 

err=0.2461 1 2 3 4 5 

a 1.6073 1.1063 1.1320 1.1383 1.1397 

b 1.5870 1.0860 1.1117 1.1180 1.1193 

c 1.5263 1.0253 1.0510 1.0573 1.0587 

d 0.7173 0.2163 0.2420 0.2483 0.2497 

Corrector factors derived by GA including a constraint function 

Top ofthe 
panel 

2 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

2000 

Y(rnrn;; 0 

2000 
,(\~' 

'f..~' · 

Bottom of 
the panel 

Figure 7.15, 3D plot of corrector factors derived by GA using a constraint functions 
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Figure 7.16, Load deflection relationships using the corrector factors obtained with a 

constraint function 

However, it has been found that, using equation (7 -12) to (7 -15) as the constraint 

function is difficult to get convergence. Because expressing both the increasing and 

decreasing boundary effects simultaneously using equation (7 -11 ), the coefficient in the 

equation must be defined in a relatively larger range, which is very likely to get to the 

local optima. Therefore, the GA search using two equations as the constraint function is 

studied in the next section. 

7.4.4.2 Using separate constraint function for each boundary type 

Two kinds of boundary effects in SBO 1 in Figure 7.15 could be expressed separately 

using equations (7- 16), (7-17) . 

(7-16) 

(7-1 7) 
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Where the subscript i, d denotes the constraint function of increasing and decreasing 

tendency respectively, A, B, C are the coefficients, X is the distance from the zone 

centre to the relevant boundary. When A~O. B~O. O<C< I, the term C x will be 

monotonously decreasing with increasing values of x, therefore, CR ; represents the 

boundary effects of deceasing tendency. CRd represents the boundary effects of 

increasing-tendency (from the boundary to the centre on the panel). 

Therefore, the boundary effects from the bottom built-in boundary and the two 

vertical simply supported boundaries can be expressed using equation (7-16) and 

equation (7-17) respectively as shown in equations (7-18), (7-19),(7-20). 

1'/ CR,=A,(J+B, c,· ') (7-18) 

(7-19) 

(7-20) 

Where, the subscript I, r b denote the left, right and bottom boundaries. Similar to 

section 7.4.4.1, the corrector factors (or say the total boundary effects) is still assumed 

to be the means of the three individual boundary effects and is shown in the equation (7-

21 ). 

(7-21) 

Where, CR is the total boundary effect. 

Using equation (7-18) ,(7-19) and (7-20) to express the boundary effects from the 

bottom edge and the two vertical edges of SBO I, the corrector factors obtained are 

shown in Table 7.10, the 3D plot and the load deflection relationships are shown in 

Figure 7.17, 7.18 respectively. 

Comparing Table 7.10 with Table 7.9, or Figure 7.17 with Figure 7.15, it can be seen 

that corrector factors obtained using two constraint functions are similar to those of 

using single constraint function. The difference is that, corrector factors appear a little 
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different along the horizontal direction, which means the boundary effects from the 

vertical simply supported edges are not as big as those from the built-in edge at bottom. 

Figure 7.18 show that, using the correctors derived by the two constraint function, the 

load deflection relationships are further improved. Moreover, the "kink" remains not 

present although some small turns still occur on the curve but it is acceptable, because 

trying to acquire a smooth curve is not necessary considering the errors in real 

experimental data. 

Table 7.10 corrector factors by GA using two constraint functions 

err=0.1466 1 2 3 4 5 

a 1.283 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 

b 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 

c 0.926 0.921 0.920 0.920 0.920 

d 0.223 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 

Comparing Table 7.10 with Table 7.9, or Figure 7.17 with Figure 7.15, it can be seen 

that corrector factors obtained using single constraint functions are similar to those of 

using two constraint functions. The corrector factor values appear a little different along 

the horizontal direction, even for those near the vertical simply supported edges, which 

means the boundary effects from the vertical simply supported edges are limited. Figure 

7.18 show that load deflection relationships are further improved. Moreover, the "kink" 

has disappeared although some small turns still occur on the curve but it is acceptable, 

because trying to acquire a smooth curve is not necessary considering the errors in real 

experimental data. 
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Figure 7.17 30 plot of the corrector factors derived using two constraint functions 
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Figure 7.18 Comparison of using corrector factors derived by one and two constraint function 
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7.5 Derive the strength-corrector factors 

Looking again at Figure 7.18, it can be seen that although the deflections from FEA 

using corrector factors match the experimental deflections well, there is still an error in 

matching the failure load. From Chapter 6 it is clear that failure load is mainly affected 

by tlexural strength but less affected by the tlexural stiffuess. Therefore, in this section 

tlexural strength will be selected as the parameter for model updating, whereas the 

tlexural stiffness-corrector factors in Table 7.9, 7.10 are kept unchanged. Here it is not 

necessary to assign different strength values to different zones, because the objective to 

update the strength is to improve the response of the FEA model on failure load, the 

smeared model can meet this demand, i.e. strengths values in all zones are equal. 

The GA is used to derive strength-corrector factors and the objective function as shown 

in equation (7-1 0) is once again used. The strength-corrector factors in Table 7.9 and 

Table 7. 10 are derived as shown in Table 7.11, the improved load-deflection 

relationships are shown in Figure 7.19. 

Table 7.11, strength correctors derived by GA based on strength by Mote Carole analysis 

Table 7.10 Table 7.11 

Cfx 1.489 1.473 

Cfy 1.04 1.04 

It should be noted that the strength corrector factors in Table 7.11 are used to revise 

strength valuesjx=2.28 N/mm2,..f.Y=0.965N/mm2
, they are the values obtained by Monte 

Carlo simulation but not the actual experimental strengths of wallette test (Chong 1993 ). 

Therefore, when using the actual experimental strengths of wallette test, the ratio 

between these Monte Carlo values and the actual experimental values should be 

considered. For the docked bricks (i.e. sunk into water before construction), the 
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corresponding wallette experimental flexural strength perpendicular and parallel to the 

bed joints is 2.09N/mm2 and 0.740N/mm2 respectively, for the undocked bricks; the 

corresponding wallette experimental flexural strength perpendicular and parallel to the 

bed joints is 1.67N/m2 and 0.474N/m2 respectively (Chong 1993). Therefore, the 

strength corrector factors in Table 7.11 become those in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13. 

Table 7.12, strength correctors derived by GA based on experimental strengths (docked) 

docked Table 7.9 Table 7.10 

Cfx 1.624 1.607 

Cfy 1.356 1.356 

Table 7.13, strength correctors derived by GA based on experimental strengths (undocked) 

undocked Table 7.9 Table 7.10 

Cfx 2.033 2.011 

Cfy 2.117 2.117 

Figure 7.19 shows that usmg the strength-corrector factors together with stiffness

corrector factors, both the deflections and the failure load of FEA match the 

experimental ones well. Table 7.10 to Table 7.13 shows that the derived strength

corrector factors based on the two groups of stiffness-corrector factors are quite similar, 

which once again proves that the strength is less affected by the flexural stiffness. 
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7.6 Check the failure pattern using stiffness and strength corrector 

factors 

Figure 7.20, 7.2 1 are the experimental failure pattern of masonry panel SBO I & 5, 

which have the same dimension and configuration (see section 4.7.1 in chapter 

4).Figure 7.22 are the principal stress contour plot at the failure load level 

(2.6KN/m2).0bviously that the failure pattern using corrector factors are quite similar to 

the experimental ones. 

SBOl EXP 

Figure 7.19 the experimental failure pattern of masonry panel SB01 

I 
SBOS EXP 

Figure 7.20 the experimental failure pattern of masonry panel SB06 
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Principal stress contour of 8801 using correctors on the outer surface at 2.6 kN/m2
, 
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Figure 7.21 the experimental failure pattern of masonry panel 5801 

7.7 SUMMARY 

Based on model updating process used m this chapter, the following findings are 

achieved: 

• The smear model can not model the real behaviour of the masonry panels; it 

needs to be modified to become an updating model, i.e. using corrector factors, 

to assign different flexural stiffness to different parts of the panel. 

• The genetic algorithm is an effective tool for model updating process. With the 

gradient added to the objective function and along with using constraint function 

to represent the boundary effects, the GA is more likely to converge to smaller 

error and thereby the corrector factors is obtained. 

• The derived corrector factor indicated that, in the FEA model, defining the built-

in edge to be totally fixed is not adequate, some rotation occurred at the built-in 

laboratory edge. Similarly, defining the simply supported edge to be totally free 

against rotation is not suitable, because the simply supported edge in laboratory 

might be restrained in rotation to some extent. 
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• Strength-corrector factors are independent to stiffness corrector factors. Strength 

corrector factors mainly modify the flexural strength perpendicular to the bed 

joints rather than parallel ones and thereby improve the failure load. 

Because model updating process solves a reverse problem, which means the obtained 

solutions might not be the unique one. Therefore, uniqueness of the model updating is 

further studied in next chapter. 
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8. THE EXTENDED STUDY OF CORRECTOR 

FACTORS 

8.1 INTRODUCTIONS 

The stiffuess-corrector factors derived using model updating techniques in Chapter 7 

indicated that, the real boundary conditions of masonry panels (such as SBO I) are 

different from those defined in the FEA model, the actual built-in edge tends to be less 

constrained, and the actual simply supported edges tend to have some resistance to 

rotation in the experiment. 

However, deriving corrector factors by model updating techniques in fact is solving a 

reverse problem. From the mathematical point of view, the solution of such reverse 

problem could be many rather than a single one (unique solution); particularly when 

using the genetic algorithm, the obtained solution might be the local optima which 

results in the illogical solution such as discussed in section 7.3 or the local optima such 

as discussed in section 7 .4.1 and 7 .4.2. 

Using two constraint functions is helpful to avoid the local optima for model updating 

process as introduced in section 7.4.4 in Chapter 7. Nevertheless, using the defined 

constraint function forcefully limit the solution space (i.e. the corrector factors were 

compulsorily restricted to be decreasing-tendency from simply supported edge to the 

centre of the panel, and increasing-tendency from the built-in edge to the centre of the 

panel). Therefore, there is such possibility that the global optima might locate outside of 

the solution space formed by the constraint function. Subsequently, more study should 

be carried out, to check whether the result obtained in Table 7.9 and 7.10 in Chapter 7 is 

the global optima, and the physical meaning they indicated is unique; this is termed a 

uniqueness study in the area of model updating. 
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In this chapter, the studies on uniqueness of corrector factors are carried out by 

investigating the entire solution space that is formed by all the combinations 

(permutation) of two constraint functions (7-16) and (7-17) and all the combinations 

(permutation) of the boundary types defined in the FEA model. 

The uniqueness will be checked in two ways: (a) to compare the error in each possible 

case, (b) to check the physical meaning of the corrector factors obtained and compare 

the physical meaning with that indicated in Chapter 7. 

8.2 THE PERMUTATION OF CONSTRAINT FUNCTIONS AND 

BOUNDARY TYPES 

8.2.1 Permutation of the constraint function 

In Chapter 7, because using a single constraint function to express boundary effects is 

more likely to get the local optima, then two independent constraint functions with 

increasing and decreasing tendency respectively were used (see Figure 7.14 in Chapter 

7). 

In section 7.4.4.2, equation (7-16) was used to express the boundary effects of built-in 

edge, and equation (7-17) was used to express the boundary effect of simply supported 

edges. This was based on the information discovered from Figure 7.15 which implied 

that the obtained corrector factors decreased from the simply supported edge to the 

centre of the panel, and increased from the built-in edge to the centre of the panel. In 

theory, each supported boundary has possibly two kinds of boundary effects, increasing 

tendency or decreasing tendency. To cater for all possible cases of boundary effects, it 

would be reasonable to study the permutation of this two kinds of boundary effects on 

all panel boundaries by applying equations (7-16) and (7-17) to each supporting edge 

separately. Because one supporting edge has two possible boundary effects, there would 
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be in total 23 = 8 kinds of boundary effects for 3 supporting boundaries. However, the 

two vertical edges of SBO 1 have the same boundary condition, therefore its 3 

supporting boundaries could be regarded as the two kinds of boundaries (simply 

supported and built-in) and the total cases of applying the constraint functions to the two 

kinds of supporting edges would be 22 = 4 . Denote the constraint functions of increasing 

and decreasing tendency as i and d respectively, and o for no constraint function at the 

top free edge, the whole cases can be denoted as ddio, iido, dddo, iiio (in the order 

from left, right, bottom to top edge) as listed as below which is presented in Figure 8.1 

0 0 

ddio d d l iido 
. 
l 

d 
0 0 

lllO 
l I d dddo d 

l d 

Figure.8.1 permutation of the constraint functions 
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l. The constraint function of decreasing-tendency is applied to the simply 

supported vertical edges and that of the increasing-tendency is applied to the 

built-in bottom edge (ddio). 

2. The constraint function of increasing-tendency is applied to the vertical edges 

and that of the decreasing-tendency is applied to the bottom edge (iido). 

3. The constraint function of decreasing-tendency is applied to both the vertical 

edges and bottom edge (dddo). 

4. The constraint function of increasing-tendency is applied to both the vertical 

edges and bottom edge (iiio). 

8.2.2 Permutation of the defined boundary types 

ln the previous studies, the boundary types of the panel SBO I in the FEA model were 

defined as two vertical edges simply supported, the bottom edge built-in and the top 

edge free, to correspond to the experimental tests. However, since the corrector factors 

obtained in Table 7.9 & 7.10 indicated that the simply supported edges appeared to have 

some constraint against rotation and the built-in edge appears to allow some degree of 

rotation. This means that the real boundary conditions in the actual experiments is 

neither simply supported nor built-in but are in between the two ideal boundary 

conditions. Therefore, it is reasonable to define any actual supporting boundaries to be 

either "simply supported" or "built-in" in the FEA model. Subsequently, forcefully 

defining the vertical edges to be simply supported and bottom edge to be built-in in the 

might be at the risk of constructing a "wrong" model. This kind of "wrong" model is 

more likely to result in the local optima. Therefore, further investigation to corrector 

factors based on the alternative definition of the boundary conditions in the FEA should 

be carried out as illustrated bellow. 
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Similar to section 8.2, because each supporting edge can be either defined to be simply 

supported or built-in, and there are in fact two kinds of the supported boundary edges 

due to the symmetry of the masonry panel SBO l , the total kinds of the defined 

boundary conditions are the permutation of the two boundary conditions, i.e. in total 2 x 

2 = 4 kinds of defined boundary conditions, they are: 

(I) The vertical edges are simply supported and the bottom edge is built-in. 

(2) The vertical edges are built-in and the bottom edge is simply supported. 

(3) All the vertical edges and bottom edge are simply supported. 

(4) All the vertical edges and bottom edge are built-in. 

-1 -1 

0 001 -1 0 1 110-1 

1 0 

-1 -1 

0 000-1 0 1 111 -1 

0 1 

Figure 8.2, the permutation of the boundary conditions 
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ln BS 5628, simply supported edge is denoted as 0, built-in edge is denoted as l and 

free edge is denoted as - l , then the permutation of the defmed boundary conditions in 

the FEA model of SBOl would be: 001-1, 110-1,111-1,000-1, (in the order of left, 

right, bottom and top edge, see Figure 8.2). 

Consequently, considering all cases as introduced in section 8. 1 and this section, the 

extended investigation to corrector factors are involve in total of 16 cases as listed as in 

Table 8. 1: 

Table 8.1, Total cases need to be investigated to avoid local optima (uniqueness study) 

Constraint 
function 

Define ddio iido iiio dddo 
boundary 
conditions 

001-1 
Section 
7.4.4.2 

yes yes yes 

110-1 yes yes yes yes 

111-1 yes yes yes yes 

000-1 yes yes yes yes 

8.3 CORRECTOR FACTORS BY CHANGING THE DEFINITION OF 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND THE ASSIGNMENT OF 

CONSTRAINT FUNCTIONS 

8.3.1 Comparing the errors resulted from all sixteen cases 

Using equation (7- 1 0) as the objective function of the GA, the error resulted from each 

case is summarised in Table 8.2. It should be mentioned that, the solution from each 

round of the GA search is not exactly the same but they are similar. The values in Table 

8.2 are only one of those solutions, the results of other repeated searches would be 
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slightly different but the values in Table 8.2 still have the same feature. In Table 8.2, for 

each defined boundary conditions in the FEA model, there is a set of constraint function 

which make the smallest error; they are 001-llddio, 110-l/iido, 111-1/iiio,000-1/dddo 

(the diagonal values in the table). 

Table 8.2 Discrepancies between FEA and EXP 

~ ddio iido iiio dddo 
d 

s 

001-1 0.135 0.217 0.136 0.281 

110-1 0.265 0.133 0.176 0.278 

111-1 0.221 0.193 0.176 0.261 

000-1 0.225 0.223 0.199 0.180 

Table 8.2 reveals that, applying the constraint function of increasing-tendency to the 

defined built-in edge and that of decreasing-tendency to built-in edges, the FEA give 

smallest error. Because the constraint functions of increasing and decreasing tendency 

make the zone near the simply supported boundary stiffer but make the zones near the 

built-in edge less stiff, it is indicated that the actual built-in edge is not totally fixed and 

the simply supported edges are not totally free for rotation. This conclusion is the same 

to those obtained in Chapter 7.4.4.2. 

8.3.2 Detailed analysis of corrector factors under different defined 

boundary conditions. 

As mentioned in section 8.1, there are in total of 4 kinds of possibly defined boundary 

conditions, the corrector factors for each boundary conditions are studied as follows. 
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8.3.2.1 Defining the boundary conditions as the vertical edges simply supported 

and the bottom edge built-in (001-1) In FEA 

Defining the bottom edge built-in and two vertical edges simply supported and the 

top edge free ( 110-1 ), considering all the permutation of the two constraint function 

with increasing and decreasing tendency and apply them to the supported 

boundaries, the derived corrector factors are shown in Table 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6 and 

their 3D plot are presented in Figure 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4. 

From Figure 8.5 and Table 8.2, it can be seen that, beside 00 1-/ddio which results in 

the smallest error, the error of 00 1-1/iiio is also far smaller than other two cases 

00 1-1/iido and 00 1-1/dddo, they give larger errors. 

Comparing Tables 8.3 and Table 8.5, or compare Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.5, it can 

be seen that, the values and distribution of two groups of corrector factors are quite 

similar. The corrector factors near the defined built-in bottom edge are much 

smaller than the rest, which means the actual boundary condition is not as fully 

fixed as defined in the FEA model. Therefore, smaller stiffuess is assigned to these 

zones to represent the reduced fixity of the boundary. Also it can be seen that, the 

derived corrector factors have the quite smaller variation along the horizontal 

direction, which means the boundary effects from the vertical edges are small. 

However, for the other two cases 001-1/iido and 001-1/dddo, the higher corrector 

factors are compulsorily assigned to zones near the fixed edge at bottom of the 

panel. This means to illogically further constrain the absolutely fixed boundary. 

Subsequently, Figures 8.4 and Figure 8.6 (or Tables 8.4 and Table 8.6) show an 

opposite effect to that pattern of corrector factors shown in Figures 8.4 and Figure 

8.6 respectively, and appear totally flat from the base to the top of the panel, to 

assign the values as smaller as possible. 
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Table 8.3 The corrector factors of SBOI under 001-1/ddio 

1.2 

~ 
0 
0 0.8 
~ 

8 0.6 

001-1/ddio 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.184 1.167 1.161 1.159 1.159 

8 1.128 1.111 1.105 1.104 1.103 

c 0.931 0.914 0.908 0.907 0.906 

D 0.234 0.21 6 0.211 0.209 0.208 

Corrector factors of 001-1/ddio 

1500 

Y(mm)) 
X( mm) 

0 

Figure 8.3, 3D-Plot of the corrector factors of 5801 under 001-1/ddlo 
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Table 8.4 the corrector factors ofSBOl under 001-1/lido 

~ 1.5 
0 
~ 
lo- 1 
0 
0 

0.5 
2500 

001-1/iido 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.739 0.913 1.014 1.067 1.083 

B 0.74 0.913 1.015 1.068 1.084 

c 0.741 0.914 1.016 1.069 1.085 

D 0.742 0.915 1.017 1.069 1.085 

Corrector factors by GA with 001 -1 /iido 

0 
Y(mm)) X(mm) 

Figure 8.4 3D-plot of corrector factors of SB01 under 001-1/iido 
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Table 8.5 Corrector Factors of SBOl under 001-1/iiio 

1.5 

~ 1 
.8 
() 

~ 
0 
(.) 0.5 

0 
3000 

001-1/iiio 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.303 1.361 1.402 1.427 1.435 

B 1.235 1.293 1.334 1.359 1.367 

c 0.989 1.047 1.088 1.113 1.121 

D 0.1 0.158 0.2 0.224 0.232 

Corrector factors by GA with 001-1/iiio 

Y(mm)) 0 0 
X(mm) 

Figure 8.5 3D-Plot of the corrector factors of SB01 under 001-1/iiio 
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Table 8.6 Corrector factors of SBO l under 001/dddo 

001-1/dddo 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.824 0.824 0.824 0.824 0.824 

B 0.828 0.828 0.828 0.828 0.828 

c 0.833 0.833 0.833 0.833 0.833 

D 0.839 0.838 0.838 0.838 0.838 

Corrector factors by GA with 001 -1 /dddo 

1 

0.9 

~ 
0 0.8 t> 
~ .... 
0 
0 0.7 

0.6 

0 

Figure 8.6 3D-Plot of corrector factors of 5801 under 001 -1 /dddo 
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Figure 8.7 Load deflection relationships by corrector factors under 001-1 
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8.3.2.2 Defining the vertical edges as built-in and the bottom edge as simply 

supported (110-1) in FEA 

Defining the bottom edge simply supported and two vertical edges built-in and the 

top edge free ( 11 0-1 ), considering the permutation of the two constraint function are 

applied to each supported boundaries, the corrector factors are derived and shown in 

Table 8.7, 8.8, 8.9, 8. 10 and their 30 plot are presented in Figure 8.8, 8.9, 8.10, 8.11. 

Table 8.7 Corrector factors under different constrain function with defining different boundary 
conditions 

110-1/ddio 

A 

B 

c 

D 

0.9 

0.85 

~ 0.8 
B 

~ 0.75 
0 
0 

0.7 

0.65 

0.6 

1 2 3 4 

0.740 0.739 0.738 0.737 

0.742 0.740 0.739 0.739 

0.745 0.743 0.742 0.742 

0.751 0.750 0.749 0.748 

Corrector factors by GA with 11 0-1 /ddio 
I 

I 

1000 0 

5 

0.737 

0.739 

0.742 

0.748 

Figure 8.8 3D-Plot of corrector factors of SB01 under 11 0-1/ddio 
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Table 8.8 Corrector factors under 110-1/iido 

110-1/iido 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.063 0.973 1.480 1.735 1.812 

B 0.100 1.010 1.517 1.772 1.849 

c 0.179 1.088 1.595 1.850 1.927 

D 0.345 1.255 1.762 2.017 2.094 

Corrector factors by GA with 110-1/iido 

2 

(/J .... 1.5 
0 .... 
() 

~ 
1 .... 

0 
() 

0.5 

Y(mm)) 0 

Figure 6.9 3D-plot of corrector factors of sbo1 under 110-1/iido 
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Table 8.9 Corrector factors under 11 0-1/iiio 

110-1/iiio 

A 

8 

c 

D 

~ 

~ 1 
~ ..... 
0 
() 

0.5 

1 2 3 4 

0.364 0.692 0.884 0.984 

0.363 0.692 0.884 0.984 

0.363 0.692 0.884 0.983 

0.362 0.691 0.883 0.983 

Corrector factors by GA with 11 0-1 /iiio 

500 0 
Y(mm)) X(mm) 

Figure 8.10 3D-plot of corrector factors of sbo1 under 110-1/iiio 
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Table 8.10 Corrector factors under 1 10-1/dddo 

110-1/dddo 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.734 0.734 0.733 0.734 0.734 

8 0.734 0.734 0.733 0.734 0.734 

c 0.734 0.734 0.733 0.734 0.734 

D 0.734 0.734 0.733 0.734 0.734 

Corrector factors by GA with 11 0-1 /dddo 

1 

0.9 
~ 
.9 0.8 (.) 
Q) 
'-
'-
0 

(.) 0.7 

0.6 

0 
Y(mm)) X(mm) 

Figure 8.11 3D-Plot of corrector factors of sbo1 under 11 0-1/dddo 

From Figure 8.12, it can be seen that the derived corrector factors can be divided to 

two sorts. One is the ll 0-l/iido and ll 0-l / iiio which give the better agreements to 
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the experiment. Another sort is 110-1/ddio and 110-lldddo which make the poor 

agreements to experiment. 

From Figure 8.9 and 8.1 0, which derived from the two cases 11 0-lliido and 110-

lliiio which make the good agreements to experiments, it can be seen that their 

corrector factors are quite similar. Corrector factors are smaller along the two 

vertical edges due to using increasing tendency constraint function, which can free 

the defined built-in edge to better model the actual boundary conditions. 

Moreover, for 11 0-l/iido, the decreasing-tendency constraint function assign larger 

corrector factors to the defined simply supported edge at the bottom, to match the 

actual boundary conditions. For 110-1/iiio, it intends to illogically further free the 

defined simply supported edge at the bottom of the panel. Therefore, 11 0-lliido 

makes a better agreement than 11 0-l/iiio. 

For another two cases, 11 0-1/ddio and 11 0-1/dddo, they make a poor match because 

corrector factors assigned by the constraint function illogically stiffen the defined 

built-in edge at two vertical side of the panel. Consequently, the corrector factors 

appear to be flat to weaken the stiffening effects (see Figure 8.8 and 8.11 ). 
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Figure 8.12, Load deflection relationships using corrector factors under 110-1 
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8.3.2.3. Defining all the supporting edges to be built-in (111-1) in FEA 

Defining all the supporting edges to be built-in (L 10- L), and considering all the 

permutation of the two constraint functions to be applied to each supporting edges, 

the derived corrector factors are shown in Table 8. L 1, 8.12, 8. 13, 8. 14 and Figure 

8. 13, 8.14, 8. 15, 8.16. 

Table 8.11 Corrector factors under 111-1/ddi 

111-1/ddi 

A 

B 

c 

D 

0.6 

0.5 

~ 
0 0.4 . -u 
~ 
0 0.3 
() 

0.2 

0.1 
3000 

V( mm)) 

1 2 3 4 

0.509 0.504 0.501 0.499 

0.436 0.431 0.428 0.426 

0.319 0.314 0.311 0.309 

0.13 0.1 25 0.122 0.1 2 

Corrector factors with 111-1 /ddio 

0 0 X(mm) panel 

Figure 8.13 3D-Plot of corrector factors of SB01 under 111 -1 /ddio 
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Table 8.12 Corrector factors under 111-1/iido 

111-1/iido 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.224 0.398 0.495 0.544 0.559 

B 0.225 0.398 0.496 0.545 0.56 

c 0.227 0.401 0.498 0.547 0.562 

D 0.239 0.413 0.51 0.559 0.574 

Correctors by GA with 111-1/iido 

0.7 
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~ 0.5 .9 
(.) 

<1> ..... 
0.4 ..... 

0 
() 
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Y(mm)) 2000 
X(mm) 0 0 

Figure 8.14 3D-Plot of corrector factors of 5801 under 111-1/lldo 
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Table 8.13 Corrector factors under 111-1/iiio 

111-1/iiio 

A 

B 

c 

D 

0.8 

0.6 

~ 
0 

~ 0.4 

8 
0.2 

0 
3000 

Y(mm)) 

1 2 3 4 

0.245 0.431 0.559 0.634 

0.243 0.429 0.557 0.632 

0.225 0.411 0.538 0.613 

0.065 0.251 0.379 0.454 

Corrector factors by GA with 111 -1 /iiio 

0 0 X(mm) 

5 

0.659 

0.657 

0.638 

0.479 

Figure 8.15 3D-Plot of corrector factors of SB01 under 111-1/iiio 
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Table 8.14 Corrector factors under lll-1/dddo 

111-1/dddo 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

B 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 

c 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 

D 0.57 0.57 0 .57 0.57 0.57 

Corrector factors by GA with 111-1 /dddo 
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0 ..... 
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Figure 8.16 3D-Plot of Corrector Factors of SB01 under 111-1/dddo 
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From Figure 8.17, it is slightly difficult to identify the best agreement, but with the 

help of Table 8.2, it can be seen that 111-1/iiio and 111-l/iido are better than the 

other two cases ( 111-1/ddio and 111-1/dddo ). 

From Figure 8.14 and 8.15, it can be seen that the corrector factors under 111-

l/iido and 111-l/iiio appear smaller values at the area adjacent to the two defined 

built-in edges at two vertical sides of the panel, to match the actual boundary 

condition of these two edges. The difference between 111-1/iiio and 111-l/iido is 

that, in 111-l/iiio, the bottom of the panel is also softened by smaller corrector 

factors in the area adjacent to this defined built-in edge. Therefore smaller error 

acquired. 111-lliido intends to illogically stiffen the defined built-in edge at the 

bottom edge of the panel and subsequently result in larger errors than 111-1/iiio. 

For the other two cases, 111-1/dddo and 111-l/ddio (See Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.16), 

they make a poor results because they illogically stiffen the defined built-in edges at two 

sides of the panel. Meanwhile, 111-1 /ddio assign smaller corrector values to the area 

adjacent to the defined edge at the bottom of the panel, which soften this edge, 111-

l/ddio make smaller error than 111-1/dddo. 
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Figure 8.17 Load deflection relationships using correctors under 111-1 
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8.3.2.4 Defining all the supported edges to be simply supported (000-1) in FEA 

Defining all the supporting edges to be simply supported (000-l), considering all 

the permutation of the two constraint function to be applied to each supporting 

edges, the corrector factors are derived and shown in Table 8.1 5, 8. 16, 8.17, 8.18 

and Figure 8. 18, 8. 19, 8.20, 8.21. 

Table 8.15 Corrector factors under 000-1/ddi 

000-1/ddi 1 2 3 4 5 
A 2.834 2.223 2.056 2.011 2.001 
8 2.524 1.913 1.746 1.701 1.692 
c 2.058 1.447 1.28 1.235 1.226 
D 1.357 0.746 0.579 0.534 0.525 

Corrector factors by GA with 000-1 /dd io 
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Figure 8.18 3D-plot of corrector factors of 5801 under 000-1/ddio 
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Table 8.16 Corrector factors under 000- lliido 

000-1/iido 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.131 1.303 1.409 1.468 1.486 

8 1.157 1.329 1.435 1.494 1.512 

c 1.267 1.439 1.546 1.604 1.622 

D 1.735 1.907 2.014 2.072 2.090 

Corrector factors by GA with 000-1/iido 
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Figure 8.19 3D-plot of corrector factors of SB01 under 000-1/lido 
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Table 8.1 7, Corrector factors under 000-1/iiio 

000-1/iiio 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.653 1.673 1.687 1.695 1.698 

B 1.626 1.646 1.659 1.667 1.67 

c 1.581 1.601 1.615 1.623 1.626 

D 1.509 1.529 1.543 1.551 1.554 

Corrector factors by GA with 000-1 /iiio 
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Figure 8.20 3D-plot of corrector factors of SB01 under 000-1/lllo 
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Table 8.18 Corrector factors under 000- l/dddo 

000-1/dddo 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.49 1.483 1.48 1.479 1.479 

B 1.495 1.488 1.484 1.483 1.483 

c 1.499 1.492 1.489 1.488 1.488 

D 1.504 1.497 1.494 1.493 1.493 

Corrector factors by GA with 000-1 /dddo 

1.52 
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Figure 8.21 3D-plot of corrector factors of 5801 under 000-1/dddo 

In Figure 8.22, the load deflection relationships of the 4 cases are quite similar, but 

with the help of Table 8.2, it can be seen that the 000-lldddo results in a smallest 

error, which means corrector factors still fo llow the rules that using the decreasing-
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tendency constraint function to stiffen the defined simply supported edge would 

better model the actual boundary conditions and match the experiments well. 

In this section, corrector factors are studied by changing the definition of 

supporting boundaries in FEA model. Two kinds of constraint function are used to 

compulsorily assign corrector factor values to the defined boundary conditions. It 

has been found that applying the increasing and decreasing equation to the defined 

built-in edge and simply supported edge respectively always make the best results, 

which means that the physical meaning indicated in Chapter 7 are reliable, and it is 

also indicated that the boundary effects do have influence on the FEA analysis, or 

say the behaviour of masonry panel is much influenced by the boundary effects .. 
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Figure 8.22, Load deflection relationships using corrector factors under 000-1 
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8.4 DIRECTLY ASSIGNING CORRECTOR FACTORS ALONG THE 

SUPPORTING EDGES 

It had been seen that the boundary effects, which can be reflected and revised by the 

corrector factors, have major influence on the FEA analysis. To further investigate 

the boundary effects or say to further investigate the physical meaning of corrector 

factors, in this section, studies are carried out without using the constraint functions. 

Corrector factors are directly assigned to the area adjacent to the supporting 

boundaries (see Figure 8.23), in which the panel is divided into 4 zones and 

accordingly 4 independent corrector factors are assigned. Similar to section 8.2.2, in 

total 4 kinds of possibly defined boundary conditions are investigated; they are 00 I

I , l I 0-l, I 11-1 , 000-l. 

A 

B 

c 

D 

2 3 

---- Simply supported edge 

Built-in edge 

4 5 

Figure 8.23, Zones for assigning corrector factors adjacent to the supported boundaries 
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8.4.1 Defining boundary condition as 001-1 

Table 8.19 and Figure 8.24 show the obtained corrector factors when defining 

boundary conditions as 001 - 1. It can be seen that, the distribution of the corrector 

factors derived herein are quite similar to 001- 1/iiio as shown in Figure 8.5. This 

means that for SBO I, defining the bottom edge to be built-in over constrain this 

edge, smaller corrector factors neighbour to this edge revise the boundary effect to 

match the actual boundary condition. For the two vertical edges, the corrector 

factors that are adjacent to them are smaller than those in the centre of the panel, but 

the difference is very small. Examining Figure 8.3, 8.5 and 8.2 1, it can be concluded 

that these three figures are almost identical, which indicate that defining the two 

vertical edges to be simply supported close to their actual boundary condition. 

Table 8.19, Corrector factors by directly assignment under 001-1 

001-1 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.021 1.112 1.112 1.112 1.112 

B 1.021 1.112 1.112 1.112 1.112 

c 1.021 1.112 1.112 1.1 12 1.112 

D 0.277 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 
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Corrector factors directly assigned along the supported doundries 

Y(mm)) 
0 0 

X(mm) 

Figure 8.24, 30-plot of corrector factors by directly assignment (001-1) 

8.4.2 Defining boundary condition as 11 0-1 

Table 8.20 and Figure 8.25 show the obtained corrector factors when defining the two 

vertical edges to be built-in and bottom edge simply supported and top free ( L I 0- L ). lt 

is seen that corrector factors in the area adjacent to the vertical edges are decreased but 

those in the area adjacent to the bottom is increased, the defined built- in vertical edges 

are revised to be less constrained and the defined simply supported edges to be more 

constrained, which in accordance with the physical meaning of corrector factors 

confirmed in section 8.3.2.2. 

Table 8.20 Corrector factors by directly assignment under 110-1 

110-1 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.259 0.763 0.763 0.763 0.763 

B 0.259 0.763 0.763 0.763 0.763 

c 0.259 0.763 0.763 0.763 0.763 

D 0.726 1.213 1.213 1.213 1.213 
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Corrector factors directly assigned along the supported doundries 
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Figure 8.25, 3D-plot of corrector factors by directly assignment (11 0-1) 

8.4.3 Defining boundary condition as111-1 

Table 8.21 and Figure 8.26 show the obtained corrector factors when defining all 

vertical and bottom edges built- in ( lll-1 ), it can be seen that all corrector factors 

along these edges are small than those in the centre of the panel, which mean the 

corrector factors tend to make the all supported boundaries to be less constrained 

due to they were defined as fixed . Furthermore, those corrector fac tors that are 

adjacent to the bottom edge are slightly larger than those near the vertical edge, 

which indicates that for the actual boundary conditions, the bottom edge are more 

constrained than the vertical edges. 
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Table 8.21 Corrector factors by directly assignment under 111-1 

111-1 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.050 1.586 1.586 1.586 1.586 

8 0.050 1.586 1.586 1.586 1.586 

c 0.050 1.586 1.586 1.586 1.586 

D 0.054 0.218 0.218 0.218 0.21 8 

Corrector factors directly assigned along the supported boundries 111 -1 
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2500 
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Figure 8.26, 3D-plot of corrector factors by directly assignment (111 -1) 

8.4.4 Defining boundary condition as 000-1 

Table 8.22 and Figure 8.27 show the obtained corrector factors when defining all 

supported edges in FEA as simply supported. It can be seen that all corrector factors 

neighbouring the supported edges are increased (except those in the corner of the 
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panel which is a smaller value). Because the boundary effects are mainly from the 

boundary itself rather than from the comer, it can still be concluded that the defined 

simply supported edges are revised to be more fixed. 

From the above investigation, it can be concluded that the derived corrector factors 

in Chapter 7 and their physical meaning are rel iable. 

Table 8.22 Corrector factors by directly assignment under 000-1 

000-1 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.695 1.560 1.560 1.560 1.560 

B 1.695 1.560 1.560 1.560 1.560 

c 1.695 1.560 1.560 1.560 1.560 

D 1.283 1.716 1.716 1.716 1.716 

Corrector factors di rectly assigned along the supported doundries 

Bottom of the 
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Figure 8.27, 3D-plot of corrector factors by directly assignment (000-1) 
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8.5 CORRECTOR FACTORS UNDER DIFFERENT MESH SIZES IN 

FEA 

Because FEA results are sometimes affected by the mesh size, it is necessary to 

investigate the corrector factors by changing the mesh sizes. In previous sections as 

8.2, 8.3, 8.4, the panel SBOl is divided into 18 x 8=144 elements. In this section, 

the smaller mesh size is produced by increasing the element number to 20xl0=200. 

Corrector factors will be compared between these two divisions. 

8.5.1 Corrector factors using constraint-functions with smaller mesh 

size 

Similar to section 7.4.4.2 and section 8.2.2.1, the corrector factors are derived again 

by defining two vertical edges simply supported and bottom built-in and top free 

using the constraint function. The corrector factors obtained are shown in Table 

8.23 and Figure 8.28. 

Compare Figure 8.28 with Figure 8.3, it could be found that the 3D plot of the 

derived corrector factors under two different mesh sizes are quite similar, which 

means the mesh size does not affect the distribution tendency of the corrector 

factors. 

Table 8.23, Corrector factors by constraint function under lido with 200 meshes 

001-1 1 2 3 4 5 

A 1.080 1.013 1.000 0.998 0.997 

B 1.072 1.006 0.993 0.991 0.990 

c 1.031 0.965 0.952 0.950 0.949 

D 0.856 0.790 0.777 0.775 0.774 

E 0.231 0.165 0.152 0.149 0.149 
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Corrector factors of SB01 using constraint function and 200 meshes 
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Figure 8.28, 30 plot of corrector factors under 001-1/ddio and by 200 elements 

8.5.2 Directly assign corrector factors along the supported 

boundaries with smaller mesh size 

As in Chapter 8.4, corrector factors are directly assigned to zones neighbour to the 

supported edges. The results are shown in Table 8.24 and Figure 8.29. Compare 

Table 8.24 with Table 8.19 and Figure 8.29 with Figure 8.24, it can be seen that 

when using 200 elements, the distribution of the obtained corrector factors are quite 

similar. They appear smaller values along the bottom edge but appear very limited 

change along the vertical edges. This result shows that the distribution tendency of 

corrector factors is not affected by the mesh size in FEA. 
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Table 8.24, Corrector factors directly assigned of SBO 1 with 200 meshes 
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1.041 1.006 1.006 1.006 1.006 
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Figure 8.29, 30 plot of corrector factors by directly assignment with 200 meshes (001-1) 
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8.6. SUMMARY 

ln this Chapter, the validity of the corrector factors derived in Chapter 7 is studied 

in the following ways: 

I. In consideration of all the possible boundary effect using the permutation of 

two kinds of constraint functions, the corrector factors are studied. All the 

derived corrector factors reveal that, to masonry panel SBO I, the bottom 

edge is not fully fixed but appear to have some degree of flexibility. It is not 

reasonable to define the bottom edge as fully fixed in the FEA model. 

However, stiffness of the zones in the area near to the vertical edges which 

were defined to be simply supported are less changed, which means that 

defining a vertical edge to be simply supported is acceptable. 

2. In the FEA model, altering the definition of the boundary condition of the 

panel with all possible permutations of the support types, the derived 

corrector factors again showed that, all the defined built-in edges are always 

tends to be relaxed by corrector factors. On the other hand, and the defined 

simply supported edges always tend to be a bit more constrained. 

3. Changing the flexural stiffness in the area adjacent to the supporting 

boundaries show that, the defined fully fixed boundaries in the FEA model 

always tend to be relaxed by assigning smaller corrector factors to these 

zones, and the defined simply supported edges tend to be constrained by 

increasing the corrector factors in these regions. 

4. Changing the mesh size has no influence on the distribution of corrector 

factors, which means the physical meaning of corrector factors is not 

affected by mesh size. 

5. Comparing the error among cases of all the permutations of constraint 

function under different defined boundary conditions in FEA show that the 
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corrector factors derived in Table 7 .I 0 in Chapter 7 make a smaller error, 

which means these corrector factors are reliable. 

6. The study in this chapter reveals that, the physical meaning of corrector 

factors is a revision of the inadequate defined boundary conditions in FEA, 

to make the defined built-in edge to be less constrained and to make the 

defined simply supported edges to be slightly more constrained. 

Consequently, the obtained corrector factors shown as in Table 7 .I 0 are reliable, for the 

intended use for more general panels with different boundary conditions, different 

dimensions and/or with openings. This will be further investigated in Chapter 9. 
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9. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF CORRECTOR 

FACTORS 

9.1 INTRODUCTIONS 

In Chapter 7, the concept of corrector factors, which was based on numerical model 

updating methods, was introduced. From the derived corrector factors in Chapter 7, it 

was seen that boundary effects have a major influence on the response of masonry 

panels to lateral load. The unique nature of corrector factors was studied in Chapter 8 

which led to the understanding of the physical meaning of corrector factors. 

In this chapter, the practical application of corrector factors will be demonstrated. A 

number of cases will be studied and will demonstrate that corrector factors can improve 

the FEA analyses of laterally loaded masonry panels. The study further demonstrates 

the general nature of corrector factors and shows the strong effect of boundary 

conditions on the response of laterally loaded masonry panels. In this chapter, a number 

of masonry panels tested by different sources which have different dimensions, 

boundary conditions and panels with or without openings are analysed using corrector 

factors. Meanwhile, the concept of similar zones is used to generalise the application of 

corrector factors. The Cellular Automata (CA) model that were developed by Zhou, et 

a/.(2003, 2006 ) will be used to identify similar zones between the base panel and the 

new panel, by which corrector factors from the base panel are assigned to similar zones 

on the new panel. A nonlinear FEA program will be used to analyse the response of the 

new panels subjected to lateral loading within the full linear and nonlinear regions. 

Results from these case studies show that the improved predictions are obtained by 

modifying the flexural stiffuess and the strength of the panel using corrector factors. 
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9.2 GENERALIZATION 

Generalization is a concept of obtaining corrector factors for any new masonry wall 

panel to be analysed from similar zones on the base panel (SBO I). These obtained 

corrector factors are then used to modifY the flexural stiffness and strength of the new 

panel to improve the analysis of any new masonry panels which have different 

dimensions, boundary conditions and walls panels with or without openings. In this 

section, the method of generalization will be demonstrated. The generalization directly 

relates to two issues: (a), corrector factors from the base panel, (b) the criteria of 

modelling similar zones by CA. 

9.2.1 The corrector factors used for generalization 

From Chapter 7 & 8, it was found that values in all Table 7.9, 7.10, 8.19, 8.23 are 

capable of reducing the discrepancy between the FEA and the experimental results, i.e. 

to improve the analysis of SBO I; therefore, all of them could be regarded as acceptable 

corrector factors. 

Ln order to select the most suitable corrector factors among these results for practical 

applications, errors between the experimental and the predicted results were compared 

and a summary of this study is presented in Table 9.1. It has been found that those 

values in Table 7.10 lead to the smallest error. Therefore corrector values in Table 7.10 

are selected for practical application and they are shown in Table 9.2 here again for 

convemence. 

Table 9.1, Error of using different corrector factors 

Table number Table 7.9 Table 7.10 Table 8.19 Table 8.23 

Error(%) 0.3468 0.1366 0.1521 0.2027 
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622.22 622.22 622.22 622.22 622.22 622.22 622.22 622.22 622.22 

Figure 9.2 The zone divisions and corrector factors of the base panel SB01 

9.2.2 The modification to CA criteria 

Zhou, et a1.(2003, 2006 ) developed the concept of zone similarity to assign the 

corrector factors from a base panel (SBO 1) to other general masonry panel of different 

dimensions, boundary conditions and panels with or without openings. These corrector 

factors were used to modify the flexural stiffness and strength of the new panel to 

improve the predicted response of it. Since manually matching of similar zones for the 

new panel is not easy as it needs a deeper understanding of the corrector factors and 

deep domain knowledge, a CA model was proposed by Zhou, et al.(2003, 2006 ) to 

match similar zones between the base panel and any new panel. Zone similarity is 

related to the relative distances of zones from similar boundary types ( Zhou 2002) 

(also see equation (3-4), (3-5), (3-6), (3-7), (3-8) in Chapter 3). 

The CA criteria for assigning corrector factors from the base panel to the new panel 

were summarized as follows (Zhou2002) 

l . The division of zones of the new panel: 

a. When the length (or height) of the new panel is larger than the 

corresponding length (or height) of the base panel, the number of zones 

along this length (or height) on the new panel is equal to the number of 

new zones along the corresponding length (or height) on the base panel, 
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i.e. the zone number is kept unchanged but the zone size are 

proportionally increased. 

b. When the length (or height) of the new panel is smaller than that of the 

base panel, the number of zones along this length (or height) on the new 

panel is reduced proportionally, i.e. zone sizes on the new panel are 

approximately equal to those of the base panel. 

2. Any zone on the new panel is matched to a specific zone on the base panel using 

the concept of similar zones. 

3. A similar zone on the new panel has the same corrector factor value as that on 

the base panel. This means the corrector factor values of any zone of the new 

panel could be derived directly from the corrector factor value of its similar zone 

on the base panel. 

However, the following two irregularities exist when using the CA criteria: 

l. For panels with 4 sides simply supported, corrector factors on the corner of the 

new panel derived from the base panel do not seem to be logically correct. 

11. When the size of the new panel is much smaller than the base panel (although 

there are seldom such small masonry panels in reality), the CA criteria 

resembles a smeared material model, i.e. only one zone on the panel. 

To demonstrate this, two hypothetical examples are demonstrated below. 

Two hypothetical masonry panels with 4 sides simply supported, panel A and panel B, 

their dimensions are assumed to be 1500 xlOOOmm and 800 x 800mm respectively. 

Their corrector factors are derived using the CA criteria developed by Zhou(2002). 

Figure 9.2 & 9.3 show the zone division and the derived corrector factors of these two 
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9. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF CORRECTOR FACTORS 

hypothetical masonry panel directly using CA criteria based on corrector factors 

presented in Figure 9.1. 

Panel A 

Y2 

Y1 

X1 X2 X3 

Figure 9.2, Zone division and corrector factors of panel A 

Panel B Xl 

Yl 
!Gi :'I ~': ~'""...:'r.l .;.·~~: 

;;z:;,~ =-; 

.Ji!: h<'~ 
t~4 :~:11 ~t 

Figure 9.3, Zone division and corrector factors of panel B (one zone only) 

Examining the zone division and corrector factors in Figure 9.2, it can be seen that the 

zone number of the hypothetical panel "A" is reduced due to its smaller size compared 

with the base panel SBO 1. Also the derived corrector factors adjacent to the vertical 

simply supported edges of panel "A" are reduced which corresponds to the corner on 

the base panel. This reduction represents a built-in edge of the panel, but all edges of 

panel A have been assumed to be simply supported, obviously, the assigned data is not 

logically correct. 

Examining the zone division and corrector factors in Figure 9.3, it can be seen that, due 

to the smaller size of panel B, only one zone is assigned by the CA criteria. This model 

has become a smeared model, and its derived corrector factor value reflects the 

influence from the built-in edge while in reality the panel is simply supported on 4 sides. 

These two examples demonstrate the existence of irregularities in the CA criteria which 

needs to be revised. 

The irregularities are avoided by modifying the CA criteria in the following ways: 
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9. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF CORRECTOR FACTORS 

1. To the new panel with two adjacent simply supported edges, corrector factors at 

the corner of these two simply supported edges are assigned with the mean value 

of its two neighbouring zones. 

2. Make the size of zones adjustable when running the CA model, so as to use 

smaller zone sides to better describe the boundary effects when analysing the 

small panels. 

These revised CA criteria will be used for the case studies in section 9.3. Corrector 

factors derived in this way are listed in Appendix 3 which covering the corresponding 

29 panel types in BS 5628. 

9.2.3 The Code of FEA, CA and the GA 

All the analyses using corrector factors are based on the Fortran 77 code FEA software 

developed by May and Tellett( 1986) and late was modification a little bit by Chong 

( 1993) and Zhou (2002), as have been introduced in Chapter 3. The CA code was 

developed by Zhou (2002). The GA code was developed in this research using Matlab 

7.0. All these three modules were combined into the Matlab 7.0 for the practical 

analysis. 

9.3 CASE STUDIES OF LOAD DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIPS 

ln this section, a number of masonry panels with different boundary conditions, 

different dimensions and panels with and without openings are analysed to demonstrate 

the generality of the method proposed in this thesis. The revised CA criteria, introduced 

in section 9.1, are used for determining the corrector factors for the new panels. In the 

case studies, the material properties used are from those original sources. Nevertheless, 

if these properties are not available, the data from tests in the University of Plymouth 

(Chong 1993) are referred. 
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9.3.1 The analyses of masonry wall panels tested in University of 

Plymouth 

In this section, 3 full scale single leaf masonry wall panels (S802, SB02, SB04) tested 

in the University of Plymouth (Chong 1993) are selected for validation. These panels 

have the same dimensions and boundary conditions as SBO 1, but with openings of 

different size and position. Figures 9.4, 9.5, 9.6 are the configurations of these panels. 

For the analyses purpose, the following material properties are used (Chong 1993): 

Elastic stiffness E=12 kN/mm2 

Flexural strength perpendicular to the bed joints fx=2.28 N/mm2
• 

Flexural strength parallel to the bed joints fx=0.965 N/mm2
• 

Poisson 's ratio v=0.2. 

Using stiffuess corrector factors as shown in Table 7 .I 0 and the revised CA model, 

stiffuess correctors for these 3 panels are shown in Figure 9.4, 9.5, 9.6. The strength 

corrector factors used are those shown in Table 7. 11. 

Figures 9.10, 9.11, 9.12 show the load deflection relationships at different position on 

these masonry panels derived by using corrector factors. It can be seen that, for all three 

panels, a substantial improvement has been achieved, and the load deflection 

relationships agree well with the experimental results. It is clear that the load deflection 

relationships are improved at all the 36 measuring points. However, from these figures, 

it can be seen that, for all the three panels, the predicted failure loads are smaller than 

those of experimental results. This could have been caused by the strengthening from 

the wooden frame around the opening area on the masonry walls while testing in the 

laboratory. 
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Panel SB02 with apening 

A 
1 1 3 4 5 f5i 7 8 9 

618 

B 
618 c I 
371 

D 

865 

I· ·I· ~. .~ ·I· ·I· .. 1. ..1. ..1.. ..1. ·I 
100 675 675 675 615 015 675 675 675 lOO 

=== Built- in Simply supported Free 

Figure 9.4,Configuration of 5802 and the measuring points 

Panel SB03 with a pening 

A 
l 2 3 4 5 7 8 

-
4.50 

,-

525 
B 
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c 

D 

865 

1 00 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 lOO 

Built-in Simply supported Free 

Figure 9.5, Configuration of 5803 and the measuring points 
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Panel SB04 with apening 

1 3 4 5 7 8 g 

I 

lOO 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 675 lOO 

Built- in Simply supported Free 

Figure 9.6, Configuration of 5804 and the measuring points 
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450 
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450 
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Figure 9.7, Zones divisions and corrector factors of 5802 
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SB03 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 xa X9 X10 Height of 
zones( mm) 

Y5 450 

Y4 525 

Y3 500 

Y2 500 

Y1 500 

Length of 446.67 446.67 446.67 730 730 730 730 446.67 446.67 446.67 
zones( mm) 

Figure 9.8, Zones divisions and corrector factors of SB03 

SB04 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X? X8 X9 X10 
Height of 

zones( mm) 

Y5 450 

Y4 0.001 0.001 525 

Y3 0.001 0.001 500 

Y2 0.001 0.001 500 

Y1 0.001 0.001 500 

Length of 587.5 587.5 587.5 587.5 
zones( mm) 

450 450 587.5 587.5 587.5 587.5 

Figure 9.9, Zones divisions and corrector factors of SB04 
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Figure 9.1 0. The improved load deflection relationships of SB02 
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Figure 9.11 , The improved load deflection relationships of SB03 
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Figure 9.12 The improved load deflection relationships of 5804 
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9.3.2 The analyses of masonry wall panels tested in the University of 

Edinburgh 

Liang( 1999) in the University of Edinburgh tested 14 masonry panels with different 

boundary conditions and aspect ratios. Details of these panels are summarised in Table 

9.2. These tables are divided into 3 groups: 

I) 4 edges simply supported: 

Wall I, wall 2, wall3, wallS, wall 12 wall 14, wall 15 

2) 3 edges simply supported and top edge free: 

Wall4, wall 5, wall9, wall 13 

3) 3 edges simply supported and the right vertical edge free 

Wall 6, wall 7, wall I 0, wallll 

Table 9.2, Masonry panels tested by Liang(l999) 

Support 
Wall NO. Dimension Aspect Flexural strength Cracking Failure 

conditions (mm) ratio (N/mm2) pressure pressure 
(KN/m2) (KN/m2) 

(Length • High) (Lx/Ly) fx fy EXP EXP 
4 sides Wall1 1140*1140 1 1.79 0.7 6.4 7.46 
simply Wall2 1150*1150 1 3 0.75 6.5 12 

supported 
Wall3 1150*1150 1 3.07 0.75 6.8 12.55 

WallS 795 *1190 0.67 3 0.9 ·--- 25 

Wall12 795. 1190 0.67 3.5 0.98 ---- 31.8 

Wall14 1130.755 1.5 2.9 0.75 9.9 20.6 

Wall15 1130.755 1.5 2.8 0.74 10.7 18.9 
3 sides Wall4 1140*1140 1 2.9 0.75 ---- 8.54 
simply 

Wall5 1140*1140 1 2.9 0.75 8.55 supported ----
and top Wall9 795*1190 0.67 3.5 0.98 ---- 23.5 

free 
Wall13 795*1190 0.67 3.5 1.1 ---- 27.8 

3 sides Wall6 1200*1200 1 3 0.74 2.8 5.2 
simply 

Wall? 1200*1200 1 2.95 0.71 2.2 4.51 supported 
and 1 Wall10 795*1190 0.67 3.65 1.1 7 12.2 

side free 
Wall11 795*1190 0.67 3.5 0.9 6.5 11.9 
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In this case study, all these panels, except wall 2 which is taken to get the strength 

corrector factors, are used for the failure load validation. Walls I, 8, 4, 9, 6, 10 are also 

used for deflections validation using the corrector factors in Table 7.10. During the 

validations, the wallette flexural strength perpendicular and parallel to the bed joints 

shown in Table 9.2 are used. For the elastic modulus, E=l2 kN/mm2 is used as this is 

the mean value of the elastic modulus E in the two directions (perpendicular and parallel 

to bed joint) obtained from the test carried out by Liang( 1999) in the University of 

Edinburgh. 

The stiffness corrector factors are derived from the base panel SBO I using the criteria 

described in section 9.1. These stiffness corrector factors are shown in Table 9.3 to 

Table 9.9. Meanwhile, the strength corrector factors used here are derived from the 

laboratory test using wall2 in Table 9.2 (cfx=l.l5, cfy=l.04), which are different from 

those in Table 7.11. The predicted failure loads of these panels are presented in Table 

9.10 and the load deflection relationships of walls I, 8, 4, 9, 6, 10 are presented as 

Figure 9.13 to Figure 9.18. 

Table 9.3, Corrector factors for wall I, wall 2, and wall 3 

Wall1 & 2 & 3 1 2 3 4 5 

y5 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

y4 0.926 0.921 0.920 0.921 0.926 

y3 0.926 0.921 0.920 0.921 0.926 

y2 0.926 0.921 0.920 0.921 0.926 

y1 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 
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Table 9.8, corrector factors for wall 6 and wall 7 

Wall6, 7 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

Y5 1.187 1.187 0.926 1.187 1.283 

Y4 1.187 1.181 0.921 1.187 1.278 

Y3 1.187 1.181 0.921 1.187 1.278 

Y2 1.187 1.181 0.921 1.187 1.278 

Y1 1.187 1.187 0.926 1.187 1.283 

Table 9.9, Corrector factors for wall 10 and wall11 

wall10 & 11 X1 X2 X3 

Y5 1.187 1.082 1.283 

Y4 1.187 1.137 1.283 

Y3 1.187 1.137 1.283 

Y2 1.187 1.137 1.283 

Y1 1.187 1.082 1.283 

Table 9.10, Analytical failure load using corrector factors 

Cracking pressure Failure pressure 

Support 
(KN/m2) (KN/m2) 

Wall NO. 
conditions 

FEA using 
FEA using 

EXP EXP corrector 
corrector factors factors 

Wall1 6.4 6.5 7.46 7.5 
Wall2 6.5 8 12 • 

4 sides Wall3 6.8 8 12.55 12 
simply 

WallS ---- ---- 25 27 
supported 

Wall12 31.8 28 --- ----
Wall14 9.9 ---- 20.6 16.5 

Wall15 10.7 18.9 

3 sides Wall4 ---- --- 8.54 9.5 

simply Wall5 ---- --- 8.55 9.5 
supported Wall9 ---- --- 23.5 22 

and top free Wall13 ---- --- 27.8 22 
3 sides Wall6 2.8 3 5.2 5 
simply Wall? 2.2 2.4 4.51 4.8 

supported 
and 1 side 

Wall10 7 4.4 12.2 8.6 

free Wall11 6.5 4.4 11.9 8.6 

• Wall 2 was utilized to get strength corrector factors used in this section 
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From the failure loads shown in Table 9.10 and the load deflection curves presented in 

Figures 9.13 to 9.18, it can be seen that using corrector factors effectively improves the 

failure load and deflections. For the wall I 0 and wall ll, there is slightly larger 

difference between the experimental and the predicted failure load. This might have 

been caused by the zone division in the horizontal direction, which could have led to an 

improper assigning of corrector factors to the column zones of the centre of the panel. 

9.3.3 The analyses of masonry wall panels tested in CERAM 

A large number of laterally loaded masonry walls panels were tested by CERAM 

(former British Ceramic Research Association). However, most of the available 

information from CERAM tested panels is cavity wall panels, which are not covered in 

this study. Among the available information, 2 single leaf solid brick masonry panels 

Wall CR I and Wall CR 2 are selected for verification, their experimental deflection 

data are listed in Appendix 3. 

9.3.3.1 Wall CR1 
Wall CRla tested by Edgell (1995b) is a single leaf masonry panel constructed with 

Fletton brick with three sides simply supported and the top edge free. Its dimension is 

2.8 x 3.6m. The configuration of wall CRI is as shown in Figure 9.19 with ll 

measuring points at which the load deflection relationships of this wall were measured. 

The flexural strengths measured from the wallette tests for this panel are given as: fx 

=l.4N/mm2
, fy=0.40N/mm2

• However, the elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio are not 

indicated in the original data. Therefore the elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio v are 

assumed to be: E=12kN/mm2, v=0.2 based on the suggestions by Chong (1993). Here 

again the stiffness corrector factors are derived from the base panel SBO I using the 

criteria introduced in section 9.1 and these corrector factors are shown in Figure 

9.20.The strength corrector factors used here are the same with those obtained m 
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Chapter 7 with consideration of the difference between the experimental results and that 

of Monte Carlo simulations, they are the load deflection curves are shown in Figure 

9.2 L. From Figure 9.21, it can be seen that using corrector factors both the predicted 

failure load and load deflection relationships are greatly improved. 
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Y1 

Figure 9.19, Configuration of wall CR 1 
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9.3.3.2 Wall CR2 
Wall CR2 tested by Edgell (1995a) is a single leaf masonry panel tested by CERAM 

with a central opening and constructed with Fletton bricks with three sides constrained 

and the top edge free. Its dimension is 5.5 x 2.8m with the opening size 2m x 1.2 m. 

The configuration of wall CR2 is as shown in Figure 9.22; there were 15 measuring 

points at which the load deflection relationships for this wall were measured. 

The mean flexural strengths for this wall measured from the wallette tests are: fx 

=1.37N/mm2 and fy=0.42 N/mm2
• However, the elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio 

are not included in the original data, therefore the elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio 

v are assumed to be: E=l2kN/mm2
, v=0.2 based on the suggestions by Chong (1993). 

Since the 3 edges of the wall panel were under restraint and top edge was free during 

the test, the 3 edges are defined to be simply supported in FEA model, and the 

corresponding corrector factors and zone divisions are as shown in Figure 9.23. These 

corrector factors are obtained from the base panel SBO I using the criteria introduced in 

section 9.1. The strength corrector factors used here are the same as those obtained in 

Table 7.11 with considering the ratio between the experimental results and that of 

Monte Carlo simulations of the base panel SBOI Chong( 1993). The load deflection 

relationships for this panel are shown in Figure 9.24 using corrector factors. 

From Figure 9.24, it is clear that using corrector factors, both the analysis of failure load 

and deflections are improved. The predicted failure load is smaller than the 

experimental one which might be caused by the existence of the frame at the top of 

opening which was not considered during the analysis. 
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250 lOOO 1500 1500 1000 250 

150 l50 

Figure 9.22, Configuration of wall CR 2 

Wall X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 
CR2 (X5) (X4) (X3) (X2) (X1) 

Y4 

Y3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Y2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Y1 

Figure 9.23, Zone divisions and corrector factors for wall CR 2 
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Figure 9.24, The improved load deflection relationships of wall CR 2 using corrector factors 
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9.4 CASE STUDIES OF FAILURE PATTERN 

In section 7.6, it was shown that, to the base panel SBOl, the failure pattern of using 

corrector factors is reasonable agree with the experimental one. In this section, the 

failure patterns of more general masonry panels using corrector factors are studied. 

Masonry panel have been using in this chapter, except those from the University of 

Edinburgh, are utilised again, for the study of failure patterns, they are: SB02, SB03, 

SB04, CRI, CR2. 

Figure 9.25 to Figure 9.34 are the comparison of the experimental failure patterns and 

the analytical ones using correctors, the used correctors are those have been used in 

section 9.3 in this chapter. 

From these Figures, It can be concluded that, using corrector factors can give a better 

prediction to failure pattern as well. 

SB02 EXP 

Figure 9.25, the experimental failure pattern of SB02 
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Figure 9.6, the analytical failure pattern of SB02 using corrector factors 

8803 EXP 

Figure 9.27, the experimental failure pattern of SB03 
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Figure 9.28, the analytical failure pattern of SB03 using corrector factors 
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SB04 EXP 

Figure 9.29, the experimental failure pattern of SB04 
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Figure 9.30, the analytical failure pattern of SB04 using corrector factors 

CRI EXP 

Figure 9.31, the experimental failure pattern of CR1 
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Prircipal stress contotr of CR1 ~irg correctors on the outer sllface at 3.8 kN/m2
, 
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Figure 9.32, the analytical failure pattern of CR1 using corrector factors 

CR2 EXP 

Figure 9.33, the experimental failure pattern of CR2 
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Principal stress contour of wall CR2 using correctors on the outer surface at 1.4 kN/m2
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Figure 9.34 the analytical failure pattern of CR2 using corrector factors 

9.5 SUMMARY 

From the results obtained from these case studies in this chapter, several conclusions 

can be drawn: 

l. Using the stiffness and strength corrector factors derived in Chapter 7, along 

with using the revised CA criteria, the non-linear FEA analysis using corrector 

factors gives a very good correlation with the experimental results. The 

predicted failure loads are improved and the predicted load deflection 

relationships and failure pattern closely agree with the experimental results. 

2. Due to the improved results using corrector factors, it was confirmed that the 

boundary conditions have a decisive influence on the behaviour of lateral loaded 

masonry panels. Therefore, the validation of any FEA models for analysing 

laterally loaded masonry panels without considering the effects of boundary 

conditions is suspicious. This also means that further experimental studies of the 

boundary constraints are necessary. 

3. The criteria of using cellular automata (CA) to model similar zones, still needs 

to be further studied to get more accurate analytical results. 
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4. Most of the predicted failure loads using corrector factors still appear slightly 

lower than the experimental results, which mean that the physical meaning of 

the strength corrector factors should be further investigated. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

10.1 CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, the following conclusions have been drawn: 

I. This dissertation describes a methodology for the refinement of corrector factors, 

to improve the prediction of the response of laterally loaded masonry wall panels. 

Using the refined corrector factors via finite element analysis (FEA), the 

analysis on both the failure load and the deformations of the entire panels are 

effectively improved. 

2. Because laterally loaded masonry wall panel consists of two kinds of materials 

and its experimental deflection data are irregular, but macro-modelling regards 

masonry as one material and the analytical deflections should be regular, in 

order to compare like with like and make a more accurate numerical analyses, a 

methodology to refine these irregular data is studied. The methodology 

expresses the lateral deflections using the continuous formulae and makes the 

lateral deflections at any position on the panel available, which improves the 

further numerical analysis. This technique was necessary for use in the GA 

model to achieve a suitable set of corrector factors for the base panel. 

3. A methodology to derive corrector factors using a model updating method and 

the genetic algorithm (GA) is studied. The objective function and the constraint

function are proposed in this study, which are suitable to derive corrector factors 

that improve the FEA to match the experimental results well at all load levels on 

the entire masonry panel. Moreover, compare with the method proposed by the 

previous researcher, this method can derive corrector factors at any position of 
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the masonry panel without the limitation of the measuring points, which is ideal 

for further studying and utilising corrector factors. 

4. The genetic algorithm (GA) is shown to be a powerful tool for model updating, 

particularly when the problem concerns many variables and in a discontinuous 

solution space like this research. 

5. This research directly reveals that boundary effects have a large influence on the 

behaviour of laterally loaded masonry wall panels. The derived corrector factors 

and the uniqueness study indicated that the actual boundary conditions of a 

masonry panel are not fully fixed or purely simply supported. The improper 

definitions of boundary conditions in a FEA results in the inaccuracy of the FEA. 

6. Accurately quantifying and modelling the boundary effects have been difficult 

both for engineers and researchers, but this problem is sorted out by using 

corrector factors. 

7. Using the modified criteria of matching similar zones, the corrector factors from 

the base panel are successfully applied to more general masonry wall panels. 

The verification through 19 masonry panels of different boundary conditions and 

materials shows that the derived corrector factors can effectively improve the 

prediction of the behaviour of laterally loaded masonry wall panels. The 

investigation through 5 masonry panels shows that using corrector factors can 

predict the failure pattern as well. 

10.2 FURTHER RESERRCH 

I. So far, the physical meanings of stiffness corrector factors are clear. However, 

the physical meaning of strength corrector factors is still not identified. lt would 

be a meaningful work to combine the model updating method proposed in this 
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research with micro-modelling and homogeneous techniques, to identify the 

physical meaning of strength corrector factors. 

2. Strength corrector factors might be due to the variation of the material properties 

or the physical combination of units and mortar. It is meaningful to do such 

experiments: using panels of isotropic materials with grooves on its surface to 

simulate the mortar. The advantage of this method is to minimise the variation of 

material properties. 

3. It is necessary to test masonry panels with recordings of the boundary rotation 

and movements, to further validate the findings in this research. 

4. The criteria of using cellular automata should be further investigated including 

its transition function and its parameter values. 

5. Quantifying the boundary effect directly using boundary parameters should be 

investigated along with modifying the constitutive relationships using model 

updating techniques. 

6. This research should be extended to other FEA models such as those studied by 

Lourenco. Moreover, further investigation should be carried out on applying 

corrector factors to other masonry panels such as block masonry panels and 

reinforced masonry panel. 

7. So far an isotropic model for the masonry matrail has been considered in the FE 

analysis. It would be better if suitability of an orthotropic model is investigated 

that may suit better a highly composite material like masonry. 
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APPENDLX I 

APPENDIX 1 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

From the University of Plymouth (Chong 1993) (NaN denoted opening area, or 

data not recorded) 

S801 Experimental Deflections (mm) 

~ 2 A1 A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 A8 

0.2 -0.04 0.04 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.78 0.67 1.4 

0.4 0.18 0.41 0.94 0.93 1.23 1.39 1 1.75 

0.6 0.39 0.83 1.47 1.58 1.87 1.75 1.51 2.28 

0.8 0.31 0.9 1.74 2.01 2.42 2.16 1.97 2.31 

1 0.28 1.24 2.06 2.56 2.7 2.76 2.34 2.63 

1.2 0.37 1.81 2.61 3.09 3.48 3.48 2.91 3.06 

1.4 0.42 1.65 3.21 3.77 3.89 4.09 3.33 3.34 

1.6 0.64 2 3.6 4.26 4.72 4.64 3.75 3.75 

1.8 0.81 2.41 4.15 5.19 5.42 5.46 4.5 4.33 

2 0.52 2.79 4.73 5.62 6.26 5.9 5 4.45 

2.2 0.73 3.15 5.31 6.44 6.96 6.73 5.55 4.87 

2.4 0.92 3.25 5.94 7.16 7.62 7.4 6.17 5.32 

2.6 0.93 3.93 6.54 7.96 8.63 8.36 6.92 5.68 

~ 2 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 

0.2 -0.25 -0.02 0.54 0.53 0.28 0.84 0.8 1.15 

0.4 0.18 0.38 1.11 0.99 1.17 1.49 0.97 1.39 

0.6 0.48 0.83 1.69 1.45 1.95 1.77 1.45 0.76 

0.8 0.28 0.78 1.84 1.87 2.26 2.06 1.99 1.86 

1 0.14 1.28 2.04 2.35 2.45 2.67 2.26 1.15 

1.2 0.25 1.96 2.71 2.96 3.37 3.52 2.82 2.62 

1.4 0.24 1.52 3.37 3.74 3.5 4.07 3.24 2.91 

1.6 0.66 1.94 3.69 3.85 4.31 4 .61 3.51 3.31 

1.8 0.96 2.45 4.3 5.03 5.15 5.41 4.32 3.95 

2 0.43 2.83 4.93 5.54 6.08 5.72 4.83 3.82 

2.2 0.47 3.21 5.14 6.24 6.62 6.5 5.21 4.2 

2.4 0.8 3.11 5.96 6.85 7.12 7.08 5.76 4.65 

2.6 0.71 3.89 6.48 7.46 8.21 8.04 6.59 4.82 
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0.23 

0.28 

0.63 

0.64 

0.59 

1.05 

1.04 

1.08 

1.48 

1.47 

1.58 

1.54 

1.87 

89 

0.19 

0.14 

0.66 

0.53 

0.31 

1.38 

0.87 

0.85 

1.28 

1.15 

1.11 

0.9 

1.18 



APPENDIX I 

~ 2 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 ea C9 

0.2 -0.37 -0.33 0.43 0.2 0.03 0.55 0.37 0.62 0.06 

0.4 0.01 0.03 0.72 0.48 0.6 1 0.36 0.76 0.1 

0.6 0.32 0.42 1.13 0.82 1.15 0.99 0.65 1.05 0.23 

0.8 0.05 0.07 1.08 0.85 1.2 1.2 1.02 0.99 0.22 

1 -0.13 0.56 1.12 1.13 1.31 1.5 1.04 1.18 0.01 

1.2 -0.04 1.23 1.67 1.56 1.89 2.13 1.54 1.57 0.77 

1.4 -0.02 0.57 2.16 2.2 1.83 2.49 1.8 1.73 0.47 

1.6 0.3 0.81 2.18 1.99 2.48 2.7 1.76 2.18 0.42 

1.8 0.55 1.18 2.61 2.95 2.85 3.19 2.24 2.45 0.73 

2 0.06 1.42 3.08 2.97 3.56 3.34 2.74 2.19 0.68 

2.2 0 1.89 3.16 3.82 3.91 3.9 2.99 2.52 0.65 

2.4 0.42 1.61 3.81 4.14 4.06 4.21 3.26 2.83 0.45 

2.6 0.22 2.24 4.08 4 .34 4.86 4.82 3.92 2.82 0.66 

~ 2 01 02 03 04 05 0 6 07 08 09 

0.2 -0.47 -0.55 0.27 0.08 0.29 0.21 0.39 0.11 0.13 

0.4 -0.08 -0.2 0.58 0.33 0.43 0.67 0.19 0.15 0.15 

0.6 0.24 0.23 0.8 0.27 0.74 0.57 0.25 0.32 0.1 

0.8 -0.02 -0.36 0.74 0.31 0.72 0.41 0.79 0.37 0.1 

1 -0.32 0.13 0.65 0.43 0.57 0.59 0.57 0.38 0.17 

1.2 -0.36 0.68 1.09 0.71 1.06 1.21 1 0.72 0.48 

1.4 -0.31 0.08 1.45 1.39 0.75 1.4 1.18 0.82 0.19 

1.6 0.09 0.09 1.41 0.89 1.07 1.36 0.85 1.03 0.12 

1.8 0.28 0.34 1.62 1.74 1.41 1.62 1.14 1.42 0.48 

2 0.36 0.87 2.52 2.4 2.5 2.1 3.82 4.05 0.36 

2.2 0.46 1.49 2.17 2.49 2.43 2.58 1.89 1.52 1.83 

2.4 0.35 0.6 2.5 2.39 2.61 2.27 4.13 4.28 0.51 

2.6 0.03 1.25 2.63 2.24 2.66 2.47 2.42 1.48 0.44 
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SB02 Experimental Deflections (mm) from the Universi!Y_ of Plygl_outh ( Ch ) on_g_ 1993 

~ 2 
A1 A2. A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 

0.1 0.16 0.22 0.25 0.3 0.44 0.46 0.38 0.48 0.21 
0.2 0.09 0.16 0.44 0.55 0.81 0.72 0.65 0.5 0.33 
0.4 0.1 0.58 0.94 1.18 1.28 1.33 1.09 0.68 0.46 
0.6 0.15 0.77 1.39 1.8 2.09 1.93 1.54 0.97 0.36 
0.8 0.05 0.95 1.79 2.32 2.71 2.49 1.95 1.29 0.53 
1 0.15 1.13 2.23 2.87 3.4 3.12 2.37 1.49 0.52 

1.2 0.12 1.55 2.81 3.72 4.15 3.78 2.94 1.73 0.53 
1.4 0.17 0.73 3.31 4.34 4.81 4.42 3.51 2.1 0.54 
1.6 0.2 2.01 3.83 5.16 5.74 5.26 3.98 2.43 0.6 
1.8 0.16 2.3 4.37 5.9 6.7 6.03 4.4 2.77 0.72 
2 0.24 3.09 5.67 8. 16 10.43 9.91 6.58 3.67 0.9 

2.1 0.19 3.14 6.02 8.88 11.48 10.79 7.13 3.98 0.76 
2.2 0.32 3.37 6.5 9.53 12.33 11.62 7.55 4.16 0.88 

2.3 0.13 3.76 7.28 10.83 14.09 13.4 8.75 4.8 0.96 

~ 
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 

2 

0.1 0.38 0.28 0.26 NaN NaN NaN 0.36 0.46 0.11 
0.2 0.1 0.32 0.41 NaN NaN NaN 0.56 0.44 0.05 
0.4 0.15 0.5 1.03 NaN NaN NaN 0.94 0.71 0.31 
0.6 0.25 0.79 1.43 NaN NaN NaN 1.48 1 0.19 
0.8 0.18 0.89 1.83 NaN NaN NaN 1.85 1.25 0.35 
1 0.24 1.89 2.42 NaN NaN NaN 2.35 1.57 0.4 

1.2 0.16 1.32 2.66 NaN NaN NaN 2.82 1.71 0.3 
1.4 0.36 1.76 3.47 NaN NaN NaN 3.3 2.09 0.34 
1.6 0.41 1.99 3.99 NaN NaN NaN 3.73 2.49 0.52 
1.8 0.44 2.49 4.8 NaN NaN NaN 4.33 2.67 0.59 
2 0.55 3.44 6.49 NaN NaN NaN 6.7 3.93 0.85 

2.1 0.74 3.88 7.04 NaN NaN NaN 7.34 4.46 1.07 
2.2 0.98 4.02 7.71 NaN NaN NaN 7.97 4.82 1.23 

2.3 0.81 4.67 8.74 NaN NaN NaN 9.4 5.57 1.46 
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~ 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 C8 C9 

2 

0.1 0.21 0.09 0.04 NaN NaN NaN 0.21 0.33 0.02 
0.2 0.08 0.14 0.19 NaN NaN NaN 0.33 0.3 0.04 
0.4 0.01 0.33 0.52 NaN NaN NaN 0.55 0.38 0.16 
0.6 0.14 0.46 0.82 NaN NaN NaN 0.9 0.58 0.03 
0.8 0.03 0.61 0.95 NaN NaN NaN 1.1 0.76 0.01 
1 0.13 0.72 1.34 NaN NaN NaN 1.34 0.87 0.25 

1.2 0.19 1.05 1.69 NaN NaN NaN 1.73 1.08 0.12 
1.4 0.27 1.19 2.05 NaN NaN NaN 2.02 1.28 0.22 
1.6 0.36 1.3 2.26 NaN NaN NaN 2.3 1.49 0.36 
1.8 0.31 1.62 2.73 NaN NaN NaN 2.58 1.6 0.33 
2 0.39 2.16 3.64 NaN NaN NaN 3.87 2.25 0.36 

2.1 0.33 2.34 3.96 NaN NaN NaN 4.19 2.49 0.36 

2.2 0.55 2.57 4.4 NaN NaN NaN 4.57 2.73 0.51 

2.3 0.48 3.98 5.24 NaN NaN NaN 5.5 3.19 0.61 

~ 2 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 DB 09 

0.1 0.21 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.13 0.07 0.13 0.15 -0.19 
0.2 0.09 0.01 0.06 0.19 0.24 0.22 0.2 0.1 -0.24 
0.4 0.04 0.14 0.27 0.4 0.42 0.38 0.27 0.19 -0.11 
0.6 0.18 0.21 0.43 0.63 0.65 0.59 0.49 0.29 -0.28 
0.8 0.08 0.3 0.54 0.75 0.82 0.75 0.6 0.42 -0.15 
1 0.17 0.35 0.75 0.95 1.02 0.92 0.73 0.5 -0.06 

1.2 0.2 0.56 0.92 1.24 1.26 1.08 0.89 0.58 -0.27 
1.4 0.24 0.65 1.13 1.45 1.5 1.38 1.13 0.72 -0.16 
1.6 0.32 0.73 1.32 1.74 1.79 1.59 1.28 0.88 0.03 
1.8 0.34 0.9 1.59 2.01 2.06 1.92 1.46 0.92 -0.09 
2 0.42 1.3 2.22 2.8 2.95 2.81 2.25 1.36 0.06 

2. 1 0.43 1.42 2.41 3.06 3.23 3.08 2.44 1.51 0.04 

2.2 0.66 1.47 2.7 3.26 3.52 3.26 2.64 1.59 0.53 

2.3 0.51 1.94 3.42 3.99 4.13 3.89 3.2 1.83 0.1 
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SB03 Experimental deflections from The University of Plymouth (mm)(Chong 1993) 

~ 2 A1 A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A? AB A9 

0.4 0.07 0.65 0.98 1.26 1.5 1.54 1.28 1.01 0.6 
0.8 0.14 1.04 1.62 2.21 2.82 2.33 2.24 1.73 1.05 

0.1.2 0.2 1.73 2.93 3.87 4.34 4.06 3.29 2.41 1.13 
1.6 0.43 2.44 4.03 5.4 6.05 5.56 4.5 3.08 0.89 
2.0 0.43 3.02 5.32 7.07 8.05 7.43 5.85 3.85 1.54 
2.2 0.47 3.43 5.99 8.13 9.34 8.62 6.61 4.19 1.6 
2.3 0.53 3.91 7.08 10.23 10.9 9.49 7.19 4.55 1.53 
2.3 0.54 4.15 7.77 11 .38 11 .70 10.21 7.63 4.69 1.48 
2.35 12.14 14.43 15.2 14.82 14.44 14.62 14.97 14.49 12.21 

~ 
Bl 82 83 84 85 B6 87 88 89 

2 

0.4 0.33 0.95 1.13 1.43 1.73 1.54 1.46 1.11 0.58 
0.8 0.58 1.58 2.13 2.7 3.38 2.77 2.62 2.09 1.25 

0.1.2 0.87 2.41 3.61 4.52 5.07 4 .7 3.82 2.83 1.38 
1.6 1.13 3.27 4.71 6.36 7.01 6.31 5.06 3.55 1.07 
2.0 1.22 3.98 6.41 8.2 9.36 8.55 6.69 4.52 1.91 
2.2 1.52 4.65 7.33 9.62 10.85 9.89 7.63 5 2.09 
2.3 1.23 4.89 8.18 11.68 12.6 10.88 8.1 5.14 1.65 
2.3 1.52 5.30 9.11 13.00 13.59 11 .88 8.77 5.53 1.80 
2.35 12.7 17.32 16.66 21.64 23.57 19.02 21.07 17.95 14.66 

~ 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 C8 C9 

2 

0.4 0.16 0.47 0.65 0.7 0.9 0.73 0.85 0.64 0.33 
0.8 0.31 0.75 1.08 1.22 1.68 1.23 1.51 1.13 0.56 

0.1.2 0.38 1.34 2.01 2.47 2.54 2.37 2.27 1.62 0.6 
1.6 0.61 1.99 2.94 3.48 3.64 3.34 3.12 2.15 0.58 
2.0 0.61 2.39 3.98 4.4 4.8 4.56 4.17 2.79 0.97 
2.2 0.74 2.86 4.49 5.24 5.63 5.41 4.84 3.16 1.1 
2.3 0.82 3.33 5.17 5.93 6.36 5.97 5.6 3.64 1.1 
2.3 0.76 3.35 5.63 6.37 6.61 6.43 6.00 3.75 0.98 

2.35 4.82 7.88 10.32 9.42 10.5 11.03 8.74 7.93 4.84 
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~ 2 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 

0.4 NaN 1.92 1.59 1.35 1.8 2.01 1.56 0.97 0.23 
0.8 NaN 1.98 1.49 0.96 2.34 2.14 2.18 2.02 0.33 

0.1.2 NaN 2.36 1.78 1.43 1.5 1.37 1.22 0.96 0.34 
l.6 NaN 2.88 3.62 3.42 4.18 4.21 5.96 4.58 0.44 
2.0 NaN 3.1 2.4 2.6 2.98 2.86 2.62 1.92 0.66 
2.2 NaN 2.34 4.02 4 .1 3.47 3.32 2.99 2.15 0.76 
2.3 NaN 2.03 3.1 3.61 3.91 3.63 3.4 2.37 0.68 
2.3 NaN 2.70 3.87 4.98 4.85 4.98 4 .67 3.86 0.75 

2.35 NaN 11.41 10.93 12.27 11 .61 11 .7 9.97 11.33 6.67 

SB04 Experimental data from The University of Plymouth (mm Chong 1993) 

~ 2 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 

0.2 
0.34 0.7 0.65 0.66 0.76 0.89 0.64 0.49 0.37 

0.4 0.73 0.97 1.2 1.29 1.43 1.49 1 0.83 0.56 
0.6 0.72 1.35 1.68 1.92 2.11 2.11 1.65 1.14 0.64 
0.8 

0.93 1.71 2.23 2.64 2.95 2.86 2.14 1.42 0.78 
1 

0.73 1.94 2.67 3.37 3.55 3.46 2.66 1.79 0.89 
1.2 

0.87 2.3 3.08 4.01 4.35 4 3.23 1.93 0.83 
1.4 0.86 2.49 3.61 4.73 4.94 4.93 3.72 2.42 1.03 
1.6 0.89 2.97 4.39 5.26 5.85 5.34 4.24 2.21 1.17 
1.75 1.17 3.53 5.53 7.74 7.74 6.93 4 2.97 1.06 
1.8 

1.13 3.84 5.71 8.21 7.89 7.13 5.23 3.24 1.17 
1.9 1.14 3.48 6.11 8.86 8.85 7.76 5.57 3.44 1.09 
2 .0 1.08 4.33 6.86 10.01 9.77 8.67 6.14 3.62 1.2 
2.1 

0.81 4.51 7.61 11.04 10.76 9.45 6.52 4.02 1.31 
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~ 
Bl B2 83 84 B5 B6 87 88 89 

2 

0.2 0.38 0.56 0.59 0.63 0.76 0.96 0.66 0.44 0.34 
0.4 0.71 0.98 1.14 1.22 1.4 1.53 0.97 0.71 0.39 
0.6 

0.66 1.36 1.58 1.88 2.11 2.15 1.6 1.02 0.46 
0 .8 

0.88 1.52 2.11 2.65 3.01 2.9 2.11 1.3 0.6 
1 0.66 1.93 2.65 3.42 3.64 3.58 2.6 1.61 0.67 

1.2 0.87 2.22 3.02 4.08 4.5 4.23 3.24 1.87 0.67 
1.4 0.82 2.47 3.58 4.9 5.11 5.13 3.74 2.3 0.84 
1.6 

0.76 2.73 4.41 5.53 6.11 5.56 4.27 2.21 0.95 
1.75 1.05 3.57 5.64 8.2 8.13 7.31 4.26 2.92 0.9 
1.8 

1.12 3.84 5.91 8.8 8.34 7.58 5.36 3.21 0.98 
1.9 1.28 3.68 6.49 9.7 9.5 8.37 5.82 3.5 1.03 
2.0 1.19 4.61 7.42 10.96 10.54 9.38 6.46 3.69 1.04 
2.1 1 4.84 8.22 12.16 11 .66 10.24 6.94 4.13 1.13 

~ 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 C8 C9 

2 

0.2 0.15 0.52 0.36 0.53 NaN 0.67 0.49 0.25 0.2 
0.4 0.29 0.72 0.75 0.94 NaN 0.99 0.85 0.48 0.22 
0.6 

0.23 0.84 1.05 1.28 NaN 1.41 1.15 0.7 0.4 
0.8 

0.58 1.13 1.48 1.92 NaN 1.92 1.56 0.78 0.4 
1 

0.27 1.41 1.78 2.37 NaN 2.37 1.93 1.1 0.44 
1.2 0.47 1.53 1.96 2.85 NaN 2.84 2.14 1.21 0.43 
1.4 0.52 1.79 2.4 3.33 NaN 3.48 2.49 1.5 0.57 
1.6 0.27 2 3 3.71 NaN 3.66 0.97 1.48 0.59 

1.75 0.78 2.49 3.87 5.61 NaN 5 3.01 1.9 0.55 
1.8 0.87 2.67 4 .11 6.08 NaN 5.23 3.71 2.15 0.65 
1.9 1 2.7 4.7 6.92 NaN 5.81 4.01 2.32 0.64 
2 .0 1.01 3.55 5.44 7.95 NaN 6.56 4.5 2.56 0.68 
2.1 1 3.6 6.07 8.99 NaN 7.22 4.96 2.85 0.77 
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~ 2 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 

0.2 0.13 0.30 0.21 0.24 NaN 0.52 0.33 0.14 0.12 
0.4 

0.34 0.42 0.45 0.52 NaN 0.79 0.44 0.28 0.06 
0.6 0.27 0.60 0.59 0.79 NaN 0.93 0.67 0.41 0.18 
0.8 

0.43 0.64 0.89 1.14 NaN 1.36 0.95 0.43 0.22 
1 0.31 0.88 1.02 1.49 NaN 1.65 1.17 0.65 0.26 

1.2 
0.40 0.96 1.16 1.75 NaN 1.85 1.43 0.78 0.22 

1.4 0.38 1.13 1.53 2.15 NaN 2.33 1.60 0.96 0.35 
1.6 

0.46 1.20 1.92 2.44 NaN 2.38 1.84 1.00 0.37 
1.75 

0.52 1.67 2.46 3.66 NaN 3.30 1.77 1.21 0.33 
1.8 0.61 1.85 2.67 4 .03 NaN 3.55 2.50 1.40 0.40 
1.9 

0.68 1.83 3.04 4.58 NaN 4.07 2.74 1.54 0.42 
2.0 0.69 2.42 3.66 5.33 NaN 4.51 3.14 1.77 0.46 
2.1 

0.65 2.40 4.15 6.04 NaN 4.99 3.43 2.01 0.53 
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Experimental data from The University of Edinburgh (Liang 1999) 

In Liang's thesis, the experimental deflections were presented by the plot of load 

deflection relationships. The experimental information presented here was obtained 

based on the manual measurements to those figures and proportional calculations. All of 

them were the data at the maximum deflection points. 

Walll 

Load (KN/m 2
) 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 

Deflections( mm) 0.048 0.036 0.097 0.121 0.145 0.17 0.194 

Load (KN/m2
) 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 

Deflections( mm) 0.218 0.242 0.291 0.315 0.339 0.497 

WallS 

Load (KN/m2
) 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Deflections( mm) 0.036 0.071 0.1 0.129 0.164 0.2 

Load (KN/m2
) 14 16 18 20 22 

Deflections( mm) 0.229 0.257 0.293 0.343 0.443 

Wall4 

Load (KN/m2
) 0.14 0.26 0.38 0.51 0.62 

Deflections( mm) 1 2 3 4 5 

Load (KN/m2
) 0.74 0.85 0.94 1.06 

Deflections(mm) 6 6.8 7.3 8 

Wall9 

Load (KN/m2
) 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Deflections( mm) 0.057 0.114 0.1 71 0.217 0.274 0.32 

Load (KN/m2
) 14 16 18 20 22 

Deflections( mm) 0.434 0.48 0.537 0.594 

Wall6 

Load (KN/m2
) 0.5 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Deflections( mm) 0.08 0.16 0.18 0.21 0.25 

Load (KN/m2
) 1.8 2 2.2 2.5 

Deflections( mm) 0.27 0.31 0.34 0.39 

Wall tO 

Load (KN/m2
) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 

Deflections( mm) 0.03 0.07 0.1 0.14 0.21 0.28 

Load (KN/m2
) 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 

Deflections( mm) 0.32 0.34 0.38 0.42 0.48 
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Experimental data from CERAM, Wall CRI 

Load 
(KN/m2

) X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.248 0.078 0.231 0.186 0.160 0.169 0.150 0.188 0.200 0.001 0.079 0.011 

0.600 0.077 0.361 0.280 0.319 0.172 0.224 0.318 0.297 0.051 0.140 0.065 

1.000 0.155 0.622 0.605 0.719 0.380 0.446 0.582 0.537 0.104 0.215 0.113 

1.226 0.231 0.785 0.745 0.879 0.495 0.558 0.740 0.641 0.145 0.321 0.154 

1.411 0.310 1.007 0.931 1.119 0.648 0.670 0.880 0.786 0.145 0.383 0.154 

1.629 0.465 1.202 1.085 1.359 0.762 0.784 1.032 0.937 0.146 0.444 0.155 

1.812 0.543 1.410 1.259 1.524 0.870 0.898 1.1 67 1.097 0.146 0.506 0.155 

2.025 0.622 1.597 1.427 1.840 1.023 1.062 1.324 1.223 0.155 0.550 0.163 

2.225 0.698 1.758 1.582 2.000 1.079 1.175 1.450 1.346 0.179 0.582 0.187 

2.433 0.776 1.958 1.751 2.240 1.191 1.294 1.632 1.507 0.301 0.688 0.308 

2.622 0.853 2.172 1.936 2.480 1.344 1.451 1.790 1.661 0.301 0.748 0.308 

2.815 0.931 2.374 2.134 2.721 1.451 1.575 1.977 1.819 0.301 0.826 0.308 

3.019 1.010 2.589 2.322 3.040 1.559 1.744 2.190 1.988 0.301 0.974 0.308 

3.210 1.241 2.937 2.646 3.362 1.780 1.963 2.457 2.220 0.338 0.992 0.345 

3.419 1.243 3.159 2.832 3.610 1.888 2.184 2.697 2.425 0.415 1.133 0.421 

3.628 2.014 4.740 4 .317 5.523 2.799 4 .826 5.144 4.575 1.130 2.021 1.129 

3.628 2.920 33.109 34.581 37.842 15.543 22.523 22.602 23.638 1.387 2.082 1.383 
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Experimental data from CERAM, Wall CR 2 

Load 
(KN/m2

) x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.25 -0.1 1 0.28 0.42 0.34 0 0.28 0.37 0.35 0.04 0.27 0.27 0.1 0.15 0.74 0 
0.3 -0.14 0.34 0.49 0.38 -0.05 0.28 0.46 0.43 0.04 0.31 0.33 0.1 0.15 0.93 0 
0.4 -0.11 0.59 0.79 0.61 -0.05 0.52 0.82 0.59 0.1 2 0.48 0.47 0.1 0.24 1.22 0.05 

0.51 0.01 0.97 1.23 0.94 -0.08 0.84 1.22 0.91 0.23 0.75 0.7 0.24 0.36 0.89 0 .1 9 
0.61 0.04 1.27 1.61 1.24 -0.08 1.17 1.51 1.21 0.35 0.99 0.93 0.28 0.49 0.31 0.37 
0.71 0.18 1.81 2.19 1.71 -0.05 1.65 2.17 1.67 0.53 1.4 1.34 0.46 0.71 -5.52 0.74 
0.81 0.51 2.27 2.8 2.22 0.27 2.05 2.66 2.1 0.7 1.73 1.63 0.63 0.86 0.2 0.85 
0.93 0.59 2.65 3.29 2.63 0.27 2.46 3.19 2.48 0.82 2.06 1.98 0.77 1.03 1.58 1.06 

1 0.73 3.11 3.78 3.03 0.41 2.83 3.64 2.89 0.97 2.39 2.28 0.92 1.16 -3.46 1.17 
1.11 0.84 3.52 4.27 3.4 0.49 3.19 4.04 3.24 1.13 2.69 2.57 1.06 1.31 2.03 1.37 
1.21 1.04 3.99 4.86 3.89 0.65 3.59 4 .57 3.68 1.28 3.04 2.92 1.22 1.48 2.31 1.54 
1.3 1.08 4.3 5.28 4.24 0.73 3.91 5.01 4.03 1.38 3.31 3.21 1.33 1.6 2.69 1.7 

1.42 1.23 4.8 5.88 4.76 0.92 4.37 5.56 4 .55 1.51 3.64 3.58 1.53 1.77 2.5 1.91 
1.5 1.36 5.21 6.47 5.22 0.97 4.8 6.07 4.99 1.69 4.02 3.97 1.69 1.98 1.98 2.1 2 
1.59 1.53 5.6 7.14 5.73 1.08 5.29 6.72 5.5 1.86 4.44 4.39 1.88 2.16 1.84 2.38 
1.7 1.72 6.51 7.96 6.4 1.36 5.93 7.52 6.17 2.09 4.95 4.97 2.15 2.44 2.15 2.7 
1.8 1.81 6.92 8.52 6.8 1.38 6.39 8.09 6.6 2.25 5.39 5.38 2.33 2.71 2.97 2.96 

1.81 2.29 11.73 16.3 11.7 1.94 12.06 16.66 12.41 4.47 12.09 11.75 4.64 6.97 8.19 7.2 
1.9 1.57 16.16 24.52 14.83 -1.8 17.42 25.65 17.09 6.44 18.76 17.22 5.53 11.33 11.11 11.69 
1.14 -3.82 13.64 24.58 9.82 -11.42 17.17 27.84 15.27 6.28 21.23 17.27 3.63 13.56 14.04 13.15 
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APPENDIX2 

The Refined Experimental Deflection Data of SBOl (mm) 

~ L 
01 02 03 04 05 

0.2 0.058 0.105 0.147 0.176 0.186 

0.4 0.112 0.187 0.254 0.298 0.314 

0.6 0.164 0.276 0.374 0.438 0.461 

0.8 0.214 0.371 0.506 0.596 0.627 

1 0.263 0.472 0.652 0.770 0.812 

1.2 0.310 0.580 0.81 0 0.962 1.015 

1.4 0.355 0.694 0.981 1.171 1.238 

1.6 0.398 0.814 1.165 1.398 1.479 

1.8 0.440 0.940 1.362 1.642 1.740 

2 0.480 1.072 1.572 1.903 2.019 

2.2 0.518 1.211 1.794 2.181 2.317 

2.4 0.554 1.356 2.030 2.477 2.633 

2.6 0.588 1.507 2.278 2.790 2.969 

~ C1 C2 C3 C4 CS 

0.2 0.065 0.193 0.300 0.371 0.396 

0.4 0.126 0.332 0.504 0.618 0.658 

0.6 0.186 0.480 0.726 0.889 0.946 

0.8 0.245 0.637 0.965 1.182 1.258 

1 0.302 0.802 1.221 1.499 1.596 

1.2 0.358 0.977 1.495 1.838 1.958 

1.4 0.412 1.160 1.786 2.201 2.346 

1.6 0.465 1.352 2.095 2.587 2.759 

1.8 0.517 1.553 2.421 2.995 3.197 

2 0.567 1.763 2.764 3.427 3.660 

2.2 0.616 1.982 3.125 3.882 4.148 

2.4 0.663 2.209 3.503 4.361 4.661 

2.6 0.709 2.446 3.899 4.862 5.199 
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~ 81 82 83 84 85 

0.2 0.086 0.353 0.576 0.724 0.776 

0.4 0.161 0.590 0.948 1.186 1.269 

0.6 0.234 0.835 1.338 1.672 1.789 

0.8 0.305 1.091 1.747 2.183 2.335 

1 0.376 1.355 2.174 2.718 2.908 

1.2 0.445 1.629 2.620 3.277 3.507 

1.4 0.512 1.913 3.084 3.861 4.133 

1.6 0.579 2.206 3.567 4.469 4.785 

1.8 0.644 2.509 4.068 5.102 5.464 

2 0.708 2.821 4 .588 5.760 6.170 

2.2 0.770 3.142 5.126 6.442 6.902 

2.4 0.831 3.473 5.683 7.148 7.660 

2.6 0.891 3.814 6.258 7.879 8.446 

~ A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

0.2 0.089 0.372 0.610 0.767 0.822 

0.4 0.164 0.616 0.993 1.244 1.331 

0.6 0.238 0.870 1.398 1.748 1.871 

0.8 0.311 1.135 1.824 2.281 2.441 

1 0.383 1.412 2.272 2.842 3.041 

1.2 0.454 1.699 2.740 3.431 3.672 

1.4 0.524 1.997 3.230 4.047 4.333 

1.6 0.592 2.307 3.741 4.692 5.025 

1.8 0.660 2.628 4 .273 5.365 5.746 

2 0.726 2.959 4 .827 6.065 6.499 

2.2 0.791 3.302 5.402 6.794 7.281 

2.4 0.856 3.656 5.998 7.551 8.094 

2.6 0.919 4.021 6.615 8.335 8.937 
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APPENDIX3 
Corrector factors suggested under different boundary conditions based 
on cellular automata 

I . 0000 
0000 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

Y3 0.926 0.921 1.181 0.920 0.920 

Y2 0.926 0.921 1.181 0.920 0.920 

Y1 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

2. 1000 
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

Y3 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.921 0.926 

Y2 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.921 0.926 

Y1 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

3. 1100 
1100 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

Y3 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Y2 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Y1 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

4. 1110 

1110 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

Y3 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Y2 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Y1 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 

5. 1010 

1010 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X? X8 X9 

Y4 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

Y3 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.926 

Y2 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.21 7 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.223 

Y1 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.926 
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6. 1111 

1111 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 
Y4 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 
Y3 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 
Y2 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Y1 0.218 0.21 7 0.217 0.217 0.217 

7. 0010 
0010 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4}_ X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

Y3 0.926 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Y2 0.926 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Y1 0.223 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 

8. 0011 

0011 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 0.223 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 

Y3 0.926 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Y2 0.926 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Y1 0.223 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 

9. lOll 

1011 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X? X8 X9 

Y4 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.223 

Y3 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.926 

Y2 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.926 

Y1 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.223 

10. 000- 1 

000-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4) X7{X3) X8(x2} X9(X1) 
Y4 1.283 1.278 1.283 1.278 1.278 

Y3 1.187 1.181 1.1 81 1.181 0.921 

Y2 1.187 1.181 1.181 0.921 0.921 

Y1 1.187 1.187 0.926 0.926 0.926 

11. 00 l-l 

001 -1 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 1.283 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 

Y3 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.18 1 1.18 1 

Y2 0.926 0.92 1 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Y1 0.223 0.2 18 0.217 0.2 17 0.217 
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12. 100-1 

100-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.278 1.278 1.283 

Y3 0.218 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.187 

Y2 0.218 0.921 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 0.921 1.181 1.187 

Y1 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.187 

13. 101-1 

101-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X? X8 X9 

Y4 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.278 1.283 

Y3 0.218 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 1.181 1.187 

Y2 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 0.926 

Y1 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.218 0.223 

14. 110-1 

110-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 
Y3 0.218 1.181 0.92 0.92 0.92 
Y2 0.218 1.181 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Y1 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 

15. 111-1 

111-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6(x4) X7(X3) X8(x2) X9(X1) 

Y4 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 

Y3 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Y2 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Y1 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 

16.0-100 

0-100 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X? X8 X9 

Y4 1.187 1.187 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.187 1.283 

Y3 1.187 1.181 0.921 0.921 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.1 87 1.278 

Y2 1.187 1.181 0.921 0.921 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.187 1.278 

Y1 1.187 1.187 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.1 87 1.283 

17. L-100 

1-100 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X? X8 X9 

Y4 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.283 
Y3 0.218 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 0.921 1.181 1.278 

Y2 0.218 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 0.921 1.181 1.278 

Y1 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.283 
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18. 0- lOl 

0-101 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.223 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.218 1.278 
Y3 0.926 1.181 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 0.921 1.278 
Y2 0.926 1.181 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 1.181 1.278 
Y1 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.283 

19. 1-110 

1-110 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.283 
Y3 0.926 1.181 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 1.181 1.278 
Y2 0.926 1.181 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 0.921 1.278 
Y1 0.223 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.218 1.278 

20. 0- 111 

0-111 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.223 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.218 1.278 
Y3 0.926 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 1.277 
Y2 0.926 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 1.181 1.277 
Y1 0.223 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.218 1.278 

2l. l-IL1 

1-111 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.926 0.217 0.926 0.217 1.278 
Y3 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 1.181 1.277 
Y2 0.217 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 1.181 1.277 
Y1 0.218 0.21 7 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 1.278 

22. 0-l0-1 

0-10-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 1.283 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.283 
Y3 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.278 
Y2 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.278 
Y1 1.187 1.187 1.187 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.187 1.187 1.283 

23.0-11 -1 

0-11-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 
Y4 1.283 1.278 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.283 
Y3 1.187 1.181 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921 1.181 1.181 1.278 
Y2 0.926 0.921 1.181 0.92 0.92 1.181 0.92 1.181 1.278 
Y1 0.223 0.218 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.218 0.218 0.218 1.278 
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24. 1-10-1 

1-10-1 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 1.278 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.283 

Y3 0.218 1.181 0.921 0.921 0.921 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.278 

Y2 0.218 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.278 

Y1 0.223 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926 1.187 1.187 1.283 

25. l-Ll-l 

1-11 -1 X1 X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.278 1.283 

Y3 0.218 1.181 1.181 1.1 81 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.278 

Y2 0.217 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.921 1.181 1.278 

Y1 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.218 0.218 1.278 
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GENERALITY OF USING CORRECTORS TO PREDICT 
THE BEHAVIOUR OF MASONRY WALL PANELS 

Rafiq M. Y., Sui, C., Easterbrook, D. J. & Bugmann, G. 
School of Engineering, University Plymouth, UK mrafig@plymouth.ac.uk 

ABSTRACT 
The highly composite and anisotropic nature of masonry, which is a result of the 
variation in the properties of the masonry constiments, makes it very difficult to find 
an accurate material model to predict its behaviour satisfactorily. Current research by 
the authors has focused more closely on the behaviour of laterally loaded masonry 
panel using model updating techniques supported by artificial intelligence (AI) 
teclmiques. They developed the concept of correct factors which models the variation 
in the properties over the surface of the masonry wall panels. This research resulted in 
methodologies, which enables designers to more confidently predict the behaviour of 
masonry wall panels subjected to lateral loading. The paper will demonstrate the 
generality of using these techniques to predict the behaviour of laterally loaded 
masonry wall panels tested by various sources. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Masonry is a highly composite and anisotropic material which is constructed from 
layers of brick joined by thin layers of cement and sand mortar. Research on masonry 
panels subjected to lateral loading, started from around 1970 and continues to the 
present date (West et a! 1971, 1975, Baker & Franken 1976, Fried 1989, Lawrence 
1991, Chong 1993, among others). These researchers have tried to find acceptable 
models for predicting the behaviour of laterally loaded masom')' walls. To date these 
attempt have not produced a reliable and accurate technique which can confidently 
predict both failure load and load deflection relationship for laterally loaded masonry 
wall panels. 

Model updating techniques, which are based on minimising the error between the 
experimental and analytical results to select a suitable annlytical model from among 
many possible alternatives, have produced good results iu structural damage 
detection. The majority of the research on model updating process involves 
computing sets of stiffness coefficients that help predict observed vibration modes of 
strucnues. The location and extent of damage are inferred through a comparison 
between the stiffness coefficients of damaged and undamaged strucn.res. A 
comprehensive literature review of various model updating methods is presented by 
Robert-Nicoud et al (2005). Friswell & Mottershead (1995} provide a survey of model 
updating procedures in strucnlf31 damage detection research, using vibration 
measurements. Recent papers published in this area include Brownjolm et a! (2003), 
Castello et a! (2002}, Teughels et al (2002), Modak et nl (2002}, Hemez & Doebling 
(2001), Sohn & Law (2001}, Hu et a! (2001). 

The authors have used a numerical model updating technique to investigate the 
behaviour of masonry wall panels subjected to lateral loads (Rafiq et al2006). 

2. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 
Zhou (2002) and Rafiq et al. (2003) developed a numerical model updating technique 
that more accurately predicts the failure load and f.1ilure pattem of masonry wall 
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panels subjected to lateral loading. Iu this researcll tlley introduced tile concept of 
sti.ffilesslstrength corrector factors, which assigns different values of fiexural rigidity 
or tensile strength to various zones witbin a wall panel. Tllese modified rigidities or 
tensile strength vah1es were tbeu used in a non-linear finite element analysis (FEA) 
model to predict tile deflection and failure load of tile masonry panels subjected to 
lateral loading. 

Corrector factors were defined from tile comparison of laboratory measured and 
futile element analysis(FEA) computed values of displacements over the surface of 
the panel. In this investigation a number of experimental panels with different 
configuration. geometric properties, aspect ratios, and panels with and without 
opening were used, and stiffness corrector factors for tllese panels were determined. 
From a comparison of tile contour plots of corrector factors ou tllese panels it was 
discovered tllat tllere appeared to be regions, termed '::ones', with similar patterns of 
corrector factors, which are closely related to their positions within the panel from 
similar boundary types. In other words, zones witllin two panels appear to have 
ahnost identical corrector factors if tllese zones were located the same distance from 
similar boundary types. This panem was observed for all panels with different 
boundary condition and geometrical configurations. 

Based on this finding Zhou et al. (2003) developed methodologies to establish 
zone similarities between various panels. In order to achieve a more reasonable and 
autmuatic technique for establislting this zone similarity between a base pmrel and 
any new panel. a cellular autolll8ta (CA) model was developed. This CA model 
propagates the effect of panel boUlldaries to zones witllin the panel. The CA assigns a 
unique value the so called 'state m/rre' for each zone within the base panel and an 
unseen panel, based on their relative locations from various boundary types. The CA 
tben identifies similar zones between two panels by comparing similar state values of 
zones on two panels. Zones on two panels are considered to be similar if tlley are 
surrounded by similar boundary types and have similar distances from similar 
boundary types. 

Further investigation of corrector factors (Rafiq et al 2006), using evolutionary 
computation and regression ana lysis techniques, revealed that the pattern of corrector 
factors that modify flexural rigidities were mainly altered around the panel boundaries 
with relatively minor changes inside the panel. This was a major finding of this 
research. 

Difficulties in correctly modelling boundary types is a well known problem even 
for material like steel and concrete with well defined and well controlled joint details 
between various elements and supporting stmcnrres. This issue is more critical for 
masonry panels as standard boundaries such as fully fixed and simply supported 
bolllldary types, used in FEA models, are not realistic for lll8sonry. The results of 
otrr research proved that a better prediction of panel response to lateral loading would 
be possible if the panel boundaries are modelled more accurately. 

A closer smdy of tile corrector factors revealed that a reduction in the corrector 
factor values ar01md the fixed b01mdaries has a softening effect on the zones adjacent 
to this boundary type. This is a reality as it is impossible to have a fully fixed 
boundary for masomy panels as there is always some degree of rotation at these 
supports. Similarly an increase in corrector factors near the simply supported 
boundaries signifies a degree of restraint to rotation at these boundaries wltich is 
perfectly logical (Rafiq et al2006). 

In order to demonstrate the generality of this concept, a single panel (Panel SBO 1 
Rafiq et al2006) tested byChong (1993) was used as a 'base panel'. 
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The corrector factor values for this pnnel are summarised in Table I. These 
corrector factors from the base panel are then used to establish an estimate of the 
cotTector factors for any 'unseen panels' for which no laboratory tests are available. A 
cellular automata model was used to establish zone similarities between any unseen 
panel and the base panel. Zones on two panels are considered to be similar if they are 
surrounded by similar botmdary types and having similar distances from similar 
boundary types. 

T bl 1 C fi I b I SBOI a e . orrector actor va ues or t 1e ase pane 
SBOl Xl X2 X3 X4 xs X6 X7 X8 X9 

Y4 1.283 1.278 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.278 1.283 

YJ 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.187 

Y2 0.926 0.921 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.921 0.926 

Yl 0.223 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.218 0.223 

As was shown m thiS study, the maJor factor that affects the behav10ur of a panel 
was the panel boundary types. The corrector factors not only model this, but also take 
care of the variation in the material and geometric prope11ies and other unknown 
effects. One of the objectives of this research was to use these corrector factors to 
predict the behaviour of unseen panels with and without openings and panels for 
which the boundary conditions are different from the base panel. 

3. GENERALIZATION 
By generalization we mean to test the generality of the corrector factors for a mnnber 
of new panels tested by other sources which may be totally different from the base 
panel in tenus of size, aspect ratio, geometry, material and workmanship. 

4. CASE STUDIES 
In this section, a number of masonry wall panels with different boundary conditions, 
different dimensions and panels with and without openings obtained from various 
sources are analysed to demonstrate the generality of the proposed method. The 
corrector factors for any new masonry wall panel are detived from those of the base 
panel shown in Table 1. A cellular automata model is used to establish zone similarity 
between the base panel and the new panel. The results of this sntdy are sulllDlarised in 
the following sectioiL For all examples used in these case sntdies, the material 
properties used are from the original sources. However, if these properties are not 
available, the data from tests carried out in the University of Plymouth Chong( 1993) 
are used. 

4.1 Al~AL YSES OF PANELS TESTED IN UNIVERSITY OF 
PLYMOUTH 

In this section, two full scale single leaf masonry wall panels (SB02 & SB04), tested 
in the University of Plymouth (Chong 1993 ), are selected for validation purposes. 
These panels have the same dimensions and boundary conditions as SBO 1, but panel 
SB02 has a single opening at its centre to simulate the existence of a window and 
panel SB04 has an opening to simulate the existence of a door. Details of the 
configurations of these panels are shown in Figs I & 2 respectively. 

It should be noted that these panels were tested by Chong (1993) at the University 
of Plymouth. The reason for selecting these panels is that it is easy to compare the 
predicted and experimental result to check the validity of the proposed methods. 
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Corrector factor values for all panels used in the case sntdies are derived for the 
base panel using CA to establish zone similarities between new panels and the base 
panel. 

Corrector factor values for panel SB02 and SB04, derived from the base panel 
(Table 1), are shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. These corrector factors are used 
to modify the flexural rigidity of each zone in the panel. In this study, for ease of use 
in the FEA models only the modulus of elasticity of each zone is multiplied by the 
corrector factor value of each zone. These corrected values of modulus of elasticity 
are then used in a non-linear frnite element analysis model to evaluate the predicted 
deflection at the corners of each zone and the failure load for the panel. The conector 
factors not only model the boundary effects, but also model variation in the material 
and geometric properties and other unknown effects. 
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Figure. l. Panel SB02, measurement points at grid intersections 
Table 2. Panel SB02 zone divisions and corrector factors 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 xs X9 
1.283 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 

1.187 1.181 1.278 1.278 1.181 

1.187 1.181 1.278 1.278 1.181 

1.187 1.181 1.181 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.277 1.181 1.181 

0.223 0.217 0.217 0.218 0.218 0.218 0.218 0.217 0.217 
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Ftgurt'. 2. Panel SB04, measurement points at grid intersections 

Tablt' 3. Panel SB04 zone divisions and corrector factors 
SB04 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 

Y5 1.283 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.283 

Y4 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.278 1.278 1.181 1.181 1.187 

Y3 
1.187 1.181 1.181 1.278 1.278 1.181 1.181 1.187 

Y2 
1.187 1.181 1.181 1.278 1.278 1.181 1.181 1.187 

Y1 
0 .223 0.218 0.218 1.278 1.278 0.218 0.218 0.223 

Fig. 3 shows a 3D defonned panel shape, comparing the experimental and FEA 
predicted displacements at various locations on the panel SB02. Apm1 from minor 
discrepancies in locations near the boundaries of the opening, FEA results give a good 
prediction of the displacement over the entire surface of the 

~;;;:;;.:;;;;:;!1 

111100 

Flgurt'. 3. Panel SB02, comparison of3D deformed sha~e showing experimental and 
the FEA results at 1.4kN/m 

Figure 4 shows similar information for panel SB04. Once again there is a very 
good match between experimental and FEA predicted defonned shapes. 
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- With correctors 
- Experimental on•s 

81100 ')(.\!1111'\ 

Figure. 4. Panel SB04, comparison of3D deformed sha~e showing experimental and 
the FEA results at 1.4kN/m 
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Figure.S. Panel SB02, Comparison of the load deflection relationship showing 
experimental and the FEA results 

To demonstrate the generality of the proposed method, 2D load displacement 
plots at various locations on the panels SB02 and SB04 are presented in Figs 5 and 6. 
The reason for selecting these plots is to investigate if there is a consistent correlation 
betv1een experimental and the FEA predicted deflection at various load levels and at 
various locations on the panel. The points were selected to be representative of the 
entire surface. In these Figs. three different curves are plotted (1) the experimental 
load deflection curve: (2) the predicted load deflection curves using corrector factor 
values derived from a single base panel (SBO 1) and the standard smeared material 
model normally used in FEA analysis. A very good coiTelation is observed between 
the experimental and analytical results using the corrector factors. The result from the 
predicted load deflection using corrector factors is much closer to the experimental 
results than that of the smeared material model. Moreover, the predicted failure loads 
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for both panels, using corrector factors, are much better than those of the smeared 
model. 

From this investigation it can be concluded that the proposed method results in an 
improved prediction of both failure load and load displacement of a panel even if the 
geometries of the new panels are different from the base panel. 

To further examine the generality of the proposed method presented in this paper, 
a number of panels tested by other sources, for which little or no information on 
material properties and testing methods are available, are selected. Corrector factors 
for all these panels were derived from a single base panel (SBO 1 ). as has been 
introduced in this paper. It should be noted that these panels have different 
dimensions, configuration and boundary conditions than the base panel (SBO 1 ). 
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Flgun.•. 6. Panel SB04. Comparison of the load deflection relationship showing 
experimental and the FEA results 

It is also worthwhile mentioning that load deflection data for the panels presented 
in section 4 and 5 were limited to a few points over the surface of the panel, which 
was not enough to generate an acceptable 3D load deflection surface plot. therefore. 
the comparisons were restricted to 20 load deflection plots only. 

4.2 ANALYSES OF PANELS TESTED BY (CERAM) 
In the UK. CERAM is a reliable source of information on various aspects of masonry. 
CER.Ai\1 has been involved in testing of fbll scale masonry panels investigating 
various material types. boundary conditions, aspect ratios etc. for over 25 years. In 
this paper the authors have selected two panels, one solid panel (CR.l) and one panel 
with a single opening central opening (CR2), to investigate the generality of the 
proposed method. The results of the investigation on both panels are presented in 
sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively. 

4.2.1 PANEL CRI 
Wall CR.l (Edgell 1995b) is a single leaf masonry panel constructed with Fletton 
brick with three sides simply supported and the top edge free. Tllis panel has a 
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dimension of 2.8m x 3.6m. The configuration of wall CRI is as shown in Fig 7. 
Measurements of load deflection were recorded at 11 locations on this panel. 

The flexural strengths measured from the wallet tests for this panel are given as: 
1.40N/mm2 perpendicular to the bed-joints and 0.40N/mm2 parallel to the bed-joints. 
No infonnation was available for the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio. Therefore, 
the elastic modulus E and Poissou's ratio v are assumed to be the same as the base 
panel SBOl . Corrector factors, derived from panel SBOl , are shown in Table 4. From 
Figure 8, it can be concluded that: 
1 The smeared material model gives a poor correlation with the experimental 

results. 
1 The corrector factors improve both load deflection and failure load results which 

are close to the experimental results at a number of locations. 
1 The correlation between load deflection at the location of maximum deflection is 

much better than other locations. This is a good measure of comparison as in 
practice maximum deflection and stresses are critical design requirements. 

wan CR1 
Y5 
Y4 
Y3 
Y2 
Y1 

2800 

Flgul'e. 7. Configuration of Wall CR 1 
Table 4 Corrector Factors of Wall CRI 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 
1.283 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 
1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 
1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 
1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 
1.187 1.187 1.187 1.187 1.187 
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Figure. 8. Panel CRI Comparison of the load deflection relationship showing 
experimental and the FEA results 

4.2.2 PANEL CR2 
Wall CR2 (Edgell 1995a) is a single leaf masonry panel with a single central opening. 
This panel was also tested by CERAM. The panel was constructed with Fletton brick 
with three sides simply supported and the top edge is free. The panel dimensions are 
5.5m x 2.8m with the opening size 2m x 1.2m. Details of the wall and location of 
measurement points are shown in Fig 9. 

Figurf. 9. Configuration of Wall CR 2 

The mean flexural strengths for this wall measured from the wallette tests are: 
fx =1.37N/mm2 and fy=0.42 N/mm2

. However, the elastic modulus E and Poisson' s 
ratio are not included in the original data, therefore the elastic modulus E and 
Poisson' s ratio v are assumed to be : E=l2kN/mm2

• v=0.2. same as the base panel. 
The corresponding corrector factors for zones. derived from panel SBO I , are 

as shown in Table 5. Fig. 10 shows load deflection plots at 4 selected locations on the 
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panel. From Fig l 0, it is clear that using corrector factors, both the failure load and 
load deflection curves are much closer to the experimental results. 

Wall 
CR2 
Y4 
Y3 
Y2 
Y1 

X1 

1.283 
1.187 
1.187 
1.187 

Table 5. Zone Division and Correctors for Wall CR 2 

X2 X3 X4 

1.278 1.278 1.278 
1.181 1.278 
1.181 1.278 
1.187 1.187 1.187 

wall3 atX3 

10 20 
Displacements(mm) 

wall3atX10 

X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 

1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 
1.278 1.181 
1.278 1.181 

1.187 1.187 1.187 1.187 1.187 
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Figure. 10. Load deflection relatiouships of Wall CR 2 using correctors 

X10 

1.283 
1.187 
1.187 
1.187 

4.3 ANALYSES OF PANELS TESTED BY UNIVERSITY OF 

EDINBURGH 
It is worth mentioning again that like the majority of the masonry panels tested around 
the world the information obtained from panels tested in the University of Edinburgh 
measures only deflection at a single critical location in the panel. Therefore for panels 
presented in this section, only 2D plots of load deflection at the location of maximum 
displacement are presented. 

4.3.1 PANEL WALL 9 

Wall 9 is a single leaf masonry wall panel. tested in the University of Edinburgh 
(LIANG 1999). This panel is simply supported on its 3 edges and the top edge is free. 
The Pane dimension is 795 x 1190 mm. The reason for selecting this panel for 
investigation is that this is a much smaller panel than the base panel SBO 1 and its 
aspect ratio is also different. If the corrector factors from the base panel SBO 1 are 
suitable for predicting the failure load and load deflection for this panel then this 
would give us more confidence on the validity of the proposed method. 

Table 6. Correctors ofWall9 
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WaU 9&13 Xl X2 X3 

Yl 1.283 1.278 1.283 

Yl 1.187 1.181 1. 187 

Y3 1.187 1.181 1.187 

Y4 1.187 1.181 l.l87 

Y5 1.187 1.187 1.187 

The flexmal strength parallel and perpendicular to the bed joints were obtained 
fi:om the wallette test, which are respectively 3.5N/lllll12 and 0.98 N/mm2

. The values 
of corrector factors, derived from the base panel are summarised in Table 6. Fig 11 
shows a comparison of experimental and predicted load deflection curves at the 
location of maximum deflection. From Fig. ll it is clear that there is a good 
agreement between experimental and predicted results, which demonstrates the 
generality of the proposed method. 
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Figure. 11. Load deflection relationships of Wall 9 using correctors 

5. CONCLUSION 
The research presented in this paper introduces a novel approach using a numerical 
model updating technique supported by AI for predicting the behaviour of masonry 
wall panels much better than any other analytical model used so far. This method has 
the potential to be extended beyond masonry brick walls and could also be used with 
other materials to reduce the degree ofuncertainty in analytical models and analytical 
results. The simplicity of the model is that once corrector factors for a representative 
base panel are determined it would be easy to use these factors for any panels using 
zone similarity techniques. 

In this research, corrector factors from a single panel tested in the laboratory were 
used for a number of unseen panels with different boundary types, size and 
configurations. The results produced a more accurate prediction of the behaviour of 
the laterally loaded masonry wall panels. 

Modelling boundary types wrongly results in incorrect analytical results. Using 
corrector factors minimised this enor and corrected the enor in modelling to a great 
extent. 
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More Accurate Predictions of the Behaviour of 
Masonry Panels Subjected To Lateral Loads 

by 
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, M Y RAF IQ 1, D EASTERBROOK 1, G BUGMANN 1 and G ZHOU 2 

1 UnWersffy of Plymouth, UK 
2 Harbin Universffy of Teclmology (HIT), China 

ABSTRACT 
Due to the highly anisotropic properties of mason/}' panels, 
it is very difficult to predict accurately their behaviour. In the 
past finite element analysis (FEA) micro and macro models 
have been used to improve the quality of the FEA to be 
closer to their experimental results, but still there is no 
established method(s) that swtably address this problem. 
Research m the University of Plymouth (UoP) introduced a 
methodology of model updating that uses the concept of 
Correctors and Cellular Automata combined with a non
linear FEA, which more accurately predict the behaviour of 
masonry panels. This paper presents further refinements to 
the findings of the previous research by the team at UoP 
and uses evolutional}' computation and regression analysis 
methods. New correc/or values obtained by this method 
further improve the results of the non-linear FEA, which 
shows better agreement with the expenmental results. In 
this study fal1ure load and the load deflection relationships 
are studied for comparison. 

KEYWORDS 
Prediction, masonry panel, behaviour, lateral load, model 
updating 

NOTATION 
A, B, C: Constants of constraint function v.tlich are used as 
the GA Variables 
CR: corrector factors 
X: the distance from the centre of zone to panel boundaries. 

1. 1NTRODUCTION 

In spite of over 30 years of research on masonry panels ~ 
has been difficult to accurately predict the true behaviour of 
laterally loaded masonry panels. Since the late 1980s, finite 
element analysis (FEA) has been used to model the failure 
characteristics of masonry panels [1-2]. Using FEA of 
micro-modelling and macro-modelling [3-8], some 
improvement has been achieved in predicting its failure load 
but these improvements are still limited. So far most 
research in this area is still forusing on obtaimng more 
accurate parameter values for material properties, or 
focusing on constitutive law and faiure criteria. Still it has 
been difficult to find a su~able material model to be used in 
the FEA to give an accurate prediction of the masonry 
panel behaviour. 

The Conceptual Modelling Research group in the 
University of Plymouth (UoP) has introduced a novel 
method of numerical model updating that use corrector 
factors [7], ZHOU [8-9] introduced the concept of corrector 
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factors and zone similarity using the cellular automata (CA). 
Zhou improved the prediction of the failure load and failure 
pattern of masonry wall panels, but his improvements was 
6mited in predicting the load deHection characteristics more 
accurately. 

An improved model updating technique is proposed in 
this research based on the previous work in the UoP, v.tlich 
refine the corrector values using evolutionary computing 
(EC) techniques. In this paper, the refined correctors are 
used to improve the prediction of the behaviour of laterally 
loaded masonry panels and the method is verified by other 
cases; one of the main findings in this research is that the 
panel boundary conditions have a strong influence on the 
response of the laterally loaded masonry panel. Another 
innovative finding in the present research is !ha~ because 
of the sudden decrease of analytical load-displacement 
relationships after a specific point (see Figure 2), the biaxial 
failure criteria were regarded as not su~able for masonry by 
previous researcher (10-11). But this paper reveal that, the 
sudden decrease is caused by improper FEA boundary 
conditions defined, but is not because of the biaxial fa~ure 
criteria itself. 

2. THE CONCEPT OF CORRECTORS 
AND SIMILAR ZONE 

To analyse masonry panels using FEA modelling, the panel 
is normally divided into elements far larger than brick units 
and a smeared material model is used. To improve the FEA 
analysis, research in the UoP introduced corrector factors 
that modify flexural stiffness values at various locations 
(zones) over the panel [7,9); A single panel SB01 [12] was 
used as a base panel to obtain the corrector factors, the 
corrector factors at various zones on this panel were 
derived directly by compares the experimental deflection 
v.rth that of FEA at the centre of each zone. As there were 
36 reading points on the base panel SB01(See F1gure 1) 
[12), this panel was divided into 36 zones accordingly and 
36 corrector factors were obtained thereby as shown in 
Table 1 [8), because of the syrrvnetry of the panel, only 20 
values are presented in the table. 

To apply the correctors obtained to more general panels, 
the concept of zone similarity was introduced [9). Zone 
similarity was based on the position of the zones adjacent 
to similar boundary types, i.e. zones adjacent to similar 
boundary types tend to have the same corrector values. 
Once the corrector factors for an unseen panel were 
obtained, they were used by FEA to determne failure load 
and failure pattern of the unseen panels. Cellular Automata 
(CA) was used to match the similar zones between tm 
panels[9]. 
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Figure 1 The configuration of SB01 

Table1 
Correctors of Zhou (left half) 

1 2 

A 0.637 0.819 

B 0.553 0.706 

c 0.689 0.759 

D 0.53 0.54 

3. REFINING CORRECTOR VALUES 

In this research the concept of corrector was further 
investigated to refine the corrector factors. Panel SB01 
shown as FIQUre 1 was once again used as the base panel 
as it consists of various boundary types (free at the top, 
built-in at the bottom and simply supported at the vertical 
sides).ln the present study, more emphasis was placed on 
the load--deflection relationships on the entire panel rather 
than failure load only. 

Model updating techniques (13) is an effective way to 
~te an existing FEA model. By fitting the experimental 
results, the values of parameters of the FEA model were 
adjusted usmg evolutionary computation techniques. In 
theory, any optimisation method v.oold be suitable for 
model updating process, but in this research, the genetic 
algorithm (GA) was ublised. 

3.1 Derive corrector factors by GA and regression 
To obtain the suitable corrector factors, at first the GA was 
used to directly derive the corrector factors at various 
locations on the panel. Corrector factors at each location 
were assigned to a GA variable (20 different variables for 
the symmetrical half model). Corrector factors, identified by 
the GA, were used to modify the flexural rigidity at each 
location on the panel. The objective function of the GA was 
designed as below: 
• Deflection error: minimise deviation of the FEA deflection 

values from the target values over the entire surface of 
the panel. 

• Load error. mmmise deviation of the FEA failure load 
from the target failure load. 

At this stage a regression analysis was used to refine 
corrector factors which were derived by a number of the GA 
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3 4 5 

1.198 1.262 1.313 

0.935 1.027 1.059 

0.957 1.114 1.218 

0.916 1.268 1.247 

runs, to obtain a set of corrector factors that represent a 
best fit for the experimental deflected shape of the panel. 
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 3. 

3.2 Derive corrector factors by GA and constraint 
function 
A careful study of the corrector factors in Table 2 revealed 
that the flexural rigidities were mainly modified around the 
panel boundaries with relatively small changes inside the 
panel. lt was therefore necessary to investigate the effect 
that boundary types may have on the behaviour of the 
panels. The corrector factors were related <flfectly to the 
location of zones from drrterent boundaries and the 
following consllaint function was used to define correctors: 

CR=A (1±8 c X) (1) 

Furthermore, gradient error was also added to the objective 
function above to get results of further smaller error 
• Gradient error. minimise deviation of the gradients of the 

FEA load deflection curve between two adjacent load 
levels. 

Results of this analysis are presented in Table 3 and the 
corresponding load-deflection relationship is shown in 
Figure 2. 

3.3 Updating the tensile strength of the masonry panel 
Using corrector factors presented in Table 3, the load 
deflection relationship has been improved to be closer to 
the modified load deftection plots (Figure 2). The load 
deflection plots demonstrate that the panel failure load was 
smaller than the experimental failure load. A further study 
proved that by increasing the tensile strength parallel to the 
bed joints by about 50%, it would be possible to obtain 
failure loads closed to the experimental one( see Figure 3). 
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5. GENERALISATION 

In this investigation it is important to test the generality of 
the concepts presented in this paper. To validate the 
generality of this finding, corrector values for the base panel 
(SB01) summarised in Table 3, are used to derive corrector 
values for any unseen panels. The cellular automata 'zone 
similarity' technique is used to estimate corrector values for 
unseen panels. These corrector factors, plus the tensile 
strength coefficient obtained in section 3.3, are then used in 
a non-linear FEA to predict the load deflection, failure load 
for the unseen panel. The results of this investigation are 
shown in the case studies below. 

5.1 C;lSe study 1 
Two masonry panels SB02 and SB04 tested also by 
CHONG [12) are used for validation purposes. These 
panels had the same dimension and boundary condition as 
SB01 has, the only difference is that they have openings 

with different dimensions and positions on the panel. Their 
configurations are shown in F~gures 4 and 5. 

The result of the FEA using corrector derived from 
Table 3 by CA is shown in Figures 6 and 7. From these 
f~gures, it is clear that by using correctors, the failure load 
and load-deflecllofl relationships are much closer to their 
experimental results. 

5.2 Case study 2 
Wall 1 was tested by British Ceramic Research Association 
in 1995 [16]; it was a single leaf panel 3600 x 2800mm with 
the top free and the other sides simply supported (see 
Figure 8). The panel was meshed (12 x 10) elements in the 
FEA analyses; the corrector factors for this panel were also 
derived from Table 3 by CA. Figure 5 presents the results of 
this investigation. From Figure 9 it is clear that the proposed 
method reasonably predicted the failure load and load 
deflection relationships. The deviation from the 
experimental results could be due to the scaling effects 
which needs further investigation. 

~+ ~ ~ + ~ ~ •• ·~ 
100 67S 67S 61S 615 615 61S 615 61S 100 

- Bwlt-m - s....,ty•upportcll - Fre~ 

Figure 5 SB04 configuration 
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Table 2 
c arrector actors de "vtd b h GA d fi ed b n lY t I an re n ~y rt gre$$10n 

1 2 3 4 s 
A 0.697 0.981 1.125 1.152 1.153 

B 0.704 1.016 1.174 1204 1205 

c 0.716 1.076 1-258 1.292 1.294 

D 0.749 1.237 1.484 1.531 1.533 

Table 3 
Cor rector factors derived by the GA with adding 3radlent ob ectlve funct Ion 

1 2 3 4 s 
A 1283 1278 1277 1.277 1.277 

B 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 

c 0.926 0.921 0.920 0.920 0.920 

D 0.223 0.218 0.217 0.217 0211 

~:~ 1~ tlZJtlZJ .u .. u .. . ...... ' .. 
~nrnl o;~.,..,l DlsplateflleR(nrn) Dispiacernefl(nrn) 

S!Otaa SilO! aDS 5801 it CO SBOI • 03 

~:~ 
., 2 • 6 5 

~-) 

Figure 2 Updating r.sults by correctors 

4. ANALYSES TO THE CORRECTOR FACTORS 

Compare Tables 1, 2 and 3, 11 could be found that, values in 
Table 1, 2 appear the same pattern, i.e. all values adjacent 
to the supported edges are smaller than those in the central 
parts of the panel. But values in Table 3 appear different 
pattern; compare with the central parts of the panel, values 
adjacent to the built-in edge are smaller buy those 
neighbour to the simply supported edges are bigger. In 
FigUre 2, it could be found that, the load deflection curves of 
using corrector factors as shown in Table 1, 2 have the 
kinks around 0.8kNfm2

, whereas that of using Table 3 
hasn't the apparent kink (see Figure 2). 

In this study, corrector factors are used to modify the 
flexural stiffness of the FEA, smaller corrector factor ( <1) 
means to decrease the stiffness but bigger corrector factor 
(>1) means to increase the stiffness. Therefore, from 
Table 3 it could be deduced that in the real experiments, 
the built-in bottom edge of the panel was not totally fixed, 
but appear some rotation or movemen~ whereas in the 
simply supported vertical edges the panel appeared to be 

0 o!:---2~-.,__~e ---! 
Di~) 

Figure 3 Updating results by correct.ors 
and strength coefficients 

constraint to some extent. This means that assuming the 
bottom edge to be totally fixed and vertical edges ideally 
simply supported in FEA model do not represent the real 
boundary con<frlions. More comprehensive studies of the 
effects of different boundary types can be found 
elsewhere [1 4). 

Because of the big difference between the analytical and 
experimental load deflection relationships after the cracking 
of the masonry panel (kink in Figure 2), previous researcher 
questioned the validity of using biaxial failure model to 
analyse masonry panels [15), but Table 3 indicated that the 
difference was caused by improper modelling of boundary 
conditions in the FEA 

Table 3 also indicated that, some models proposed 
recently, although their analytical load deflection 
relationship match the experimental one well (no kink), 
might need some further investigation if the boundary 
condition effect was not considered, because boundary 
conditions might have a strong influence to the analysis; 
and to the common sense, ~ is impossible that the 
boundary con<frtions appear absolutely fixed or free of 
rotation in the real experiments. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

• Corrector factors derived from model updating methods 
revealed that, the improper modelling of boundary 
conditions was one of the main causes leading to the 
inaccuracy of FEA analysis. 

• By using corrector values, the prediction of both failure 
load and load deflection relationships across the entire 
surface of the masonry panel were improved. This meant 
!ha~ it is possible to predict the load-deflection behaviour 
of masonry panels using correctors_ 

• This paper also shows that the model updating method is 
an effective way to update the FEA model. 
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Using Timoshenko-Like Formula to Reduce the 
Experimental Error of Laterally Loaded Masonry Panels 
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ABSTRACT 
Naturally there are errors in laboratcxy experimental data 
These errors are more apparent in data obtained from 
testing of anisotropic composite materials such as masonty 
In this paper a methodology for minimising errors m 
experimental data is proposed and too types of 

modifications are used (i) 3D-surface fitting of the 
experimental data to sn1001hen irregularities m overall 
deformed shape of the laterally loaded masonty panel; (it) 
load deflection curve fitting to further snlOOthen irregularities 
in load defledion curves that are not suffiCiently modified by 
the surface tilting process, which is mainly effective near 
the panel boundaries. The investigation proved that a 
Timoshenko-like formula is a better fit for the experimental 
data. 

KEYWORDS: masonfY, experimental error, modified 
deflection, surface fitting. 

NOTATION 
a : the length of the plate 
Ai, Bi, C, Am, Bm, Cm, Om, AO, A1 , A7: the constants. 
i : term's number 
Lx, Ly: panel's length and height respectively. 
M: odd numbers of 1 3 5 ... in Timoshenko's formula 
n: total numbers of tenns in the series. 
Q: the load leveL . 
W: the deflection of the panel 
X ,Y : co-ordinates of point i. 

1. 1NTRODUCTION 

Deflections are Vel'f important criteria when evaluating the 
behaviour of structures. Experimental load deflection 
relationships have been widely used to verify the validity of 
FEA models in structural analysis. However, for out-<>f
plane laterally loaded masonl'f panels, such as those tested 
by CHONG 111 in the University of Plymouth (UoP), the 
deflections appear more irregular over the surface of the 
panel with substantia/ error near the panel boundaries. 
These irregular deflections are unavoidable even under 
strict laborato'Y conditions, because it is Vel'f hard to 
provide a perfect support for the masonl'f panels which 
have irregular surfaces, even with vefY careful 
workmanship; furthennore, masonl'f is a highly composite 
material, consisting of 1\W different types of materials (brick 
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and mortar), that might cause an uneven strain within the 
panel that results in irregular deflection. 

This paper proposes a novel method of reducing the 
deflection error using mathematical regression techniques, 
to fit the experimental deflection data 'r:Jy suitable 
mathematical formulae. In this process, values of some of 
the parameters in these fOITTlJiae are detennined 'r:Jy 
regressions to minimise the error between the 
experimentally recoded data and those resulting from 
mathematical formulae. One of the fonnulae used is a 
TIMOSHENKO [2] like formula, which is derived from 
solving differential equations that are suitable for deflection 
of isotropic plates and shells. Although nmoshenko 
formulae are mainly for isotropic materials such as steel 
and reinforced concrete, they could be used to approximate 
the deflected shape of the masonl'f panels with reasonable 
accuracy. 

2. REASONS FOR FITTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

CHONG [1] tested 18 full scale laterally loaded masolll'f 
wall panels. In this research, one of the tested panels SBO·t 
is selected as the example, to demonstrate the process of 
reducing experimental error. 

Panel SB01 is a solid single leaf brick panel, constructed 
from perforated class B facing day bricks. This panel is 
5600mm long, 2472mm high and 102.5mm thick with the 
1\W vertical edges simply supported, the bottom edge built
in and the top edge free. Its configuration is shown in 
Rgure 1. For this panel the experimental deflections are 
recorded at the intersections of gridline A-D and 1-9. 
Rgures 2 and 3 respectively sllO'NS the experimental 
deflections and the load-deflection curve along gridfine C; it 
is dear that the deflections are irregular over the entire 
surface particularly near the supported boundaries. 

Obviously it is Vel'f necessar; and meaningful to reduce 
the error of experimental deflections. Rrstly, it is nearly 
impossible to utilise these irregular experimental data for 
further analysis, which means some of the nature of the 
structure could not be revealed. Secondly, evaluating 
deflection of the panel using numerical modelling 
techniques, such as finite element analysis (FEA), results in 
a regular surface. To compare like with like, the 
experimental results should also be as regular as possible 
especially for a symmetrical wall panel [3]. This requires 
assessing the experimental data and reducing these 
irregularities. 
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Figure 1 The configuration of 5801 

Figure 2 Experimental defteetlons at different 
load levels along grid C of 5801 

3. PROCESS OF REDUCING ERROR 
IN EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

lt is reasonable to assume that v.tlen the panels are loaded 
laterally their deflection follows some logical rules of 
regularity, such as the deflections should be symmetric tor 
the symmetric boundary condrtions and steadily increase 
from the supported boundary to the centre of the panel 
Also, the load-deflection CUIVes should increase 
continuously as the load increases. 

To reduce the experimental error for the panel SB01 , 
with three sides supported and the fourth side free, the 
following rules should be obseiVed: 
1. The experimental deflectJons should be symmetncal 

about the central grid line (X = 2800). 
2. Deflections should increase from the bottom to the top 

and from two vertical edges to the centre of the panel. 
3. Deflections should increase as the load is increased. 

The above rules could be divided inlo two categories: the 
rule of deflection surfaces and the rue of loa<kleflection 
anves. Accordingly, some mathematical forrrulae which 
represent these rules could be used for fitting the deftected 
surface using regression and two kinds of data fitting may 
be necessary: 
I. Deflection surface-fitting: usi1g regression with various 

rules to fit the experimental data to a smooth surface. 
11. load-deflection cuJVe modification: to make sure that 

load deflection CUIVes at each recording location closely 
follow the above rules. 

lt is suggested to always undertake surface fitting first; only 
when the load-<leflection relationships from surface fitting 
are still disobey the rule 3 above, the load-<leflection fitting 
would be ifT4llemented because load-deflection cuiVe fitting 
could impose a higher risk of changing the characteristics of 
the panel. 
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·• 
Figure 3 Experimental lolld-deflec:tion 

cuJVes on grid C of 5801 

3.1 Applying weights to nrlous recording points 
Aftef carefully examine the experimental deflection plols 
(FtgUres 2 and 3), it IS found that 
1. At lower load levels (below 1.6kN/m2), the deflections 

appear more irregular than those above ( 1.8kN/m2 . 
2.6kNJm2). The reason for this might be that at the lower 
load levels, the panel sides are not tully touching the 
surrounding supports completely. As the load increases 
the panel moves towards the supports and the tulllength 
of the panel edges touch the surrounding supports. 

2. At recording points C3-C7, the deflection increases as 
the load increase, as expected; whereas recording 
points near the supports such as C1-C2 and C8-C9, 
sometimes the deflections decrease when load 
increases. This is not expected. 

Therefore, it is justifiable to apply different weightings v.tlen 
perforrrmg regression analysis to minimise the error at 
various recording points and load levels v.tlen fitting 
experimental data to mathematical rurves. Figure 4 shows 
a ftowdlart of the above process. 

Weight values are determined based on deflection 
surface and load-<leftedion cuves at reoorded locations. 
Part of the surface and load deflection cuJVe wllch are 
smoother are conSidered to be more reliable and higher 
weight values are assigned to them accordmgly. Referring 
to F tgUres 2 and 3 ~ can be seen that the load-<leflection 
cuJVes at locations adjacent to the panel boundaries 
(e.g. C1-C2 & C~C9) appear more irregular, this means 
that the corresponding recording values contain larger 
errors. Therefore, lower weights are assigned to these 
points. On the other hand load-deflection curves at points 
further away from the panel boundaries (e.g. C3-C7) are 
more regular, higher weights are assigned to these points. 
Weight values for all location on the panel are shoY«1 as in 
Table 1. 

--------
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Figure 4 Flow chart of modifying tht dtfltctions of tht masonry panel 

Tablt1 
W I h di I i h tlgl ts ssenunat on n t t pant 

Position 1 2 3 
A 0.5 1 I 
B 0.5 0.5 1 
c 0.5 0.5 1 
0 0.5 0.5 0.5 

4. REGRESSION FORMULAE FOR SURFACE FlmNG 

4.1 Formulae for surface fitting 
We know that any formula could be expressed by a 
polynomial or trigonometric series, and limoshenko's 
formula is the most typical one to describe the deHections of 
the panel. Alter a number of initial trial invesbgations it is 
found that these three formulae are appropnate for the 
detailed investigation. Therefore, based on the rules 
specified above, three candidate formulae are investigated 
for 30 deHected SUJface fitting; they are polynomial, 
trigonometric and limoshenko-fike formulae and are used 
as below. 

4. 1. 1 Polynomial formula . . 
ut F1 = L .11 ' (.!B$ ( .T L, )J' ..... F, • )' 6/ ' ( f L, 1' 

~ ~ 
Then 
W=A0"F1"FJ+C (1) 

4.1.2 Trigonometric formula 
The folkl'Mng trigonometric formula proved to be a good fit 
for the data 
W1Jen 
F1=COS (ABS (If 12•(x I (0 5"4).AJ) J, ) 
and 

• 
FJ= L Bl • (l' I L 1 J' 

i -1 

Then 

4. I .3 Timoshenko.Jike formula 

(2) 

limoshenko-like formula [2], which is derived fron1 solving 
<flfferential equations that are suitable for deflection of 
isotropic plates and shells with various lands of boundary 
types. These formulae consist of trigonometric and 
hyperbolic terms With constants v.t.ich are directly related to 
the material properties of the plate, such as modulus E and 
Poisson ratio. An advantage of a limoshenko-like formula 
is that it can satisfy the boundary conditions better than 
other types of formula. Boundary conditions can be applied 
as: 

a lw I _0 aw =D aw I =0 
-- (.PO,I..rJ - -~~ · - (PW7) • ax1 ay ax 

4 
1 
1 
1 

0.5 
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5 6 7 8 9 
1 1 1 1 0.5 
1 1 1 0.5 0.5 
1 1 1 0.5 0.5 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

During the fitting process, the original Timoshenko 
constants in each term are replaced by the new coefficients 
values of which are determined by regression analysis. 

For the panel SB01, with two vertical edges Sln'4lly 
supported the bottom edge built-in and the top edge free 
and for a uniformly distributed load the folkl'Mng expression 
is given by limoshenko: 

W·(~ f m-6si•!!!!.J+( Yl;.s~) 
l D ...:m._ a .,.tfi a 

r. -~.4.<"*!!f-••.~¥-·c . .u!!f-•D.~!!f-l 

Our intensive investJgation showed that the higher order of 
m (above 5) lead to over-fitting, which means the formula 
tries to fit irregular data points too dosely, the surface IWUid 
undulate but does not agree v.;th the rules above. In this 
investigation lt is decided to use m = 1, 3, 5, they resulted in 
a reasonable fitting of the surface and their results are very 
similar. When m = 5, the formula then becomes the style 
below. 

W =~[sin (rrxla) +sin (3rrxla)/243+ sm (5rrx)/3125] 
+ F,sin (rrxla) + Fz51n (3rrxla) + FJSm (5rrxla) +A 10 (3} 

Where: 
F1= Aplsh (ny/a) +A, (nyla) sinh (ny/a) +Az51nh (nyla)-A2 
(nyla) cosh (ny/a) 
F2= A]COSh (3nyla) +A. (3ny/a) sinh (3nyla) +A,smh 
(3nyla)-A, (3nyla) cosh (3ny/a) 
F3= A~ (5ny/a) +A1"(5nyla) sinh (5nyla) +A,sinh 
(5nyla)-Aa (5yrrla) cosh (5ny/a) 

4.2 Surface fitting by tht candidate formulae 
The COn'4>arisonS of the results by surface fitting using the 
three candidate formulae are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
From the comparison of results the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
1. At the lower load level, the polynomial and trigonometric 

formulas give a flat curve at the central part of the panel 
(refer to Ftgure 5). 

2. At the higher load level all ttv-ee formulae give similar 
results (refer to F~gure 6). 

Consequently, the limoshenko formula is regarded to be a 
better representation of the experimental results and this 
formula is selected for further investigation. 
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4.3 Analysis to the surfact fitting modification 
Results of the modified deftection curves, using 
Timoshenko-like formula of Equation (3), are presented in 
Figure 7, and associated load-<leflection curves are 
presented in Figures 8 and 9. lt is dear that all curves are 
ITI()(e regular compared with the experimental one as sllOIMl 
in F~gure 2, the load-deflections curves are also ITI()(e 

regular compared with the experimental one as sllOIMl in 
F~gure 3. 

However, some of the load-deflection curves, such as 
those dose to the boundaries (e.g. 81 in FigUre 8 and 01 in 
Figure 9) are still not regular. This means that although the 
Timoshenko-l1ke formula is a good fit for the experimental 
data, further modification is still necessary. 

5. LOAD DEFLECTION MODIFICATION 

The need for adjusting load deflection curves to further 
smoothen the deformed shape is discussed in section 3. 

1-~~~~--------Dl-
----..:lloo4.:IJI--Pt-----~-

-.o1~ 

__ _,"'flf~~-----c.q, ... ""-
~· t.J IJ " a. .......... 

Figure 9 Tht load-deflection curve 
after surface modification at 01 , OS 

The following section briefly discusses the implementation 
process. 

S.1 Adjusting the wtlght valuts at load levels 
From Figures 8 and 9 it is dear that surface frtling could not 
fully eliminate the irregularities, particularly at k7Ner load 
levels. Moreover, it is dear that load.deflection curves at 
the lower load levels are ITI()(e irregular than those at higher 
load level. When the load levels exceed 1.6kNI!Tf, the 
curves become ITI()(e regular. OJr Investigations showed 
that if a smaller weighting of 0.5 is applied at lower load 
levels (below 1.6kN/m2) and a larger we~ghting of 1.0 at 
load levels above 1.6kNim2 it would result in a much 
smoother deformed shape. 

15.2 S.ltct fonnula for load dtfltctlon curves 
The rules specified in section 3 are still valid for selecting 
formula for load-deflection curves. We tried various types or 
formulae (logarithmic, exponential and polynomial). 11 is 

----------------
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found that the polynomial formulae give a best fit to the data 
{see Figure 10}. Consequently, a polynomial line expressed 
in Equation {4} is selected for the load-deflection line 
modification. 

n 

W= LAi*(Qi)' (4} 
1•0 

Once again our investigation showed that n > 4 will lead to 
over fitting and hence in this investigation n = 3 is selected. 
Fgure 11 demonstrates the result of this investigation. 

5.3 Determine the number of lines used for load 
deflection modification 
This investigation studies the behaviour of masonry panels 
subjected to lateral loading within the full linear and non
linear ranges. Therefore, the full load deflection normally 
consists of 1\W or more lines. Results of this investigation 
showed that due to the brittle nature of the masonry 
material a single line v.oold be sufficient to model the load 
deflection curve. 

6. VERIFICATION OF THE MODIFIED 
DEFORMED SHAPE 

In order to check the generality of the proposed method it is 
necessary to test this on a number of panels for which 

.... ·~ • 
~~ 

u 

0.5 

-11-> 

_ .. ·-----Q,$ IS u _ .... 

Figure 10 Modification by different 
kinds of lines formul3 

laboratory data is ava~able. In this paper the results of 1\W 
panels (SB05 and SB02} are presented. 

6.1 Example 1 Panel Sbo5 
SB05 is a panel tested by CHONG (1) with a bituminous 
dpc built into the first bed joint. This panel has the same 
configuration and dimension as SBOl as shown in Figure 1 
and both panels have the same loading condition. 

Ftgure 12 is the comparisons between the modified 
deflections of SB05 and SB01 . From this Figure it is dear 
tha~ although there are very large differences between 
experimental data of SB01 and SB05, their modified load 
deflection curves amazingly match each other very well. 
This fact proves that the method proposed in this paper is 
effective and reliable. 

6.2 Example 1 Panel Sbo2 
SB02 is another panel tested by CHONG [1). This panel is 
similar to SB01 but with central opening, its derails are 
shown in Figure 13. As the experimental data have errors a 
30 surface fittirtg, similar to SB01 is carried out This 
modification is presented in Figure 14. Once again 
Ftgure 14 demonstrates that little modification is needed for 
points at the centre of the panel (AS and 05) while there are 
a rather large error in experimental data at locations 
adjacent to panel boundaries (0 1 and A2) . 
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7. CONCLUSION 

lt is demonstrated that there are unavoidable errors in 
experimental data. In this paper suttable methodologies are 
proposed to minimise errors in experimental data. 
Modifications consist of 1\W elements: (i) 3D-surface fitting 
and (ii} load deflection curve fitting. 3D-surface 
modifications play a main role and give a larger conbibution 
to the total modification compared with the load-deflection 
modification. The load-deflection modification is more 
effective where near the supported boundaries but makes 
little change to the regular data far from the supports. The 
modified deflections can replace the original experimental 
data for validation of the FEA results. However, because 
the proposed methodology had only been checked by 
several masonry panels, tt is suggested that further check is 
given before being widely used. 
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ABSTRACT 
The nature of model updating procedure IS, m general, a 
reverse problem solving process. Due to the complexity of 

the structure and the number of variables involved, a 
number of models would exist that palfia/ly saasfy 
necessary requirements. Investigation into model updating 
process shows that due to compensatory effects of large 
number of variable involved, values of variables obtained 
during model updating process are different or even 
sometimes some of the variable values appear to be 
illogical. 1t IS crucial to identify those vanable values that not 
only improve the prediction of the model, but also do not 
violate basic established roles. In this paper, an extenSIVe 
parametric study has been conducted in which an 
evolutionary computation (EC) technique is used to explore 
a population of feaSible models for masonry wall subjected 
to lateral load. A non-linear finite elements analysis (FEA) 
program is called by the objective function of the EC to 
calculate failure load and load deflection values at various 
critical locations over the surface of the panel. n~ese values 
are then compared with the experimental results and the 
error between the two values are minimised. Domain 
knowledge is used to select those models with paran~eter 
values that do not violate established design rules. The fintll 
parameter values are then used to predict farlure load, 
failure pattern and load deflecbon values of any unseen 
panel wrth or without openings. 

K.EYWORDS 
Uniqueness, model updating, optimisation, masonry panel, 
lateral load. 

NOTATION 
As, Bs. Cs, Os, Es 

Ab, Bb, Cb, Db, Eb 

Ad,Bd,Cd 

CR 
CRI ,CRr,CRb 

CRi,CRd 

F,D,G 

Of ,.De 

E 
EXP 

GA variables for the contributions to 
corrector factors from simply supported 
edge 
GA variables for the contributions to 
corrector factors horn built-in edge 
GA variables for the increasing 
tendency formula 
GA variables for decreasing tendency 
formula 
Corrector factors of tensile strength in 
direction perpendirular and parallel to 
bad joints 
Corrector factors 
the contribution to the corrector factors 
horn left, tight and bottom edges of the 
panel 
Corrector factors of using decreasing 
and increasing tendency constraint 
function 
load, deflection and gracf.ent 
respectively 
the deflections of FEA and experiment 
respectively 
stiffness matrix of the masonry panel 
Experimental results 
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Fx,fy 

F(.Fe 

J 
k 

Wl,Wd,Wg 

Xs,xb 

V 
0 

tensile strength of masonry panel at 
direction perpendicular and parallel to 
bed joints 
FEA and experimental loads 
respectively 
load level 
position measurement points on the 
panel 
weights of failure load deformations and 
gradient respectively 
distance from centre of the elerr~ent to 
the corresponding panel edges of 
simply supported and built-in 
Poisson ratio of the masonry panel 
objective function which express the 
discrepancy between analytical and 
experimental results 
discrepancy of the failure load, 
deformation and the discrepancy 
respectively. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to predict more accurately the behaviour of masonry 
panels subjected to lateral load, considerable research has 
been canied out In recent years, f11ile element analysis 
(FEA) using macro-rrodelling and micro-modelling plus 
more advanced model have been studied by many 
researchers [1-5). Unfortunately the results obtained from 
this method do not accurately predict the deformation over 
the surface of the panel. Conceptual Modelfing Research 
group in the University of Plymou1h has introduced a novel 
meiOOd of numerical model updating techniques that use 
corrector factors [6-7] to modify flexural stiffness to improve 
the FEA results. The refined corrector factors, derived by 
model updating techniques have given very good 
agreements both for failure load and deformation on the 
entire panel [B). 

Model updating techniques introduced in 1990s [9-10) 
have been widely used for model calibration, 
parameterization and damage detection and diagnosi.s. lt 
has become an effective W'O'f to analyse and revise the error 
of the model [11), rrodel updating process aims to minimise 
the discrepancy between experiment and FEA by changing 
the values of model parameters, this procedure is normally 
completed through optimisation. Although most cases of 
model updating have been applied to vibration frequencies 
in dynamic test, there are cases of using static deflections 
[12-15]. This paper presents the example of updating the 
FEA model using the method for static deflections of 
laterally loaded masonry panel. 

When carrying out a FEA analysis, it is important to 
consider three kinds of modelling errors [9): (a) model 
parameter errors, which would typically include the 
application of iflllroper boundary con<frtioos and inaccurate 
assumptions used in order to simplify the model; (b) Model 
order errors, which arise in the discretization of complex 
system and can result in a model of insufficient order, 
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(c) Model strucrural errors are liable when there is an 
uncertainty concerning the governing equations - such error 
might occur typically in the modelfing of neurophysiologic 
process and strongly non-linear behaviour in certain 
engineering systems. What concerned in this paper is 
dealing v.;th model parameter errors. 

Model updating process is not just an optimisation 
problem, it required a understand of the exiting model so as 
to choose proper parameters for updating and to minimise 
the underlying modelling errors [16]. Once the model is fully 
understood, it is time for formulating the objective function 
that aims to minimise the errors between the experimental 
and the analytical results. This process requires a large 
amount of bial and exploration. 

This paper presents details of the numerical updabng of a 
FEA model of a laterally loaded masonl'f panet, YAlich 
includes model analysis, parameter selection, determining 
the objective function and the updating strategy. Model 
updating process is generally pelformed by traditional 
optimisation method. In this paper an evolutionary 
computation (EC) method such as the genetic algorithm 
(GA) is used to minimise modelling errors. 

2. MODEL UPDATING STRATERGIES 

2.1 Model analysis 
The FEA program used in this study was initially created and 
later modified by MAY and CHONG [17-18]. In this model, 
masonry was regarded as an isotropic material with different 
strengths in two directions parallel and perpendia.dar to the 
bed joints, but other material properties are kept the same in 
both directions. In this program, maso"l'f is modelled as lri
linear and as an elastic-plastic material in compression and 
as a uniaxial material in tension. linear-elastic-brittle 
behaviour was assumed for the bending parallel and 
perpendicular to the bed joints. Biaxial failure criteria to 
descri>e the failure and the stress state of the masonl'f are 
divided mto three kinds in four quadrants: tension-tension, 
tension-compression (compression-tension) and 
compression-compression quadrants. Also masonry failure 
is assumed of two kinds: crushing by compression YAlen the 
stress reaches its ultimate capacity; or by cracking YAlen the 
tensile strength reaches the limit of tensile strength. After 
crushing occurs, the stress of masonry is co1J1)1etely lost. 
The crack direction is assumed to be normal to the direction 
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of principal stress; and after cracking occurs; rnasonl'f loses 
its strength normal to the crack direction but still resists 
stress in the crack direction. Furthermore, a four-nod flat 
shell element was adopted and 2 x 2 point Gauss
quadrature iteration scheme was employed and a constant 
stiffness matrix was used during the incremental approach. 

lt should be mentioned that, in recent years, the 
assumption of a sudden drop to zero stress level upon 
violation of the tensile or compressive strength is considered 
to be unreasonable by some researchers [19-20), so a 
softening stress-strain relationship is used instead of the 
assumption in this model; but arTfWJY, the model updating 
process based on the existing model was still meaningful as 
the updating procedure would be quite similar. 

2. 1. 1 Analysis to the existing model 
The objective of model analysis is to clarify how each 
parameter affects the analysed results and to find 
appropriate parameters for updating. Only those parameters 
YAlich strongly affect the analytical results are selected. 

In this study parameters related to the masonry material 
properties are investigated such as modulus E, Strength fx 
and fy, Poisson's ratio v. FIQUres 1 to 4 are load-deflection 
plots achieved by changing these parameters. F~gure 1 
shows that the modulus E has a stronger influence on 
deflections but little influence on the failure load. F~gure 2 
shows that the tensile strength perpendicular to bed joints fx 
could dramatically affect the failure load but the shapes of 
the load deflection relationships are not affected. 
Nevertheless, F~gure 3 shows that the tensile strength 
parallel to the bed joints fy mainly affects the shape of the 
load deflection curve, the higher the value of fy is the longer 
the linear stage (from beginning to kink position) would be, 
but this has a very small effect on the failure load. Figure 4 
shows the influence of the Poisson's ratio v and it is dear 
that only a small influence to both failure load and 
deformations is visible. 

Consequently, modulus E and tensile strengths fx and fy 
are selected for the model updating process. As the 
modulus E mainly affects deflections and tensile strengths fx 
and fy affect the panel failure load, modulus E is modified at 
each zone within the panel using corrector factors. This 
modification is intended to model the corrbined effects of 
variations in material and geometric properties and the 
effects from panel boundary types. 
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2.2 Target information 
To compare the FEA results with the experimental ones 
(load deflection and failure load), the results from the base 
panel (SBO 1) is used as the target for comparison 
purposes. Panel 5801 was a solid single leaf masonry 
panel which was tested by CHONG [21) . This panel was 
constructed using perforated dass B facing bricks with 
dimensions of 5600mm long, 2472mm high and 102.5mm 
thick. The panel boundary conditions were such that two 
vertical edges were simply supported, the bottom edge was 
built-in and the top edge was free. The deHection readings 
were obtained at 36 locations on the panel. These deflection 
readings and failure load were used for updating the FEA 
modeL 

Because most experimental readings appeared irregular, 
it is not feasible to direclly use these readings. Therefore, 
some rectification has been carried out by a computational 
regression method using Timoshenko's formula. More 
delalls of the modification can be found elsewhere [22]. 
Another benefit of this modification is that the formula results 
in a continuous deformation surface for every load level; this 
means deflections of the whole panel are available beside 
!he 36 measuring points. This is more convenient for further 
computational purposes. 

2.3 Updating tools 
in this study !he genetic algorithm (GA) optimisation 
technique is used to minimise the errors between the 
experimental and analytical results. The practical obstade in 
this study is that there are 20 GA variables which due to the 
compensatory effects it is difficult to find a unique solution 
for practical purpose. The genetic algorithm (GA) is an 
evolutionary optimisation approach, it is more appropriate for 
solving multi-dimensional problems with non-linear complex 
models where the global optimum is difficult to locate. 
Therefore, GA is selected in this study, parameters for GA 
search is shown as Table 1. 

2.3. 1 Ocyective function 
The objective function is used to expre.ss the error between 
the analytical and experimental results. Normally, when 
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analysing masonry panels, better agreement is sought for 
the prediction of: (a) failure load; (b) deformation; (c) failure 
pattern. As it is hard to express the failure pattern by a 
function, only failure load and deflections are considered. 
The error is defined as: 
1. Deftection error. deviation of the FEA deflection values 

from the target values over the entire surface of the 
panel. 

2. Load error: deviation of the FEA failure load from the 
target failure load. 

The objective functions can be expressed as: 

cXl = c I_* .!.ci i cDJJ;:'j)l)k)0.5 
111 11 k j • l 

11 =abi,_Ff - Fe) 
Fe 

6 = wl • ii + wd • M 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

11 is found that, using Equation (3) as the objective function, 
the GA becomes stuck to local optima. To obtain the global 
optimised solution, gradient error, which is defined as the 
deviation of the gradients of the load deflection curve 
bel\wen two adjacent load levels shown as Equation (4) and 
(5), is added to the objective function and the objective 
function becomes as shown in Equation (6). 

G - F;+l -F; ,-
Di+l-DI 

(4) 

og = <.!.. __ l __ CI ~ <Y)2).)0.5 
m n - l t 1•1 

(5) 

0 = 1r/* 8 + wd * &J + H:g * Og (6) 

In this research, wt = 0.5, oo = 0.2, wg = 0.3 are proved to 
be adequate. 
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Table 1 
Parameters definition for aenetic alaorithm st01rch 

Parameters Population Probability of Probability of Number of 
kinds (Npop) crossover( Pc) mutation( Pm) generatlons(Ngtn) 

Range 20-200 025-1 .0 0.001-0.75 10-3000 

Mostly used 80-200 0.5-0.8 0.01-0.03 50-300 

This research 200 0.65 0.01 100 

Table 2 
e uod;lttd correc;tor values for smeared alobal Drootrtles !left half pan Th el) 

1 2 3 .. 6 
A 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
B 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
c 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
D 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Cfx-0.554 Cfy=2.943 error-15.73% 

Table 3 
Corrector factors derived bv the GA left half Danell 

1 2 3 4 ~ 

A 1.607 1.106 1.132 1.138 1.140 

B 1.587 1.086 1.112 1.118 1.119 

c 1.526 1.025 1.051 1.057 1.059 

D 0.717 0.216 0.242 0.248 0.250 

Cflr-1.473 Cfv::1 .040 error-0.1543% 

3. UPDATING PROCESS 

In the updating process the objective function, discussed in 
section 2.3.1 is used for all cases and the following design 
parameters are considered: 
• Corrector factors: These take account of variation in 

flexural stiffness in elements of FEA and also effect of 
panel boundary types. 

• Tensile strength values both parallel and perpendicular to 
bed joints 

3.1 Smeared properties - constant corrector factors 
In this case, all elements are assigned YIUh the same values 
of material properties and tensile strengths. In this case 
there are only 3 independent parameters, used in the 
optimisation process. Table 2 and FigUre 5 show the 
updated results. Although they show a good correlation with 
the experimental results, the updated values of tensile 
strength parallel to bed joints fy is larger than fx, which 
obviously not acceptable. From these results it can be 
conduded that use of smeared properties cannot result in a 
suitable model. 

3.2 Updating corrector factors at each element 
3. 2. 1 Corrector factors as the GA variables 
At this stage corrector factors at each element are used as 
the GA variables (a total 20 GA independent variables for 
the symmetrical half panel). Tensile strength values parallel 
and perpendicular to the bed joints are also used as the GA 
variables. 

In this process, although the GA is able to find models 
that improved the predicted deflected shape of the panel, 
due to the compensatory effects of many variables it is 

difficult to identify a suitable model. At this stage a 
regression analysis is used to refine corrector factors, 
selected from a number of the GA runs, to obtain a set of 
corrector factors that represent a best fit for the 
experimental deflected shape of the panel. 

3. 2. 2 Corrector factors with constraint function 
Our investigation of the sensitivity analysis showed that the 
panel boundary types have a strong influence in the 
response of the panel to lateral loading. The study also 
showed that the stiffness of elements adjacent to panel 
boundaries either increases (si~ly supported boundary as 
there is some degree of restrain in the rotation at the panel 
vertical sides) or decrease (for the built-in support as there 
is some degree of rotation at the base of the panel). This 
has been reflected in values of the corrector factors (see 
F~gure 6 for details). The equations defming the corrector 
factors are given below: 

For simply supported edges: 
CR, = As*txp (85/Xs) +Cs*txp (Ds!Xs) +Es (7) 

For built-in edge: 
~= ~ *exp ~) +C~ *rxp (Dblx.,) +~ (8) 

As there are !m simply supported boundary types, one at 
each vertical edge of the panel and one buiH-in boundary at 
the panel base, the combined effect of these is summed in 
Equation (9): 
CR = (C~ +CR. +CRJ/3 (9) 
In this representation, there are 10 inde.pendent GA 
variables and the corrector factors obtained are summarised 
in Table 3. 
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Table4 
Co rrector factors der ived by the GA with adding radlent ob ectlve functl on 

1 2 3 4 s 
A 1.283 1278 1.277 1.277 1.277 

B 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 

c 0.926 0.921 0.920 0.920 0.920 

D 0223 0.218 0.217 0211 0.217 

Cfx=1.473 Cfy=1 .040 error-0.1141% 

From Table 3, it can be seen that from rrm D to rrm A in 
each column, corrector factors are increasing but they are 
decreasing from the vertical supports towards the centre of 
the panel (from column 1 to 5). Further investigation showed 
that if Equations (7) and {8) are replaced by Equations {10) 
and (11) more consistent results are obtained. 
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CRFA;(1 +8; C; )(j \ {11 
CR.i=A.i{1-Bd Cd !<d); {1" 
In the formulae, When A>O, 8>0, O<C< 1, then CR, represet 
decreasing tendency and CR.! represent increasir 
tendency. The updated results by using Equations (10) ar 
(11) are shown in Rgure 7 and Table 4. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Details of an innovative numerical model updating process 
are introduced in this paper. In ttis research evolutionary 
computation techniques are successfully applied to derive 
corrector factors for use in an FEA model for updating 
laterally loaded masonry wall panels. These corrector 
factors modelled the collective effects of variation in material 
and geometric properties and also the effect of the panel 
boundary types on the response of masonry wall panels 
subjected to lateral loading. To cover the whole linear and 
non-linear range for loading, it is necessary to milimise the 
error between the gradient of the predicted (FEA) and the 
target (Experimental) load deflection curves at various load 
levels. This considerably improved the convergence toward 
the experimental results. 
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ABSTRACT 
lt is ()()( easy to construct an accurate FEA model for 
latera/ly loaded masonry' panels. Model updating has been 
an effective way to improve an existing FEA model, 
however, model updating is a reverse problem solving 
process, which means there maybe many solution, some 
solutions are the local optima which mislead the model to be 
a wrong physical meaning, or lost the physical meaning. 
Therefore, the uniqueness study to the solutions is vefY 
necessaty. In thiS paper, the uniqueness of the solution of 

updating a FEA model of laterally loaded masonfY panel by 
geneiJc algorithm (GA) was studied, so as to danfy whether 
the obtained solutions reflect the real condrtion of the 
structure and could be used to make effective revision to the 
model. The study is carried out in the fo/Jowing ways: Firstly, 
compare solutions under all possible pennutations of 
assumed boundafY conditions in which the pennuta/ion of 
two kinds of constraint function was used. Secondly, 
compare so/utioriS under all possible pennutations of 
assumed boundafY conditions in which the stiffness close to 
the supported boundaries are changed. Thirdly, compare the 
solutions under the condition of changing the mesh sizes. lt 
has been found that the solutions indicate the same physical 
meanrng and reveal the same problem of the ex1sting FEA 
model; they also make similar revision to the model although 
their values IVere different Conseque.nlly, solutions could be 
regarded as unique and the model updating results by the 
proposed model updating methodology is credible for 
improving the existing FEA model. 

KEYWORDS 
Uniqueness, Model updating, optimisation, masonry pa"lel, 
FEA, genetic algorithm 

NOTATION 
A, B, C GA variables, as the constants of the constraint 

fonnulae 
CR Corrector factors 
X distance from the zone centre to the 

corresponding edge 

1.1NTRODUCTION 

A FEA model of laterally loaded masonry panel has been 
successfully updated (1-2) using the experimental results for 
a solid masonry panel, SB01, which consists of two vertical 
edges siq>ly supported and the bottom edge built-in and the 
top edge free. The Hexural stiffness of elements of the FEA 
mesh was revised by multiplying the corrector fadOIS, as 
Introduced by ZHOU [3). These corrector factors shown as 
Table 1 were derived using model updating process v.ith the 
genetic algorithm (GA). Values in Table 1 indicate tha~ in a 
FEA model of SB01, assuming the bottom edge to be totally 
fixed and the vertical edges simply supported do not 
represent the real boundary cond~ions. In lhe experiment 

the built-in bottom edge or the panel was not totally fixed, 
but some rotation or movement is expected, whereas the 
rotation in the simply supported vertical edges appeared to 
be constrained to some extent 

11 is very difficult to find an analytical model v.tlich 
produces results that perfectly match the real behaviour. 
This situation is worse with masonry due to the highly 
composite nature or the material constituents of masonry. 
Model updating techniques are an effective way to verify the 
suitability or the analytical models. Model updating is a 
reverse problem solving process, which naturally results in a 
duster of good solutions. Sometimes model updating may 
result in a model that can reasonably simulate the 
experimental results, but values of some of the parameters 
may be such that their physical meaning coUd be lost [4-5]. 
This paper reports the results of a comprehensive 
uniqueness study that the proposed methodology can find a 
practicaHy acceptable solution that closely models the true 
behaviour of the masonry panels. 

Specifically, uniqueness of model updating process can 
be investigated by the following methods [5-6]: using 
different numbers of updating parameters; adding some 
noise to lhe target information; additional constraint to the 
parameters to be updated; study the updating results of 
using different mesh size; directly updating the physical 
parameters used in the definition of the FEA modeL 

In this research, the uniqueness study was conducted as 
follows: (a) investigate the results from different GA runs 
v.ith different starting points; (b) investigate the effect of all 
possible boundal}' conditions; (c) investigate the effect of 
cfifferent FEA mesh sizes; [d) compare the results of using 
different foorulae to derive corrector factors. The m~ 
objective of this study was to capture a practicaDy 
acceptable model thal simulates experimental res~ts closely 
and ensures the values of the parameters are within the 
acceptable range. 

2. DIFFERENT GA RUNS WITH 
DIFFERENT STARTING POINTS 

Due to the interaction and compensalory effects of many 
variables, it v.oold be difficult to find a unique solution using 
stochastic search techniques such as the GA. 

Many GA process have demonstrated tha~ by introducing 
tlv"ee kinds of discrepancy to the objective function [2], it is 
possible to capture a cluster of good solutions that improved 
the quality of the predicted behaviour of the masorvy panels. 
Although the error of each inl>!ementalion was not exactly 
the same, they were quite similar. In this process the set of 
corrector factors derived in each solution appeared to have 
a similar pattern (refer to Tables 1 and 2 for details). From 
this study it can be concluded that the set of correctors, 
captured by the GA (Table 1) are practically acceptable and 
give a close match v.ith the experimental results, both in 
load deflection and failure load predictions. 
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NOTE: In an tables In this pa~r. Row D (or E) was the zones close to bottom tdge, column 1 was zones close to 
the left tdge and column 6 was tht middle. Btcause of symmetry, only the left half of the panel is presenttd. 

Table1 
Corr td [2] tctor factors with bottom tdge built-in and vertical edge si m 1ly su!ll)<)_rt 

Error • 0.008 1 2 3 4 6 

A 1183 11 78 1.2n 1.2n 1.2n 

B 1.187 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 

c 0.926 0.921 0.920 0.920 0.920 

D 0123 0.218 0.217 0.217 0.217 

Tablt2 
Anoth.r corrector factors with bottom tdge built-In and vertical tdge 

I I rted lth dlff GA I I tatl sm prysuppo1 w ertnt mp1emen on 

Error • 0.102 

A 

B 
c 
D 

A 

B 

c 
D 

1 

1.274 

1.268 
1.196 

0.265 

2 

1148 

1.242 

1.170 

0.239 

2 

3 4 5 

1.247 1147 1147 

1.241 1141 1141 

1.168 1.168 1.168 

0.238 0138 0.238 

3 4 si 

Simply supported edge 

===: Built-in edge 

Figure 1 Different corrector factors were assigntd to the all zones of the panel 

3. INVESTIGATE THE EFFECT 
OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In this investigation a comprehensive parametric study was 
conducted in YA!ich different combilations of boundary types 
for both the vertical edges and the base edge of the panel 
were tried. 

3.1 Corrector factors modifitd lit all elements 
The model updating results, i.e. corrector factors, as shown 
in Table 1 were obtained in this way: because in the FEA 
model, the two vertical sides of the panel were assumed to 
be simply supported and the base of the panel was 
assumed to be built-in (the top edge was free). Then two 
different constraint formulae, one with increasing tendency 
(to model the degree of rotation at the built-in edge) and 
another with the decreasing tendency (to model the degree 
or restraint to rotation in a simply supported edge), were 
introduced (see Figure 1, Equations (1) and (2) 
respectively). 

Cr=A-B'C' (1) 
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Cr=A+B'C' (2) 

Using Equations (1) and (2), a set of corrector factors, 
shown in Table 1 was captured which given the smallest 
error. 

The results in Table 1 show that the base of the panel is 
not fully built-in and there is some degree of rotation at this 
supporting edge. This has been reflected by the softening of 
the stiffness of zones adjacent to the built-in support (in this 
case the base of the panel) which contain 4 elements. 
Similarly corrector values in Table 1 also show that at simply 
supported edges there was some degree of restraint to 
rotation. This was reflected by hardening of the stiffness of 
elements adjacent to simply supported edges. 

To further verify these condusions, an investigation was 
conducted to study the effect of changes in boundary types 
on the response of the panel to lateral loading. In this study 
the following combinations of boundary types were studied: 
1. Left and right edges simply supported ....;th the bottom 

edge built-in and the top edge free (001-1) 
2. Left and right edges built-in with the bottom edge simply 

supported and the top edge free (110-1) 
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3. Left and right edges with the bottom edge built-in and the 
top edge free (111-1) 

4. Left and right edges with the bottom edge simply 
supported and the top edge free (000-1 ). 

Note that the top edge was considered to be free for all 
cases. it was assumed that the two vertical edges have the 
same boundary conditions. In the above definitions simply 
supported, built-in and free edges were expressed as 0 and 
1 and -1 respectively as in the brackets. 

In order to investigate all possible tendencies of the 
corrector factors beside defined in Table 1, the following 
combinations of the Equations (1) and (2) were considered: 
1. Left and right edges decreasing tendency but bottom 

edge increasing tendency (ddi) 
2. Left and right edges increasing tendency but bottom 

edge decreasing tendency (iid) 
3. All bottom, left and right edges increasing tendency ~ii) 
4. All bottom, left and right edges decreasing tendency 

(ddd) 

The increasing and decreasing tendencies above were 
denoted by i and d respectively as in the brackets. 

Consequently there were in total 16 possible cases from 
all boundary types for updating the FEA model. The 
corresponding errors between the experimental results and 
the predicted response using non-linear FEA model for all 
16 cases are summarised in Table 3. The model updating 
details are addressed elsev.ttere [2]. 

From the results in Table 3 it can be conduded that the 
error values along the diagonal of the matrix (Table 3) 
corresponding to 001-1/ddi, 110-1/iid, 000-1/ddd, and 
111-1/iii have the smaUest error in each kind of boundary 
condition. The corresponding updated resuUs for these 
cases are presented in Tables 1, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. 
From the four tables it can be seen that the stiffness values 
for elements adjacent to a buiH-in boundary are always 
decreasing and those near the simply supported edges are 
increasing. This means that all boundaries are neither fully 
fixed nor totaUy free of rotation. 

Table 3 
Discrepancies with different definitions of the boundary 

conditions ilnd using different formula combinations 

~s De ddi lid Ill 
boo 

001 -1 0.135 0.217 0.136 

110-1 0.255 0.135 0.148 

111-1 0.221 0.193 0.176 

000-1 0.225 0.223 0.199 
. . .. 

Note. defined bol.l1dary cooditions, the 4 d~grts from the left represent 
left, right botton1 and top sides respectively,O means simply supported, 

ddd 

0.281 

0.250 

0.261 

0.180 

1 means buiH-rn and -1 means free, then 001-1 means left and right sides simply supported, 
bottom bull-in and top free. i represent increasing tendency and 

d represent decreasing tendency of the constraint function 

Table4 
Corrector filctors of SB01 with vertical sides built-in 

and bottom edge simpl supported 110-1fiid) 

Error = 0.13S 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.063 0.973 1.480 1.735 1.812 

B 0.100 1.010 1.517 1.772 1.849 

c 0.179 1.088 1.595 1.850 1.927 

D 0.345 1.255 1.762 2.017 2.094 

Table 5 
Corrector factors of SB01 with thrtt sides built-in (111·1/ili) 

Error • 0.176 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.245 0.431 0.559 0.634 0.659 

B 0.243 0.429 0.557 0.632 0.657 

c 0.225 0.411 0.538 0.613 0.638 

D 0.065 0.251 0.379 0.454 0.479 

------------== ====' 
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Table 8 
Corrector factors of 5801 with vertical sldts simply 

supported a11d bottom built-In (000-1/ddd) 

Error • 0.180 

A 

B 

c 
D 

1 

1.49 

1.495 

1.499 

1.504 

A 

B 

c 

D 

2 

1.483 

1.488 

1.492 

1.497 

2 

3 4 5 

1.48 1.479 1.479 

1.484 1.483 1.483 

1.489 1.488 1.488 

1.494 1.493 1.493 

3 4 5 I 

_ Simply supported edge 

~ Built-in edge 

Figure 2 Different corrector factors were assigned to the zones adjacent to the supported edges 

Furthermore, a dose examination of Tables 5 and 6 show 
that, when both the vertical and bottom edges are bu~t-in, 
the stiffness for elements dose to the vertical sides would 
appear to be much smaller than those dose to the bottom 
edge. On the other hand, v.tlen defining all these boundaries 
as si~ly supported, the stiffness of elements adjacent to 
the bottom edge appears to be much larger than those 
adjacent to the vertical sides, which means the bottom edge 
tends to be constraint more than the vertical edges. 

From the above observations it can be conduded that, 
when the two vertical sides are defined as simply supported 
and the base edge is defined as built-in, corrector factors in 
Table 1 indicated the real problem of the existing FEA model 
and made proper revision to the FEA model. 

3.2 Changing the stiffness only at the supported 
boundaries 
From the investigation in section 3.1, it is also evident that, 
corrector factors are approximately the same except those 
adjacent to the supported edges which appear much 
difference. Therefore it is reasonable to investigate how the 
corrector factors would be changed if the panel is divided in 
to 4 zones, and only 4 different corrector factors are used as 
shown in Ftgure 2. 
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In this investigation, all 4 kinds of defined boundary 
conditions as in section 3.1 were used. The results of this 
investigation are summarised in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10. A 
glance in these tables shows that corrector factors have a 
similar pattern as those of Tables 1, 4, 5 and 6 respectively 
described in section 3.1. Compare with the middle part of 
the panel, corrector factors along the defined built-in 
boundaries are much smaller but those along the defmed 
simply supported edges are much bigger. Hence the same 
condusions on the effects or panel boundaries can be 
drawn. 

4. CHANGING THE MESH SIZE 

The above investigation were based on an 18 x 8 grid = 144 
FEA mesh size, to correspond to the number of 
experimental recorded points. To check the updated results, 
another FEA model using a 20 x 10 grid = 200 mesh was 
tested. For simplicity only the boundary conditions 
corresponding to Table 1 and Table 7 was investigated. 
Corrector factors resulting from this investigation are shown 
in Tables 11 and 12. 

From Table 11 and 12 it can be seen that the corrector 
factors have the same feature as those in Table 1 and 7 
respectively, which means that Table 1 does indicate the 
practical boundary effects. 
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Table 7 
Corrector factors achieved by only changing values adjacent to 

the boundaries {vertical sides simply supported and bottom built-In) 
001·1 1 2 3 4 ~ 

A 1.021 1.112 1.112 1.112 1.112 
B 1.021 1.112 1.112 1.112 1.112 
c 1.021 1.112 1.112 1.112 1.112 
D o2n 0.212 0.212 0.212 0212 

Table 8 
Corrector factors achieved by only changing values adjacent to 

the boundarles_lvertical sides built-In and bottom simply suppartedl 

110-1 1 2 3 4 !I 

A 0.259 0.763 0.763 0.763 0.763 

B 0.259 0.763 0.763 0.763 0.763 

c 0259 0.763 0.763 0.763 0.763 

D 0.726 1.213 1.213 1.213 1.213 

Table 9 
Corrector factors by only changing values adjacent to 

the boundaries with all vertical sides and bottom built-in) 

111-1 1 2 3 4 5 

A 0.050 1.586 1.586 1.586 1.586 

B 0.050 1.586 1.586 1.586 1.586 

c 0.050 1.586 1.586 1.586 1.586 

D 0.054 0.218 0.218 0.218 0.218 

Table10 
Corrector factors by only changing values adjacent to 

the boundaries {all vertical sides and bottom simply suppcrtedl 
000-1 1 2 3 4 11 

A 1.695 1.560 1.560 1.560 1.560 

B 1.695 1.560 1.560 1.560 1.560 

c 1.695 1.560 1.560 1.560 1.560 

D 1.283 1.716 1.716 1.716 1.716 

Table 11 
Corrector factors with 200 elements using constraint function 

{bottom edge built-In and vertical tdge simply sup~rttdl 

001 ·1 1 2 3 4 11 

A 1.080 1.013 1.000 0.998 0.997 

B 1.072 1.006 0.993 0.991 0.990 

c 1.031 0.965 0.952 0.950 0.949 

D 0.856 0.790 o.m 0.775 o.n4 
E 0.231 0.165 0.152 0.149 0.149 
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Table12 
Changing corrector factors only adjacent to tht boundaries 

(vertl~l sides simply supported and bottom built-In with 200 elements} 

001-1 1 2 

A 1.041 1.006 

B 1.041 1.006 

c 1.041 1.006 

D 1.041 1.006 

E 0.396 0.148 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of this investigation the following conclusions can 
be drawn: 
• Panel boundary types have a major influence on the 

corrector values; 
• Assumed built-in and simply supported boundary types 

can not fully define the boundary types in real panels; 
• Corrector factors can collectively model the variation in 

material and geometric properties and also the effects or 
panel boundaries; 

• Larger corrector factor values occur near simply 
supported edges and smaller values near built-in edges 
and do not mean that these locations are physically more 
stiff or less stiff, they rather reflect that the panel 
boundaries are not defined properly and this adjusbnent 
compensates for this modelling error; 

• lt is also deroonstrated that using evolutionary 
computation techniques, such as genetic algorithms, it is 
possible to capture a response or the panels that is 
closely related to the experimental result 
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1.006 1.006 1.006 

1.006 1.006 1.006 

1.006 1.006 1.006 

1.006 1.006 1.006 

0.148 0.148 0.148 
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A CA AND ANN TECHNIQUE OF PREDICTING 
FAILURE LOAD AND FAILURE PATTERN OF 

LATERALLY LOADED MASONRY PANEL 
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Absti·act 
In spite of more than 30 years of research, it is difficult to reliably predict the behaviour of 
masonry panel subjected to lateral loading. This paper indroduces an innovative technique, 
which combines the cellular automata (CA} and artificial neural networks (ANN) to predict 
both fililure loads and failure patterns of laterally loaded masonry panels without using 
conventional techniques. 

This paper proposes a new concept, called generalized panel, which can project various 
failure patterns of panels into one panel In other words, these numerical patterns of the 
panels are mapped on a generalized panel that symbolizes the failure patterns for the panels 
having different shapes, sizes and boundary conditions. The data are then transferred as the 
input for the proposed ANN model The output from the ANN model is the fuilure load 
vahles of the panels. Finally, the ANN model relates the failure load with the corresponding 
failure pattern of a pane~ and subsequently predicts the fiUlure load of the panel. 

KEYWORDS 
failw'e load, failure pattern, artificial neural networks, cellular automata, generalized pane~ 
zone similarity_ 

Introduction 
In the past numerical analytical tools have been widely used to predict the failure load and 
the corresponding failure pattern of a panel. The accuracy of numerical analytical models 
mostly depends on modeling the constitutive relationship for material more accurately. One 
of the most difficuh research subjects is to model the constitutive relationship of masonry 
and the behaviour of laterally loaded masonry wall panels. This is because masonry is a 
highly anisotropic composite material. 

Researchers have proposed three t)pical analytical methods. Baker {1982} and Chong 
(1993) statistically established the smeared material properties for brickwork by testing a 
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number of wallets, and applied the cracking criteria related to flexural tensile stress in their 
finite element analysis (FEA) of laterally loaded masonry panels_ Lee et a1 (1996) introduced 
a two-stage of homogenization technique to investigate the elastic-brittle behaviour of 
masonry panels subjected to lateral loading; one stage for the orthotropic material; and the 
other for smeared cracking of the material Lourenco (1997, 2000) proposed an anisotropic 
softening model so that a process was made for predicting the response of masonry panels 
subjected to out-of-plane loading_ The above three models do not involve modelling variation 
of masonry properties in local regions within the pane~ which considerably affects the 
accuracy of the existing analytical techniques_ 

However, the existing analytical techniques on masonry structures, such as the FEA 
methods based on the above constitutive models, have shown that no mater bow accurate the 
constitutive modes for masonry properties are, they can not predict the failure load and 
failure pattern of the masonry structure accurately as long as they use global material 
properties for the whole structure_ Lawrence (1991) indicated that "the greatest difficulty 
with analyzing walls under lateral loading is coping with the high degree of random variation 
present in masonry materials_ _ __ It is essential to account for this inherent random variation 
in any theoretical analysis."' In other words, it is impossible to make an accurate prediction if 
the variation of masonry properties in the local working environment of a masonry structure 
is not included in the analytical techniques_ Therefore, some researchers sought the analytical 
techniques which can quantify the variation of masonry properties at locations within the 
masonry structure and used the intelligent techniques, such as neural networks and cellular 
automata, to deal with predicting the response of masonry panels under lateral loading_ 

Lawrence (Lawrence and Lu 1991) introduced random noise to tensile strengths at 
various locations on the panel in order to improve the accuracy of the FEA of masonry 
panels, but in some c.ases this approach leads to less accurate prediction of cracking load 
Mathew et al (1999) introduced a hybrid system which combines both case-based reasoning 
and the artificial neural networks (ANN) based analysis to predict the failure load of masonry 
wall panels under lateral loading. But fur some particular sets of parameters involving in 
structural configurations, boundary conditions and material properties, the trained ANN can 
not distinguish their differences weU and results in that some predicted failure loads have the 
same value_ 

Zhou et al (Zhou, 2002; Rafiq et ~ 2003) reported that the panel response to lateral 
loading is influenced by the variation in masonry properties and most importantly by the 
boundary. They introduced a new concept "the concept of stiffuesslstrength corrector" to 
quantify the variation in masonry properties and the effect of panel boundaries_ Then they 
introduced the concept of zone similarity is basically based on the assumption that the 
corrector values are governed by the relative distances of a zone from similar boundary 
types_ Based on this concept of zone similarity, a technique using Cellular Automata (CA) 
was developed to establish corrector values for any unseen panels_ Rafiq et al (2006) has 
extended and refined the concept of stiffness/strength corrector to obtain a close match 
between load-.deflection and failure behavior of various panels_ Results from a non-linear 
FEA demonstrated that using corrector values can greatly improve the prediction of both 
failure load and failure pattern of the panel 
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Zhou and IWiq et al (2006) further found that the CA model and corresponding criteria 
for matching zone similarity can be directly used to predict the fAilure pattern of unseen 
panels based on the fAilure pattern of the base panel 

This paper relates the predicted fAilure pattern of the corresponding failure load of the 
panel using a new concept of generalized panel. In this approach, the ANN model of the 
panel is used to predict the fAilure load of the panel based on the predicted failure pattern, 
obtained by the above CA model Thus an artificial intelligent technique (AIT) is 
implemented to directly predict both the fAilure load and f.ailw'e pattern of the panel subject 
to lateral loading without using any conventional methods such as the FEA 

The CA modelllng of boundary effect on zones within a pnel 
The CA model properties 

Edward (1989) describes CA as discrete space-time models consisting of cells in a lattice 
network.. The ''neighborhood" comists of adjacent cells which will influence the behaviour of 
a particular cell state (Soschinske 1997). Fig. 1 shows a typical2-D neighborhood cell model 
developed by von Neumann (Soschinslc.e 1997) and utilised in this paper. 

a(t,j-l) a(t,J) a(t,j+l 

~-l,j) 

FIG. 2. Cellular Automata Neighbourhoods ofvon Neumann (1997) 

Ha1pem et al. (1989) furmalised the CA transition model in the case of the von Neumann 
neighbourhood as: 

(1) 

where a = cell state value at a given time interval t, i, j ::: x, y cell coordinates, t ::: time 
interval, andf= transition function descnl>ing iteration rule. 

Ruck:er and Rudy (1989) summarised the properties of the CA as follows: 

ParaDet each cell is updated independent of other cells; 

Locality: the state value of a new cell depends on its old cell state value, and the values of its 
neighbourhood cells at a given time t; 

Homogeneity: the same rules are applied to all cells. 
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The CA modelling ofboundary effect on zones within a panel 

Boundary effect on zones (Zhou and Rafiq et al, 2002, 2003) within panels with similar 
properties can be suitably descnbed by the CA space properties, paralle~ loc.ility and 
homogeneity_ Fig. 3 shows how the boundary effect is modelled using CA 

Tnuitlta Fnrtlta f.r I..ft Bt....,_,. 

Lq =~/ + 7}(1-~1) 
(Fl, 2.--1 m;j=l, 2.--~ n) 

-+ -+-+-+-+-+ 
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~ TI'Diitlta Futtlta for To, Btutlary t TiJ = 1i-IJ + 7}(1 - T;.Ij) 
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' • StmV..._ 

S,,, = (L ;,; + Rli + Bt; + Tll) 

~~~~~~~ ~~~--~~T-~ 
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R;j =R;J+l + 7}(1-R;.;.J) 
(t=l, 2, ... , m; j=n, n-1, ... , 2, I) 

FIG. 3. The CA Model of Boundary Effect on Z.ones within a Panel 

• The panel is divided into a number of zones (cells in a CA model)_ Boundaries of the 
panel are described as the specified input initial values of the transition functions which 
are defined in Eqn {2) below_ The position of each cell in the CA model corresponds to 
the position of a zone within the panel 

• Each cell (zone) receives the boundary effect from its neighborhood cells and in turn 
propagates the b01mdary effect to their neighborhood cells. For a two-dimensional pane~ 
the von Neumann model was found to be sufficient for describing the effect of different 
boundaries from four supports at edges of the paneL Therefore, the CA transition 
functions, which are defined in Eqn. {2), fully propagate the effect of panel boundaries to 
individual zones within the paneL 
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4J = LIJ-1 + '1(1 - LiJ-J) (i = 1, 2, ... ,M; j = 1, 2, ... , N) 

RIJ = RIJ+l + 11(1-RtJ+J) (i = 1, 2, ... , M;j = N, N-1, ... , 2, 1) 

Bv = Bi+Jo~+ 11(1-B;+J;) (i = M, M-1, ... ,2, 1; j = 1, 2, ... , N) 

Tv = Tt.JJ + 11(1 - TI-IJ) (i = 1, 2, ... , M;j = 1, 2, ... , M) 

(2) 

where M and N are the numbers of cohunns and rows of divided zones, 1J is the coefficient of 
transition, and L, R, B and Tare the state va1ues of zones (cells) which are obtained from the 
propagation of the collective effect from the left, right, bottom and top boundaries 
respectively. 

Lt.o, RtN+J, BJI+JJ and ToJ are the input initial values for the transition functions Lv, Rv, 
Bv and TiJ. These initial values describe different boundary types identified by specific 
values, for instance, 0.0 defines a free support, 0.2 defines a simple support and 0.4 defines a 
built.-in support. For more details of selecting initial values, refer to Zhou (2002) and Rafiq 
et al (2003). 

The state value Sv of every zone within the panel is calculated as the average effect 
from its four adjacent cells, see Eqn (3), which shows that the state value for each cell is 
closely related to its four neighbourhoods. 

S .. = (L ~i+R q +Bq+T~i) (. 1 , M . 1 2 N) 
I ,J 4 1 = > "> ... , ' J = > > ••• , (3) 

The above proposed CA modelling of boundary effects on zones within the panel reflects 
the CA properties of paralle~ locality and homogeneity. For the property of parallel: the state 
values of individual cells can be updated independent of other cells/zones to assign unique 
values to each zone using Eqns (2) and (3). For the property of locality: the new ceWzone 
state value depends on state values of its neighbouring cells/zones (Eqn 3). For the property 
of homogeneity: the same rules, Eqns (2) and (3), are applied to all celWzones within the 
panel 

criteria for matcbing zone similarity 
The concept of zone similarity (Zhou and Rafiq et a~ 2002, 2003) identifies zones within two 
panels, which are governed by similar boundary types. For this purpose, a criterion needs to 
be established to match similar zones between a new panel (unseen panel) and a base panel 
(panel for which the correctors are known) based on the concept of zone similarity. The 
general criterion for matching zone similarity in the above CA model can be defined as: 

Firstly, using the Eqns (4) and (5), calculate state values for all zones within the base 
panel and the new panel: 

{s;-}={r(B1 ,B, ,B, ,B, ;dli ,drl.dt,,dtt)} (4) 

(5) 
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where 

f is the function relationship. 

{s;""} is the state vector related to the zone i on the new pane~ which includes the state 

values of this zone itself and its four neighbourhoods. 

~} is the state vector related to the zone k on the base pane~ which includes the state 

values ofthis zone itself and its four neighbourhoods. 

B1 ,B, ,IJ, ,B1 are the boundary type parameters at the left, right, bottom and top edge of the 

new panel respectively. 

~.B~.~.B; are the boundary type parameters at the left, right, bottom and top edge of the 
base panel separately. 

d11 ,drt,d,li,dti; are the distances from the centre of the zone i to the Left, right, bottom and top 

edges of the new panel respectively. 

d~,d~,d~k,d~ are the distances from the centre of the zone k to the Left, right, bottom and 

top edges of the base panel respectively. 

The equation ( 6) is used to establish zone similarity between panels 

(6) 

where S _ 'lj is the zone j on the base pane~ which is similar to a zone i on a new panel, MN 
= MxN is the total number of zones on the base panel, M and N represent the numbers of 
zones in row and cohunn within the base panel, and COMP.ARJSON is the criterion for 
matching similar zones between a base panel and a new panel 

For laterally loaded masonry wall panels, the Eqns (2} and (3} are proposed as the 
specific expression of the general Eqns (4) and (5), and the Eqn (7}, shown below, is 
proposed as the specific expression of the general Eqn (6) 

JI,N 

Etf:::: = MIN ~s~-s!'; I+ 1s;7-,-s~l+ ~;7.,- s:.,l+ 
a t l,.,.l 

Is~ -s~ ... I+ISi':,j- s:-~.al> 
(7) 

where EU;~ is the minimum error of MxN errors in Eqn. (7), m and n represent the 

position of a zone on the base pane~ i and j represent the position of a zone on the new panel 

Eqn (7) is used to compare the state values of a zone itself and its four neighbourhoods 
in the new panel with every zone and its four neighbourhood zones on the base panel An 
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error value is calculated for each zone by Eqn (7). The zone with the minimum error value on 
the base panel is defined as the sole similar zone to the zone on the new panel 

Predicting failure pattern of panel using the above concept and 
crlte1·ia 
The CA model of the pane~ which is descnbed by the Eqns. (2) and (3), and the criteria for 
matching zone similarity has been used to directly (without using FEA) match the fitilure 
pattern of the base panel to a new panel using Eqn {7). This technique includes three steps: 

The first step: Establish the CA models of the base panel and the new paneVunseen 
panel as Fig 3. Eqns (2) and (3) are used to calculate state values of all zones/cells within the 
base panel and the new panel Cells in the CA model of the panel are set up to correspond to 
the mesh division and Gauss points based on the FEA mesh. 

The second step: Each zone on the new panel is matched with its similar zone on the 
base panel using Eqn (7), the zone similarity rule. 

The third step: The fitilure pattern on the CA zone/cell mesh of the base panel is figured 
based on the fitilure patterns observed in the lab experiment of the standard experimental 
panels. Then this cracked pattern is matched on the new panel: if a zone/cell on the base 
panel is cracked, the corresponding similar zone on the new panel is also assumed to be 
cracked; 

Fig. 4 shows an example that successfully verifies the above procedure. 

(a) (b) (c) 

S600•147S• I02.S S600x247Sx i02..S S600><2SOOxl09 

(cl) (e) (f) 

(a) The f:lilure pattem ot Pmel Test 16 ........Win tbe lab~ 1983); 
(b) The failure panem ofPaoel Test 16 pedicled usiq the established CAmodd ....S based 011 tbe &ihn po11an 

of tbe bue paael; 
(c) The f:lilure palll!m of the bue pa....J S1JIIIIDalized lrcm tbe caresp<llldins apaimmlal pa....Js: (cl) Pmd SBO I 

(Cbcog. 1993), (e) Paae1 SB05 (Chal& 1993) ...S(I) Paad Tesl29 (l.awrmce, 1913). 

FIG. 4. An Example of Predicting the Failure Pattern of the Panel 
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concept of generallzated panel 
The above technique has demonstrated that it is possilbe to directly predict the firilure pattern 
of a laterally loaded masonry panel using the CA model and the exsiting lab records of a few 
standard panels. However, the predicted fitilure pattern does not relate the corresponding 
failure load which is the most important parameter for the design. The conventional methods 
are very difficult to deal with such a complex and highly nonlinear realtionship between the 
failure pattern and the fililure load of the panel 

Because artificial neural networks (ANN) are suitable for complex nonlinear problems 
involving in a number of parameters and variables, this paper develops a new concept, called 
gtrrtraliwl pt~rrtl, in order to establish an ANN model to express the relationship between 
the failure pattern and the corresponding failure load of the panel 

The predicted failure patterns of panels using the CA model can have different mesh sizes. 
This raises an issue for application of ANN, as the number of cells in input layer for an ANN 
modeL which take their data from the CA modeL must be a fixed size. 

The concept of generalized panel is to map the failure patterns of panels predicted using 
the CA technique and expressed with the numerical patterns into a fixed CA mesh which can 
form the input data for the ANN model. This mapping satisfies the criteria for matching 
similar zones between the new panels and the generalized panel In other words, if a 
zone/cell on the new panel is cracked, the corresponding similar zone on the generalized 
panel is also assumed to be cracked. In this process the value of a cracked zone/cell is set to 
1, and to 0 if uncracked. Since the failure patterns of panels with different dimensions 
projected on the generalized panel may be the same, this paper multiplies the failure pattern 
projected on the generalized panel by a dimensionless factor (between 0 and 1) which 
considers the aspect ratio and the length ofthe paneL that is, the dimensionless factor = the 
aspect ratio X the length/the muimom length. An example is shown in Fig. S. 

r""'_pare l 
~F-)~~· 

1- 1-
~ -" h-

~ - Ill,.;,~ t l1: 
iJII fl ·I+ 

I~ p .:. 
- 11'1 + .. +~ 

\I) (b) 

(a) The DilureJIIItem Jndidedusingtheestablisbed CAmodd and ~oo tbefailw'e Jllltrm of the buepD; 
(b) The faib'eJIIItem ~oo the ~panel; 

FIG 5. An Example of Projecting the Predicted Failure Pattern into the Generalized Panel 

In this research a generalized panel is defined by a panel which is divided to 16Xl6 mesh. 
This process is applied to re-mesh all panels to a 16xl6 mesh and map the correct failure 
patterns into this mesh, regardless oft.hese panel sizes. 
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The ANN and CA model of predicting fallure load and failure 
pattern of panel 
Fig. 6 gives out the ANN model used to predict the fililure load of a new panel 

Input the cmfiguratim of a new panel 

· the p-edictcd failure mode of 1he new paod using the CA model 

~ the p-cdicted failure mode into the gmmlized panel to film 
cbta of the eatablished BP nan1 netwmk. 

FIG. 6. The Structure ofthe Established BP Neural Networks 
Specification on the BP neural network 

The specification on the BP net shown in Fig. 6 is as follows: 
Each set in the training and test data fur the BP net consists of two parts, input and 

output. The input is the fililnre patterns of the panels obtained using the CA modeL and the 
output is the failure loads of the panels. from the lab or the FEA using the stiffuess/strength 
correctors if the corresponding lab record is not available. Failure loads for whole set of 
panels having various dimensions are obtained using the nonlinear FEA software and 
correctors. Failure loads for some panels tested in the laboratory by Chong (1993) are also 
added to this data. The data are used to train the nemal net to learn the failure loads of these 
panels. The train NN is then applied to predict the failure load of the unseen panels. 

The choice of the hidden layer of a BP net is usually based on the experience and the 
comparison of training results to a few different hidden layers with consideration on the 
learning rate and momentum. This paper deploys 1 hidden layer with 6 cells after verifying 1, 
2 and 3 hidden layers with 6, 12 and 18 cells respectively. The learning rate is 0.6 and the 
momentum is 0.9.. The corresponding training error is 0.035 and the testing error is 0.068 
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using the trainig and test data established in this research. The other traing and testing errors 
are more than 0.0367 and 0.1077. Fig. 7 shows the training resuh of the established BP 
neural network (Fig. 6). 

Network_Functlon 
1 

~ training dal21 

~ / ~testing data 1 

a ~r~v·~ . r~~~t.:.· 1 
0 Input 

FIG. 7. The training result of the established BP neural network. 
The results predicted using the BP neural network 

The Table l shows a group of results predicted using the trained BP neural net proposed in 
Fig. 6. 

Table l. The predicted result or the lab panels 
The sizes of the panels The lab The predicted 

tested in the lab (all failure failure loads 
panels are suppcxted loads ( 

using the Emn 
except for their free top 

kN/m2
) 

proposed BP net 
edges) (kN/m1

) 

2500X2500 7.8 7.736 
0.82 
% 

3750X2500 3.4 3.48 
2.35 
% 

5000X2500 2.7 2.796 
3.56 
% 

5600 X2475 2.8 3.024 8% 

6000 X2500 23 2.416 
5.04 
% 

It can be seen: Although the BP net gives outresults in the non- a less conservative 
prediction, the errors are in the range of allowance; this means the AI technique can replace 
the conventional techniques to directly predict the failure loads and failure patterns of panels. 
The table does not list the FEA failure loads for comparison as the author did not obtain the 
details of the panels enough for the FEA However, when compared with the existing FEA 
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results of laterally loaded masonry panels (Chong, 1993), it can confidently comment that the 
BP net can predict the failure load ofthe panel more accurately than does the FEA technique. 

Conclusions 
1. The new concept of gegeralized panel provides a functional model which can 

effectively transform a number of numerial patterns with different configurations into 
a unified numerical format which can be used as the input data of an analytical 
technique, particularly the AI techniques such as ANN. 

2. The proposed ANN model can replace the conventional techniques such as the FEA 
to predict the failure load of the panel more accurately. 

3. The technique developed in this paper can be used as an artificial experimental 
environment that can replace some of the physical tests for masonry panels, which 
could be very expensive. 
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Abslruc:t. This paper introduces mcthodologie that n t only predict the failure 
load and failure pattern of masonry panels ubjccaed to latcrnl loading more 
nccurnaely, but also clo ely matches dcfleclion :lt vnri u I ati n over lhe ur· 
face of the panel with their experimental result . ln this • earth. v lutionary 
Compumtion i u ·cd to model variation in mnLeriaJ and geometric propertie 
and al o the elfecLs of the boundary 1ypes on the bchnvi ur of the panel within 
lincnr and non-lincnr mnges. A cellular nuaomata model i u ed that utili. a 
l ne imilurity c ncept to map the fnilure behaviour of u ~inglc full ale panel 
•tJrt base panel', t ted in the lobomtory. to ~timate variations in material and 
geometric propcrti nnd al. o boundary effecLs for any un en pan I . 

1 Introduction 

Due to the highly comp ite and anisotropic mat rial propertie of mu onry, it has 
been difficult to accurately predict the behaviour of masonry panels. The re arch 
p nt d in rhi. paper propose a numerical model updating technique that tudie5 
th behaviour of mas nry panels subjected to lateral loading within the full linear and 
non-linear ranges. The method uses evolulionary computation (EC) technique · to 
mod I variations in geometric and material propcrtie over the entire urfa of the 
panel. The C seu.rch produces facrors 'the corrector fa tors', which reflect the col· 
lective effects of the above mentioned va.riation . The e fuctors are then wed to vary 
the value of flexurc rigidity at various locations over the e nrire urface of lhc panel. 
The modified flexure rigidity are then used in u specialised non-linear finite elemenl 
unalysi (P A program to prcdicathe failure load. failure pattern und load deflection 
relationships over the full linear ond n n-linear ranges. 'Th ne e pi r'..tlion al 0 in
clude the effect that boundary types may have n the response of panel to lutcml 
loading. Result obtained from the non-linear F A are compared with the experimen
tal re ults from a fun , cute panel tested in the I aboral ry. Finally a cellular automata 
( A) is used to map information obtained from the ·ing le full cale panel ·base 
panel" to an ·un en panel '2 for which nn estimate in variati n of material und gecr 
metric properties and boundary effects is produced. A non-linear FEA i then used to 
predict the failure behaviour of these unseen panels. 

1 The bru c panel is ~ panel for which di placement values are kn wn at voriou load level and 
location. over lh . urfocc of the panel nnd for whkh failure load and failure pauem are aiMl 
kn wn. 

1 The unseen panel i a panel for which the ubove purnmeters are nomtnlly n 1 kn wn. 

I.F .. Smith (Ed.): EG-1 E 2006. LNAI 200, pp. 534- 544. 2006. 
0 , prin •r.Vcrlu B\.<tlln Held lbcra 2006 
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Th generality of the methodologies propo ed in this paper was tested on severaJ 
'unseen panels ' with and without openi.ngs and the result~ were found to have a rea
sonable match with their experimental re ults. A sample of this tudy is pre ented 
Inter in this paper. 

2 Modelling and Measurement Error 

Robert-Nicoud et al. Ill define modelling error ..J as the difference between lh 
predicted response of a given model and that of an idcul model representing the reul 
behaviour accurately. Raphael and Smith [2] cutegori ed the modelling error into 
thre components, e" e2 and eJ. The component e1 is the error due Loth di crepancy 
between the behaviour of the mathematical model and that of the real structure. The 
component e2 is introduced during the numerical computation of th . lution lo the 
partial differential equutions representing the mathematical model. The component e; 
is the error due to the assumption. that arc made during the imulation of the numeri
cal modeL 

For mo nry wall panel. , assumptions regarding the choice of boundary condition 
ure very djrficull to justify. Thi i because the true nature of the panel boundaric 
either for a wall tested in lhe laboratory or real structure · does not comply with th 
known boundary type (fixed. imply supported etc .. Hence the error re ulting from 
th u e of incorrect boundary types would be relatively large. 

Another foetor that greatly affects the behaviour of masonry wall panel i che e i -
tence of a large error du to the comp nent e2 [21 introduced during the numerical 
computation proce.~. Thi error i mainly due to the uncertainty in modelling the 
material and geometric properties of highly composite anisotropic material uch a 
mn: onry. Yet, there i. n tan agreed muterinl model for mn onry to represent the true 
ani 'Otropic nature of thi material. There arc very few commercial packages for mod
elling masonry structures. Adding to this error is the modelling complexity due to the 
propagation of crnck over the surfnce and along the depth of th mas nry panel. 
when performing a non-linear FEA. 

The value of e1 for teel and reinfor ed concrete tructure may be reduced through 
the u.. of more precise muth maticul model [2]. However, due t the extremely 
complex nature of ma onry material, the applicability of this appr ach in practice 
would be almost impossible. Another reason for ambiguity in thi error i the lack of 
ufficicnt laboratory test data and the high cost of th e tests for ma ·onry wall panel . 

The majority of tests performed on masonry wall panels onJy rcpon the failure I ad of 
the panel, as this is the major design requirement. and the failure pattern, which i the 
crack pattern observed during the laboratory te ts. Recording load and deflection 
infom1ation is generally limited to a ingJe locution, the location of maximum deflec
tion. over the entire surface of the panel. Thi make it extremely difficult to under
·tand th true behaviour and the boundary effects on th response of masonry wall 
panels. One of the mostly cited publi, hed data available is the data from 18 fuJI cale 
masonry wall panel. tested in the Univer ity of Plymouth (UoP) by hong 13] that 
report loud deflection data at 36 location over the urface of the panel. Th e data 
are u. ed in this research. 
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2.1 Error Due to Incorrect Support Types (University of Plymouth Test Panels) 

The panel 's vertical ides were upponed on a steel angle connected to the te t frame 
ahutmcnt to . irnulate a . imply supported support type. and th hnse of the wpll wa~ 
enclo ed in a teel channel packed with bed joint mortar at both ide (refer to Fig. I 
for support details). IL was assumed that a combined effect of the suppon details and 
the self weight of the wall might provide ufficicnt restraint to the base of the panel to 
simulate a fixed ·upport type. 

Abutment 

Steel Angle 
Round Steel plate 

Steel plate 
~in Bed Joint 

lz.a:zzz.2::1!!!!~ Brick wall Thin B. Air Bag ea.-lti!E;HJ-;;::; 
Plywood Joint 

Plywood 

Air Bag 

Vertical Edge Support details Steel Channel Bo e Support details 

Fig. t. Te. t panel . upport detail. 

From Fig. I, one cun argue thut the vertical edges of the panel are not truly imply 
supported and there i some degree for re. train to rotation. Similarly the base of the 
panel is by no means fully fixed and allows some degree of romtion. Due to the flexi
ble nature of the edge support, 'Ome degree of movement perpendicular to the plane 
of the wall was observed at the right hand support. 

2.2 Error Due to Applied Loads and Dellection Measurements 

The load wa. applied to the wall by means of an air bag and it wa. assumed to be 
uniformly di tributed over the entire surface of the panel. This assumption may be 
true when the air bag i fully inflated. but not at the l.ower load levels. 

Pig. 2 how th location of th m n urcmem p im (36 poin in t Lul) on the face 
of the bnse panel. This panel was a . olid . ingle leaf clay brick ma onry wall panel. 
Linear Variable Differential Tran formers (LVDTs) were placed at each gridline 
intersection to rneusure the wall movement perpendicular to the plane of the wall. Due 
to the unevenness of the urface. inherent to masonry panels, irregularitie were ob
served in the deformed . hapc of the panel surface, as shown in Fig . 2(b) and 3. The 
rea on for these irregularities could be the lippage of the LVOTs from their intended 
location and/or inaccuracy in the L VDT readings. 

Controlling the load levels aL each load increment and maintaining a uniform load 
over the entire surface of the panel by means of the airbag is another source of crr<>r 
that need to be con idered. 
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Fig. 2. Position of recorded mea urement points and 30 deformed shape of panol SBO I 
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(a) Deflection at various load levels {b) Load Def. plot at various point 

Fig. 3. Mea urcd load deflection along grid line C at variou load level 

2.3 Numerical Computation Finite Element Modelling 

As mentioned earlier, it was very difficult to find a FEA package that accurately mod
els the ma. onry material properties. crack propagation and failure characteristic . 
Therefore. in this 'tudy a pecialised non-linear FEA progrum, developed by Ma and 
May l41. was used. Thi FEA program was purely developed for research on ma onry 
wall panels, buJ it lacks e entiaJ tlex.abtlity of the FEA packages. 

In this analysis the following e entiaJ aspects were considered: 

• The non-linearity failure criteria include both ten ion cracking and compre ion 
cru hing of the ma onry. 

t The wall thickness was divided into J 0 equal lice. to monitor the crack propaga
tion thtough the depth of the panel. 

t Due to the inflexibility of this FEA program, degree of freedom are only allowed 
to be either free or restrained. pring tiffness was not provided to model upport 
flexibility. 
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• The vertical edge of the panel were modelled as simply supported and the 
edge a fully fixed. A full inve tigation into the effect of boundary modelling 
conducted (not reported in this paper). 

3 Numerical Model Updating Using tiffness/Strength Correctors 

A comprehcn ive literature review of various model updating method i pre. cnted by 
Robert-Nicoud et at [IJ. Siatta et nJ [51 discu , the reliability of y tern identifica
tion. Fri~well und Motter-sht:utl [61 provide u survey of model updating procedures in 
structural damage detection re earch using vibration measurements. Recem papers 
published in this area includ [7, 8, 9, I 0, 11. 121. nnd Cheng and Met hem [ 13] used 
fuzzy case-based reasoning for monitoring the bridge h alth. The majority of the 
re ·eurch on model updating process inv Jve c mputing sets of stiffne · coefficients 
that help predict ob erved vibration mode of structure . The I catl n and extent of 
damage are inferred through a comparison between th tiff ne coefficients of dam
aged and undamaged structures. 

Zhou l14] and Rufiq et nl. ( 15] d veloped a numerical model updatjng technique 
that more accurately predicts the failure load and failur pattern of masonry wall pan
et ubjected to lateral londing. Th y introduced the concept of tiffne si. trcngth 
correctors which assiins different values of flexuml rigidity or ten.ile . trength to 
variou zon s within a wall panel. Stiffness/ trength corrector valu were derived 
from th comparison of lubomtory measured and the finite element analy i. computed 
values of displacement. 

Zhou [ 141 used n number of experimental panel with different geometric proper
ties and aspect rnrio , and panels with and withouL opening. for which the tiff11 
correctors we~ determined. It was discovered from u compnri on of Lhc contour plou 
of corrector factors on the e paneL, lhnt there appeared to be region , termed •yme ·· 
with . imilnr puttcms f c rrcctor fact rs which are clo. cly related to their relative 
positions fr m imilar boundary types. In other words zon s within two panel. ap
pear to have aim st identical corrector factors if they arc located the . umc di lance 
from . imilar boundary types. 

Bu. cd on this finding, Zhou et ut. [ 16] developed methodologies for zone imilarity 
techniques. In order to achieve a more reasonable and automatic technique for esmb
li hing this zone .., imilority between the base panel and any new panel, u cellular auto
mata (CA) m del was developed to propagate the effect of panel boundari to zone 
within the panel. The CA assign a uniqu value. the so called 'stare value • for each 
tone withjn the base panel and an un. cen panel. based on their relative locutions from 
various boundary types. The A then identifies similnr zones between th [WO pan I 
by compuring similar tate values of the two panel·. Zone on tw panel arc consid
ered 10 be imilar if they are urrounded by similar boundary types and having imilnr 
di tunces from similar b und. ry type . Obviou ly the exact mulch i n t po. ible. 
Therefore to find a good match for a zone on an un cen panel with a w n on the base 
panel, euch zone on the un en panel i. compared with very zon on the base panel 
and the error between the stnte value of u zone on the n w panel nnd all zon on the 
ba 'c panel ore calculated. The zone on the base panel with minimum error value i 
Rel<:cted as the clo est imilnr zone. 
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Although the propo d methodologies improved the predicted failure I ad and fail
ure pauern of a number of un een panels two important i u were not given enough 
:u1ention: 

(i) the effects of panel aspect ratio on the re ponse of the panel; 
(ii) the load deflection relation hips 

The research presented in thi paper, ha concentrated more lh 

3.1 Methodologi for Reducing Error in Laboratory Data 

Fig, . 2(b) and 3 demonstrated the existence of irregularitic in the load deflection data 
recorded in the luborntory and a need for minimi ing (correcting) error in the e pen
mental data. A fini te clement analysi. method approxi mm the numerical . olution 
for differential equations, which are generally based on the di placement function that 
closely matches the theoretical deformed ·hnpe for LrucLUral element . For plate and 
hell type tructures. the. c displucement functions genemlly produce de~ rmed hape 

which arc similar to the Timo henko ll7j, analytical olutions of the differential equn
tions for isotropic plutes and hclls within the clastic load level. 

In order to compare results obtained from u non-Jincnr finite element annly is and 
those obtained from the laboratory teMs. an in depth inve tigotion wtc carried out to 
reduce the error in the lab ratory data to reflect th real response of the panel under 
th action of a unaformly di, tributed lutcrulloud. 

3.2 Three Dimensional Surface FittJng 

The first step was to carry oul a regrc . . ion nnaly i on the JD labornt ry load denec
ti n data to fit u surface that j a closer rcpre cntation of nn ideal response of laterally 
loaded panel under ideal conditions. which mutche. with th r:EA model cl cly a 
pos ible. On the 20 linear load deflection data, the objective wa ' to minimise the 
local irrcgularitic in the defom1ed ha pc of the puncl a depicted in Fig 3. 

In this investigation the following three different regression formulae were u ed: 

I . A p lyn mini fun tion: 

.. " L A,. ( 0 ( • I I. . ))1 um/ ,..2. L n , • (Y I L, J' 
1 I 

W =An*F,• J-2+ 

2. A trigonometric functi n: 

I 0 

,, 

(I ) 

F1=CO~ (AB ('If a •rx 1 ro.5•LJ*A,)) "2 J mu/ Fz= L n; • r y 1 L y J' 
1· 1 (2) 

W r::JI\11*F, *F1+C 

3. A Timo. henko like function [ 171. 

Where: \V is the deflection n rmul to the panel . urfncc; Lv. Ly nre panel length and 
height re pectively; 1\ 1, A1 A., 81 and Care constant. Con tant C i, needed to model 
any movement in panel boundaries during the experiment; X ilntl Y repre cm co
ordinates of point i. 
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Fig. 4. ·hows that all three models give a good fit for the experimental data while 
maintaining symmetry about the centreline of the panel. A more detailed inve tigation 
proved that the Timoshenko type urface gives a better fit wilh the experimental data 
at all men ured point . 
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.. 
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(b) Load dfO«tlon plot 11 var1ou loutlon 

Fig. 4. Load dcf. plot. u ing vnri us regr\; i n modeL (for nodal po·ition. refer to Pig. 2:1) 

3.3 Evolutionary Computation Refined by Regression to Derive Correctors 

In this research, the Genetic Algorithm (GA was used to directly derive the corrector 
factor at various location over the . urfuce of the panel. At first the panel was di
vided into 36 locations to cover all measurement point. ee Fig. 2). For implicit)' a 
symmetrical half model was used. Corrector factors at each location were usslgned to 
a GA variable (20 difforcnt variables for the ymmetrical half m del). Corrector fac
tors, ldentlncd by the GA, were u d to modify the llexural rigidity ut each location 
on the panel. The objective function of the GA was designed to minimi e the error 
between the modified experimental deflection (def_3D) and the deflection obmined 
by the EA (def_FEA), over the entire urface of the panel. 

Although the GA was uble to find m del. that impr ved the predicted deflected 
shape of the panel, due to compen atory effects of many variables it wn. diflicull to 
identify a suitable model. At this tage n rcgre. sion analysis wa u ed to reline correc
tor factors, elected from a number of the GA runs. to obtnin a et of correct r factors 
that represent u besL lit for d1c experimental deflected shape f the pnncl. Table I 
gives details of corrector factors derived by the GA and refined by regression. lt 
. hould be noted that these corrector factors arc used in the PEA to modify the nexural 
stiffness by multiplying the e factors to the global elastic modulus (E) ut each 1. ne. 

Table I. Corrector fuctors derived by the GA und refined by Regression 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 0.697 0.981 1. 125 1.152 1.153 1. 152 1.125 0 .98 1 0.697 
B 0.704 1.016 1.174 1.204 1.205 1.204 1. 174 1.016 0.704 
c 0.716 1.076 1.258 1.292 1.294 1.292 1.258 1.076 0.7 16 
D 0.749 1.237 1.484 1.53J 1.533 1.531 1.484 1.237 0.749 
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3.4 Boundary Modelling 

A careful study of the corrector factors in Table 1 revealed that the flexural rigictiti 
were mainJy modified around the panel hounctarie..'> with relatively small change. 
inside the panel. lt was therefore necessary to investigate the effect that boundary 
types may have on the behaviour of the panels. 

At this stage it was decided to conduct a parametric study by changing the bound
W)' types al the panel supports, and the OA was allowed tQ obtain corrector factor 
that produced a best fit with the modified experimenral deformed shape. l.n this paper 
only the etlect of the boundary at the base of the panel is discussed. 

At first, the same boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 1 were assumed. The re
sults from the FEA showed u kink around load level of 1.0 kN/m2 (Fig. 5). 

SBO I at Grid AS 
3~----------~----~ 

-,.. .§ g 2 

"0 g 

0 .. 
0 5 10 

Displacement (mm) 

Fig. S. Comparison of modified experimenLUl with the predicted deflection using Table I Cor
~lor Fnctors - Base simply supported and Fixed 

Careful study reveuled that this kink was due to the development of tensile crack 
parallel to the bed joints, produced by the hogging moments along the panel bnse. A" 
the tensile strength of the masonry is low parallel to the bed joints compared with that 
perpendicular to the bed joims, the first crock appears m o very low load level near th 
tixed support, which causes a kink in the load denection curve. As this kink wus not 
visible in the experimental load denection dma, it caused some concern. 

The obvious choice for the next step was to change the boundary condition ut th 
base of the panel to a simply supported type that allows full rotation of the base sup
pon. This eliminated the kink, bUl the stifTness or the panel was naturally reduced. 
This was reflected in the load de'flection plots, (see Fig 5 for details). 

A close investigation of Fig. 5 also revealed that the gradient of the predicted 
curves at various load levels were different from those of the experimental curves. In 
order to obtain a suitable set of corrector factors, it wns decided to modify the objec
tive function of the GA to include the gradient effect. The following errors were 
used: 
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I. Denection error: minimi e deviation of the FEA dcnecaion valu s from rhe tar· 
get values over the eo tire surface of Lhe panel. 

2. Gradient error: minimise deviation of the gradients of the FHA load deflection 
curve between two adjacent load levels. 

3. Lond error: minimise deviation of the FEA failure load from lhe Larger fai lure 
Ion d. 

A . tudy of the corrector factors, derived from the imply supported base, revealed 
an increase in the corrector foetor around the base of the panel. By changing the base 
of the panel to a fixed support {Table 2 corrector values) the oppo ite effect was ob
served. A close look at the result clearly trengthened the initial findings that the 
ba e of the panel is neither simply supported nor fixed, but there is only some degree 
of fixity at this edge. 

Table 2. orrector fac tors derived by the GA with panel bru c fixed 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 1.283 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.283 
B 1. 187 1.182 1.181 1.181 1.181 1.181 1. 18 1 1. 182 1.187 
c 0.927 0.921 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.921 0.927 
D 0.223 0.218 0.218 0.2 18 0.2 18 0.218 0.2 18 0.218 0.223 

From Fig. 5 it was ob. crved chul the PEA predicted fai l.urc I ad for imply sup
ported bnsc wus much below the mea ured failure load. Although the failure load for 
the fixed base model was relatively increased, it was still below the measured values. 

A clo. er look ut this revealed thut the decrease in failure load wa. due to ahe lower 
values of tensile strengths perpendicular to bed joints. 

The result. of the full boundury investigation revealed that: 

+ Boundary condit ion · hown in Fig 2 give closer re. ults than th • olher models. 
+ orrcctor fac tors derived by the GA for this model refer to Table 2) give a better 

load deflection match at various locations over the surface of th panel. 
+ Changing the tensile trength perpendicular to the bed joints by 50% improved 

the predicted failure load of the paneL 

4 Case Study 

The corrector factors not nly rnodcled rhe boundary effect , but at o modelled varia
tion in the mmcrial and geometric propertil!! . One of the objective. of thi r~ carch 
was to use these corrector factors to predicl the behaviour of un ·ecn panel wiah and 
with ut openings and panels for which the boundary condition. arc different from the 
buse panel. rn this investigation it is important to n te thUI the corrector facrors d -
rived in Table 2 nre used t estimate the correctors at various locations on any unseen 
punel (Punel SB02 in this study). The ellular Automata 'zon imilarity' technique 
114, 161 was u ed to cstinuu corr ctor vaJue for unseen panels. The ·e corrector 
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fac tors are then used in a non- linear PEA to predict the load deflection. failure load 
and failure paUem for the un. een pane L 

To assess the validity of the numerical model updating techniques pre e nted in this 
paper a pane] which was the same size as the base panel SBO I, but with an opening at 
the middle of panel (Panel SB02), wus investigated. Results of this investigation are 
presented in Fig 6. 

4 • • 11 
Dhploc sh(-l 

Fig. 6. Load deflection curve al maximum deflection location (A5) 

5 Further Work 

The challenging task is to extend this model updating technique to panels tested el e
where, under different laboratory conditions and using different material constituent 
for construction of the panels. We were able to locate test data for a limited number 
of panels, tested elsewhere and would greatly appreciate the offer of further data. 
particu larly on load deflection and ten. ile s trengt h information for any type a nd , ize 
of ma. onry panel from re earcher around the world. 

The plan would be to jnvestigate the sujtability and generality o f the corrector fac
tor derived for the base panel to predict the failure c riteria for as many unseen panel 
as po. ible. 

6 Conclusions 

Thjs is perhaps the firs t t ime lhal an attempt ha been made to use a numerical model 
updating technique to tudy the behaviour of a hig hly composite ani o tropic material 
uch as masonry within the fu ll linear and non-linear range. 

The research presented in this pape r introduces a numerical model updating tech
nique that has the potential to be extended to masonry material , which is h ighly com
posite and ani otropic. 

In this research, corrector fac tors from a single panel tested in the laboratory were 
used for a number of un een panels with different boundary types, s ize and configura
tions. The results produced more accurate prediction of the behaviour of the laterally 
loaded masonry wall pane.ls. 

===-=-=---
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Using Artificial Intelligence Techniques to 
Predict the Behaviour of Masonry Panels 

M.Y. Rnfiq, C. Sui, G.C. Zhou, D.J. Easterbrook and G. Bugmann 
School of Engineeting 
University Plymouth, United Kingdom 

Abstract 

Laboratory experimental data is often emmeous. This error is more apparent in data 
obtained fiom testing of anisotropic composite materials such as masonry wall 
panels. In this paper data colleted from the laboratory tests of masonry panels is 
presented. Methodologies for reducing ( cotTecting) error in laboratory tested data are 
discussed. The concept of stiffness/strength corrector to model the variation in 
lllc1Somy properties in laterally loaded masoruy panels was introduced by Zhou [ 1] 
and Rafiq et a1 [2] to model variation in masonry properties. A cellular automata 
(CA) teclmique was used to model the boundruy effect and establish 
stiffuess/sn·ength coiTector values for tulSeen panels, using zone similarity 
teclmiques introduced by Zhou et al [3] These stiffness/strength cotTectot are then 
used in a non-linear fmite element analysis (FEA) to predict the failure load and 
fai lure pattern of these unseen panels. This paper demoLlStrates that methodologies 
for reducing etTor in experimental data can ftuther improve the predicted faihu·e load 
of the panels. 

Kfywords: corrector factor, cellular automata. 

1 Introduction 

Masomy is a material composed of two completely different constituents, which 
when combined together produce a highly variable composite matetial. However 
due to this highly composite nattu·e of the constitttents of this material it has been 
very difficult to accw-ately predict the behaviour of masomy elements. Research 
cruried out by Lawrence [4] indicated that it is essential to consider an inherent 
random variation in masolllY properties, in any theoretical analysis to produce a 
better prediction of the behaviour of laterally loaded masonry panels. 
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Research in the University of Plymouth by Zhou [1] and Rafiq et al [2], has 
proposed a novel approach for the analysis of masoruy panels subjected to lateral 
loading, which gives a much closer prediction of both failure Load and failure 
pattems. 'This method is based on the proper modelling of the variation in masonry 
propertjes in various locations within the panel and more importantly, properly 
modelling the effect of panel boundaries. which has been proved by this research to 
have a dominant effect on the behaviour of panels subjected to lateral loading. TI1e 
research has introduced a new concept. "stiffness/strength cotTector" Zhou [I] 
whlch quantifies the boundary effects and properly models the variation in masonry 
properties at various locations (zones) within a masonry wall panel. Derivation of 
these con·ectors was based on a closer mapping of laboratoty experimental results, 
earned out by Chong [4]. with those obtained from a non-Linear finite element 
analysis of full-scale masonry wall panels subjected to a muformly distributed 
lateral load. The finite element program was originally developed by Ma and May 
[5] and lhrtber developments were introduced by Chong [4] and Zhou [1] and Zhou 
et al [3], used a cellular automata (CA) to model the effect of various botmdruy 
(edge support) types. This research used a single leaf brick panel for which 
stiffuess/strength correctors were determined as the 'base panel' . i.e. the panel from 
which all other panel correctors could be predicted. This research also introduced the 
concept of zone similarities, using CA. which enable, con·ector values at various 
zones inside the base panel to be mapped on to any unseen panel with various 
boundruy type and for panels with or without opening, to detennine coiTector 
values. TI1e con·ector values were then used in a non-Liner FEA program to estimate 
the failure load and failm·e pattem for unseen masoruy panels. 

Research by Zhou [1] demonstrated that it was possible to achieYe an 
iruprovement of about 200/o in the failure load capacity of the laterally loaded 
masoruy wall prutels. Althougll considerable improvements were achieved in the 
faihu·e load and failure pattem of the tnasottry panels. en·on; in the experimental 
results made comparison of the analytical and experimental load deflection results 
inconclusive. 

The research presented in tllis paper extends the previous reseru·ch by introducing 
methodologies for minimising the error in the laboratory test data and concentrates 
on reducing the en'Or between analytical and meastU'ed load deflection data at 
various locations on a panel. Case studies will be presented to demonstrate that it is 
possible to improve load deflection and failure load capacity of the panels. The 
research also introduces a methodology for handling scaling effects when 
establishing conector values for unseen panels which are different in their size to 
those of Ute base panel. 

2 A brief overview of the previous research 

Figure 1 shows location of the measm-ement points on the base panel. This panel 
was a solid single leaf clay brick masonry wall panel. Linear Vruiable Differential 
Transformers (L VDTs) were placed at each gridli..ne intersection. The panel was 
loaded using an air bag. which was a common procedure for applying unifonn 
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lateral load on the face of the panel. The panel was simply supported along its 
vertical edges, ftxed at its base and free at the top. The load was gradually increased 
on the panel and deflection data was recorded at inte1vals of 0.2 kN/m2

. It was 
obseNed that at the initial stage of the test the right hand edge of the panel was 
moved until the sides of the panel were fully in contact with the supporting edges . 
Figures 2 shows a 3 dimensional swface plot of the experimental load deflection 
data at every measurement location and Figure 3 shows a line plot of the load 
deflection data along gridline C (across the width of the panel) at vatious load 
levels. 

Evidence of movement in the right hand support is clear in Figures 2 and 3. 
Irregularities in the surface plot in Figure 2 and in line plot in Figure 3 clearly show 
inaccuracies in the laboratory recording data. This error in more pronounced at 
lower load values (up to 1.6 kN/m2

) . From the stuface plot of deflection in Figm·e 2 
it is also clear that their was no data available at locations near the bottom suppot1 of 
the panel. This has resulted an a flat swface near that area which is not a tme 
representation of the deflected shape for this type of panel. 

Figm·e 4 shows individual load deflection plots at vatious recording points along 
gridline C. TI1e evidence of in·egularities at locations near the boundaries of the 
panel (Points Cl and C9) is more pronounced. Figm·e 4 better demonsh-ate the 
existence of en·or in recording data as at certain load levels the deflection is moving 
in the wrong direction as the load is increased. Moreover, it was expected that the 
deflected shape of the panel should be symmetrical about its vet1ical ceutreline 
(about gtidline 5) . From Figm·es 2 and 3 it is clear that tilis was not the case with ti1e 
measured data. Methodologies for miuinlising the en·or in the laboratoty data to 
reflect ti1e real response of panels under applied lateral load are discussed in ti1e 
following section. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 

81.-~--~---+----~--~---+--~~--~---+-tl 

c~~--+---~--~---+--~--~~--+---~~~ 

Dl.-~--~---+----r---~---+--~~--;----+-tl 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii - Simply Supported Edge 
Find Edge 
Free Ed~e 

Panel size 
5600 mmx2475 mm 

Figure 1 position of recorded measurement points on the 'base panel ' 
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Figure 2. stuface plot of experimental deflection data (at 1.8 kN/m2
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Figure 3 Measured deflection along grid line C at various load levels 
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Figure 4 Load Deflection plot at various points along grid C 

3 Methodologies for reducing errors In laboratot-y data 

An in depth investigation was canied out to reduce the error in the laboratory data to 
reflect the real response of the panel under the unifoxmly distributed lateral load in 
order to be able to compare 8 like with like situation both for the F AE and 
experimental results. The flfSt step was to carry out 8 regression analysis both on the 
30 data and 20 liuear data to find a better fit between the expected experin1ental 
data and the FEA model in order to mininuse discrepancies in actual experimental 
data as depicted in Figure 4. 

3.1 Thl'ee dimensional smface 

In tills analysis the following three different regression models were investigated to 
fit the experimental data: 

Polynomial function; 
Trigonometric function; and 
Timoshenko (6] like function. 

The result of the three analyses is presented in Figure 5. From Fig\U-e 5 it is cleru· 
that all thx-ee curves give a good fit to the experimental data while maintaining 
symmetry about the centreline of the panel. A more detailed investigation proved 
that the Tirnoshenko type SUiface was a better fit with the experimental data and 
with the real situation. 
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-+- Expeiimental 
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Grid locations 

Figure 5 Load deflection plots along grid A using various regression mles 

Figure 6 shows a comparison of load deflection plot of the experimental data with 
that of the chosen Timoshenko type regression results. Once again. fium Figme 6 it 
is clear that tl1e chosen curve not only gives a better fit with the experimental data at 
various load Levels, but also eliminates the tmexpected irregularities in the load 
deflection plots near the botmdaries of the panel. 

The final relationship used to simulate the expected deformed shape of the base 
panel under a unifmmly distributed load is given below: 

Where: 

F 1 = A 1* cosh (1t *Y!LJ+A2*1t *YI Lx *sinb (1t *Y/ LJ+A3*sinh (1t *Y/ LJ 
- A1*Y *1t/ Lx *cosh (1t *Y/ LJ 
and 
F2 = 1t

4/96* sin (1t *XI LJ 
And finally the final defonned shape is represented by: 
Z = Ao*F2 + F,*sin (pi*XILJ + C 

Ao, A" A2 and A3 are constants 
Lx and Ly represent the width and height of the panel respectively and 
X and Y represent X and Y coordinates of any point on the panel 
Z is the \"ettical deflection at location (X.Y) 
The constant C was introduced here to model possible movement at the 
edges of the panel. 

The Timoshenko type regression formula allows a better satisfaction of the panel 

boundary conditions, such as oZ I (x-o aod s-u) =0 and oZ I yoif"O. 
fu· Oy 
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Figure 6 
Deflection (mm) 

Load deflection plots - a comparison of experimental and con·ected 
deflection along Grid A 

3.2 Modified corrector values 

As discussed earlier, the stiffi1ess/strength corrector concept introduced by Zhou [ 1] 
was based on a closer mapping of laboratory experimental results, with those 
obtained from a non-linear finite element analysis of full-scale masonry wall panels 
subjected to a unifonnly distributed lateral loads. In order to maintain symmetty aud 
eliminate irregularities in experimental load deflection data near the pauel 
boundaries, as discussed in the previous section, in this research stiffness/strength 
corrector values are based on the comparison of the FEA results with those obtained 
from a Timoshenko type regression results. The following section describes how the 
conector values are improved using several iterations. 

3.3 Iteration method 

The cotTector values derived by Zhou [ 1] were calculated as: 

\11 = Wm and l)p = D * \11 
WL'Ip ' 

Where: 
W = deflection at any point on the panel 
D = Flexural Rigidity aud 
\11 = corrector values 

A swface plot ofZhou's con·ector values is given in Figure 7. 
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Surface plot of original corrector values (Zhou 2002) 
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Figure 7 sutface plot of correctors obtained by Zhou [ l] 
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Zhou's corrector values were based on a direct comparison (a single step) of the 
FEA and experimental deflection values. In order to further improve the accuracy of 
the con·ector values after a comprehensive study the following modification was 
i.ntmduced: 

Where: 

i = muuber of iteration 

m= a constant 0< m < 1.0 to refme the search for better match between 
experimental and FEA results. 

The result of the investigation demonsll'3ted that values of m<0.4 and up to 4 
Iteration gives much better results. 

Figme 8 shows corrector values obtained by the iteration method. 
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Figure 8 Swface plot of correctors obtained by iteration for different m 

3.4 The Genetir Algorithm approach 

0 

A fw1her investigation was can1ed out using genetic alg01-itluns (GAs). In this 
inYestigation con·ector values were directly detennined by the GA. The variables in 
the GA were 36 corrector values at the locations of the laboratory measured 
deflection points and the objective was to minimise the total error between measured 
and FEA results at alllocatious on the panel. Although the GA minimised the error 
considerably, due to the high dimensionality of the problem (36 dimensions in this 
case) it was difficult to find a unique solution. It was decided to combine the GA 
and regression analysis results to get a better result. 

3.5 Combining the GA and regression 

In this method corrector values from several runs of the GA were collected and a 
regression analysis was performed in order to minimise the en·or between the FEA 
results and the measured deflection at each location on the panel individually. The 
tesults of this investigation are presented in Figure 9, and this was adopted as the 
corrector values for the base panel. 

9 
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Figure 9 Surface plot of correctors obtained by the GA and iteration 

4 Case studies 

4.1 Tbt bast panel 

0 

Using the corrector values shown in Figure 9, the base panel was analysed using 
non-linear FEA program. TI1e predicted failure load was 2.6 kN/m2 which was an 
excellent match with the experin1ental fail\u·e load of 2.7 kN/m2

• Figure 10 shows a 
contour plot of the analytical failure pattern of this panel at 2.6 kN/m2 load level. 
Once again tlus is similar to tl1e experimental failm·e pattern shown in Figure ll. 

Figure l 0 Predicted failure pattern of the base panel 
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Figure 11 Experimental failure pattern of base panel 

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the modified experimental and analytical load 
deflected shapes. There is a close similarity between the two surfaces. 
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Figm·e 12 Surlace plot of the experiment and analytical deflected shapes 

4.2 Unsern panel with different size and boundary conditions 

To demonstrate the generality and applicability of the methodologies described in 
this paper. cellular automata was used to establish con-ector values at different 
locations on tills unseen panel using similarity mles discussed in Zhou et al [3]. The 
con·ector values were taken fi·om the base panel as shown in Figure 9. The unseen 
panel was analysed using the same non-linear FEA program. The results of the 
analysis are discussed in tills section. 

Figures 13 and 14 show the analytical and experimental failure patterns of this 
unseen panel respectively. From the comparison of these two Figures it is clear that 
the analytical method was able to predict the failure pattern correctly. The analytical 
predicted failure load for this panel was 7.5 kN/m2• which compares well with the 
experimental failure load of7.0 kN/m2

• 

Figure 15 shows a comparison of the experimental and analytical load deflected 
shapes. Both deflected shapes are similar, but the analytical model seems to be a bit 
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stiffer than the actual panel. This could also be the effect of scaling factor as this 
unseen panel was half the size of the base panel. This aspect needs further 
investigation. It is worthwhile mentioning that the experimental records of this 
tmseen panel showed that the right hand side of this panel had moved. This aspect 
has not been considered in the analysis. 

Figme 13 Predicted failur~pattem of an unseen P,anel 

J 

..... 

/ ~ 
Figure 14 Experimental failure pattern of an tmseeu panel 

Figure 15 Surface plots of the experiment and analytical deflected shapes 
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5 Conclusions 

Based on this investigation the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• The failure load values were greatly improved. 
• Load deflection cwves at various locations on the panel were closely related 

to the experimental results. 
• The failure pattern was similar to those of the experimental results and those 

of Zhou [ I]. 
• The corrector values for 'wtseeu' panels, which were detennined by the 

Cellular Automata, using zone similarity concepts greatly improved the 
prediction of failure load and load deflection values. 

• Scaling rules proposed in this research was effective to model scaling effects 
due to changes between the 'base panel' and any 'unseen' panels. 
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